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Introduction

A relational database management system (RDBMS) is an essential tool in many envi-
ronments, from traditional uses in business, research, and educational contexts, to applica-
tions such as powering search engines on the Internet. However, despite the importance
of a good database system for managing and accessing information resources, many or-
ganizations have found them to be out of reach of their financial resources. Historically,
database systems have been an expensive proposition, with vendors charging healthy fees
both for software and for support.Also, because database engines often had substantial
hardware requirements to run with any reasonable performance, the cost was even
greater.

The situation is different now, on both the hardware and software sides of the picture.
Small desktop systems and servers are inexpensive but powerful, and there is a thriving
movement devoted to writing high-performance operating systems for them.These oper-
ating systems are available free over the Internet or at the cost of an inexpensive CD.They
include several BSD Unix derivatives (FreeBSD, NetBSD, OpenBSD) as well as various
distributions of Linux (Fedora, Debian, Gentoo, SuSE, to name a few).

Production of free operating systems has proceeded in concert with—and to a large
extent has been made possible by—the development of freely available tools like gcc, the
GNU C compiler.These efforts to make software available to anyone who wants it are
part of the Open Source movement. Open Source projects have produced many impor-
tant pieces of software. For example,Apache is the most widely used Web server on the
Internet. Perl, Python, and Ruby are well-established general-purpose scripting languages,
and PHP is a language that is popular due largely to the ease with which it enables dy-
namic Web pages to be written.These all stand in contrast to proprietary solutions that
lock you into high-priced products from vendors that don’t even provide source code.

Database software has become more accessible, too, and Open Source database systems
are freely available. One of these is MySQL, a SQL client/server relational database man-
agement system originating from Scandinavia. MySQL includes an SQL server, client
programs for accessing the server, administrative tools, and a programming interface for
writing your own programs.

MySQL’s roots begin in 1979, with the UNIREG database tool created by Michael
“Monty”Widenius for the Swedish company TcX. In 1994,TcX began searching for an
RDBMS with an SQL interface for use in developing Web applications.They tested some
commercial servers, but found all too slow for TcX’s large tables.They also took a look
at mSQL, but it lacked certain features that TcX required. Consequently, Monty began
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developing a new server.The programming interface was explicitly designed to be similar
to the one used by mSQL because several free tools were available for mSQL, and by us-
ing a similar interface, those same tools could be used for MySQL with a minimum of
porting effort.

In 1995, David Axmark of Detron HB began to push for TcX to release MySQL on
the Internet. David also worked on the documentation and on getting MySQL to build
with the GNU configure utility. MySQL 3.11.1 was unleashed on the world in 1996 in
the form of binary distributions for Linux and Solaris.Today, MySQL works on many
more platforms and is available in both binary and source form.The company MySQL
AB was formed to provide distributions of MySQL under both Open Source and com-
mercial licenses, and to offer technical support, monitoring services, and training. In
2008, Sun Microsystems acquired MySQL AB and the commitment to Open Source
remains strong (Sun was already moving in the direction of making many of its products
available under Open Source licensing).

Initially, MySQL became widely popular because of its speed and simplicity. But there
was criticism, too, because it lacked features such as transactions and foreign key support.
MySQL continued to develop, adding not only those features but others such as replica-
tion, subqueries, stored procedures, views, and triggers.These capabilities take MySQL
into the realm of enterprise applications.As a result, people who once would have consid-
ered only “big iron” database systems for their applications now give serious consideration
to MySQL.

MySQL is portable and runs on commercial operating systems (such as Mac OS X,
HP-UX, and Windows) and on hardware all the way up to enterprise servers. Further-
more, its performance rivals any database system you care to put up against it, and it can
handle large databases with billions of rows. In the business world, MySQL’s presence
continues to increase as companies discover it to be capable of handling their database
needs at a fraction of what they are used to paying for commercial licensing and support.

MySQL lies squarely within the picture that unfolds before us: freely available operat-
ing systems running on powerful but inexpensive hardware, putting substantial processing
power and capabilities in the hands of more individuals and businesses than ever before,
on a wider variety of systems than ever before.This lowering of the economic barriers to
computing puts powerful database solutions within reach of more people and organiza-
tions than at any time in the past. Organizations that once could only dream of putting
the power of a high-performance RDBMS to work for them now can do so for very
little cost.This is true for individuals as well. For example, I use MySQL with Perl, PHP,
and Apache on my Apple laptop running Mac OS X.This enables me to carry my work
with me anywhere.Total cost: the cost of the laptop.

Why Choose MySQL?
If you’re looking for a free or low-cost database management system, several are available
from which to choose, such as MySQL, PostgreSQL, or SQLite.When you compare
MySQL with other database systems, think about what’s most important to you.
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Performance, support, features (such as SQL conformance or extensions), licensing condi-
tions and restrictions, and price all are factors to take into account. Given these considera-
tions, MySQL has many attractive features to offer:

n Speed. MySQL is fast. Its developers contend that MySQL is about the fastest
database system you can get.You can investigate this claim by visiting http://www.
mysql.com/why-mysql/benchmarks/, a performance-comparison page on the
MySQL Web site.

n Ease of use. MySQL is a high-performance but relatively simple database system
and is much less complex to set up and administer than larger systems.

n Query language support. MySQL understands SQL (Structured Query
Language), the standard language of choice for all modern database systems.

n Capability. The MySQL server is multi-threaded, so many clients can connect to
it at the same time. Each client can use multiple databases simultaneously.You can
access MySQL interactively using several interfaces that let you enter queries and
view the results: command-line clients,Web browsers, or GUI clients. In addition,
programming interfaces are available for many languages, such as C, Perl, Java, PHP,
Python, and Ruby.You can also access MySQL using applications that support
ODBC and .NET (protocols developed by Microsoft).This gives you the choice of
using prepackaged client software or writing your own for custom applications.

n Connectivity and security. MySQL is fully networked, and databases can be
accessed from anywhere on the Internet, so you can share your data with anyone,
anywhere. But MySQL has access control so that one person who shouldn’t see
another’s data cannot.To provide additional security, MySQL supports encrypted
connections using the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol.

n Portability. MySQL runs on many varieties of Unix and Linux, as well as on other
systems such as Windows and NetWare. MySQL runs on hardware from high-end
servers down to small personal computers (even palmtop devices).

n Small size. MySQL has a modest distribution size, especially compared to the
huge disk space footprint of certain other database systems.

n Availability and cost. MySQL is an Open Source project available under multi-
ple licensing terms. First, it is available under the terms of the GNU General Public
License (GPL).This means that MySQL is available without cost for most in-house
uses. Second, for organizations that prefer or require formal arrangements or that
do not want to be bound by the conditions of the GPL, commercial licenses are
available.

n Open distribution and source code. MySQL is easy to obtain; just use your
Web browser. If you don’t understand how something works, are curious about an
algorithm, or want to perform a security audit, you can get the source code and 

http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/benchmarks/
http://www.mysql.com/why-mysql/benchmarks/
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examine it. If you think you’ve found a bug, please report it; the developers want 
to know.

What about support? Good question; a database system isn’t much use if you can’t get
help for it.This book is one form of assistance, and I like to think that it’s useful in that
regard. (The fact that the book has reached its fourth edition suggests that it accomplishes
that goal.) There are other resources open to you as well, and you’ll find that MySQL has
good support:

n The MySQL Reference Manual is included in MySQL distributions, and also is
available online and in printed form.The Reference Manual regularly receives good
marks in the MySQL user community.This is important, because the value of a
good product is diminished if no one can figure out how to use it.

n Technical support contracts, monitoring services, and training classes are available
from Sun.

n There are several active MySQL mailing lists to which anyone may subscribe.These
lists have many helpful participants, including several MySQL developers.As a sup-
port resource, many people find these lists invaluable.

The MySQL community, developers and nondevelopers alike, is very responsive.
Answers to questions on the mailing lists often arrive within minutes.When bugs are 
reported, the developers generally fix them quickly, and fixes become available daily 
over the Internet. Contrast this with the often-frustrating experience of navigating the
Byzantine support channels of big vendors.You’ve been there? Me, too.

If you are in the database-selection process, MySQL is an ideal candidate for evalua-
tion.You can try MySQL with no risk or financial commitment. If you get stuck, you can
use the mailing lists to get help.An evaluation costs some of your time, but that’s true no
matter what database system you’re considering—and it’s a safe bet that your installation
and setup time for MySQL will be less than for many other systems.

Already Running Another RDBMS?
If you’re currently running another database system but feel constrained by it, you defi-
nitely should consider MySQL. Perhaps performance of your current system is a concern,
or it’s proprietary and you don’t like being locked into it. Perhaps you’d like to run on
hardware that’s not supported by your current system, or your software is provided in 
binary-only format but you want to have the source available. Or maybe it just costs too
much! All of these are reasons to look into MySQL. Use this book to familiarize yourself
with MySQL’s capabilities, contact the MySQL sales crew, ask questions on the mailing
lists, and you’ll find the answers you need to make a decision.

One thing to keep in mind is that although all major database engines support SQL,
each supports a somewhat different dialect. Check the chapters in this book that deal
with MySQL’s SQL dialect and data types.You may decide that the version of SQL
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supported by your current RDBMS is too different and that porting your applications
would involve significant effort.

Part of your evaluation should be to try porting a few examples, of course.This will
give you valuable experience in making an assessment.There is an ongoing commitment
by the MySQL developers to an increasing conformance to standard SQL.That has the
practical consequence of eliminating porting roadblocks as time goes on, so your porting
effort may turn out to be easier than you expect.

Tools Provided with MySQL
MySQL distributions include the following tools:

n An SQL server. This is the engine that powers MySQL and provides access to
your databases.

n Client and utility programs. These include an interactive client program that
enables you to enter queries directly and view the results.Also available are several
administrative and utility programs that help you run your site: One allows you to
monitor and control the server; others let you import data, perform backups, check
tables for problems, and more.

n A client library for writing your own programs.You can write client pro-
grams in C because the library is in C, but the library also can be linked into other
language processors such as Perl, PHP, or Ruby to provide the basis for MySQL
interfaces in those languages.

In addition to the software provided with MySQL itself, MySQL is used by many
talented and capable people who like writing software to enhance their productivity and
who are willing to share that software.The result is that you have access to a variety of
third-party tools that make MySQL easier to use or that extend its reach into areas such
as Web site development.

What You Can Expect from This Book
By reading this book, you’ll learn how to use MySQL effectively so that you can get your
work done more productively.You’ll be able to figure out how to get your information
into a database, and you’ll learn how to get it back out by formulating queries that give
you the answers to the questions you want to ask of that data.

You don’t need to be a programmer to understand or use SQL.This book will show
you how it works. But there’s more to understanding how to use a database system prop-
erly than knowing SQL syntax.This book emphasizes MySQL’s unique capabilities and
shows how to use them.

You’ll also see how MySQL integrates with other tools.The book shows how to use
MySQL with Perl and PHP to generate dynamic Web pages created from the result of
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database queries.You’ll learn how to write your own programs that access MySQL data-
bases.All of these enhance MySQL’s capabilities to handle the requirements of your par-
ticular applications.

If you’ll be responsible for administering a MySQL installation, this book will tell you
what your duties are and how to carry them out.You’ll learn how to create user accounts,
perform database backups, set up replication, and make sure your site is secure.

Road Map to This Book
This book is organized into four parts.The first concentrates on general concepts of data-
base use.The second focuses on writing your own programs that use MySQL.The third is
aimed at those readers who have administrative duties.The fourth provides a set of refer-
ence appendixes.

Part I: General MySQL Use
n Chapter 1,“Getting Started with MySQL.” Discusses how MySQL can be useful to

you, provides a tutorial that introduces the interactive MySQL client program, cov-
ers the basics of SQL, and demonstrates MySQL’s general capabilities.

n Chapter 2,“Using SQL to Manage Data.” Every major RDBMS now available
understands SQL, but every database engine implements a slightly different SQL
dialect.This chapter discusses SQL with particular emphasis on those features that
make MySQL distinctive.

n Chapter 3,“Data Types.” Discusses the data types that MySQL provides for storing
your information, the properties and limitations of each type, when and how to
use them, how to choose between similar types, expression evaluation, and type
conversion.

n Chapter 4,“Stored Programs.” Discusses how to write and use SQL programs that
are stored on the server side.Types of programs available to you are stored functions
and procedures, triggers, and events.

n Chapter 5,“Query Optimization.” Discusses how to make your queries run more
efficiently.

Part II: Using MySQL Programming Interfaces
n Chapter 6,“Introduction to MySQL Programming.” Discusses some of the applica-

tion programming interfaces (APIs) available for MySQL and provides a general
comparison of the APIs that the book covers in detail.

n Chapter 7,“Writing MySQL Programs Using C.” Discusses how to write C 
programs using the API provided by the MySQL C client library.
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n Chapter 8,“Writing MySQL Programs Using Perl DBI.” Discusses how to write
Perl scripts using the DBI module. Covers standalone command-line scripts and
scripts for Web site programming.

n Chapter 9,“Writing MySQL Programs Using PHP.” Discusses how to use the PHP
scripting language and the PHP Data Objects (PDO) database-access extension to
write dynamic Web pages that access MySQL databases.

Part III: MySQL Administration
n Chapter 10,“Introduction to MySQL Administration.”An overview of the database

administrator’s duties and what you should know to run a MySQL site successfully.
n Chapter 11,“The MySQL Data Directory.”An in-depth look at the organization

and contents of the data directory, the area under which MySQL stores databases,
logs, and status files.

n Chapter 12,“General MySQL Administration.” Discusses how to make sure your
operating system starts and stops the MySQL server properly when your system
comes up and shuts down.Also includes instructions for setting up MySQL user 
accounts, and discusses log maintenance, configuring storage engines, tuning the
server, and running multiple servers.

n Chapter 13,“Access Control and Security.” Discusses what you need to know to
make your MySQL installation safe from intrusion, both from other users on the
server host and from clients connecting over the network. Explains the structure of
the grant tables that control client access to the MySQL server. Describes how to
set up your server to support secure connections over SSL.

n Chapter 14,“Database Maintenance, Backups, and Replication.” Discusses how to
reduce the likelihood of disaster through preventive maintenance, how to back up
your databases, how to perform crash recovery if disaster strikes in spite of your
preventive measures, and how to set up replication servers.

Part IV: Appendixes
n Appendix A,“Obtaining and Installing Software.” Discusses where to get and how

to install the major tools and sample database files described in the book.
n Appendix B,“Data Type Reference.” Explores the characteristics of MySQL’s data

types.
n Appendix C,“Operator and Function Reference.”The operators and functions that

are used to write expressions in SQL statements are discussed.
n Appendix D,“System, Status, and UserVariable Reference.” Describes each variable

maintained by the MySQL server, and how to use your own variables in SQL
statements.
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n Appendix E,“SQL Syntax Reference.” Describes each SQL statement supported
by MySQL.

n Appendix F,“MySQL Program Reference.” Explores the programs provided in the
MySQL distribution.

Note
The following Appendices are located online. Go to www.informit.com/title/
9780672329388 to register your book and access these files. Or, please visit 
www.kitebird.com/mysql-book to access these files.

n Appendix G,“C API Reference” (online). Explores the data types and functions in
the MySQL C client library.

n Appendix H,“Perl DBI API Reference” (online). Discusses the methods and attrib-
utes provided by the Perl DBI module.

n Appendix I,“PHP API Reference” (online). Discusses the methods provided for
MySQL support in PHP by the PDO extension.

How to Read This Book
Whichever part of the book you happen to be reading at any given time, it’s best to try
the examples as you go along.That means you should do two things:

n If MySQL isn’t installed on your system, you should install it or ask someone to do
so for you.

n You should get the files needed to set up the sampdb sample database to which
we’ll be referring throughout the book.

Appendix A indicates where you can obtain all the necessary components and has in-
structions for installing them.

If you’re a complete newcomer to MySQL or to SQL, begin with Chapter 1.This
provides you with a tutorial introduction that grounds you in basic MySQL and SQL
concepts and brings you up to speed for the rest of the book.Then proceed to Chapter 2,
Chapter 3, and Chapter 4 to find out how to describe and manipulate your own data so
that you can exploit MySQL’s capabilities for your own applications.

If you already know some SQL, you should still read Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. SQL
implementations vary, and you’ll want to find out what makes MySQL’s implementation
distinctive in comparison to others with which you may be familiar.

If you have experience with MySQL but need more background on the details of 
performing particular tasks, use the book as a reference, looking up topics on a need-to-
know basis.You’ll find the appendixes especially useful for reference purposes.

www.informit.com/title/9780672329388
www.informit.com/title/9780672329388
www.kitebird.com/mysql-book
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If you’re interested in writing your own programs to access MySQL databases, read the
API chapters, beginning with Chapter 6. If you want to produce a Web-based front end
to your databases for easier access to them, or, conversely, to provide a database back end
for your Web site to enhance your site with dynamic content, check out Chapter 8 and
Chapter 9.

If you’re evaluating MySQL to find out how it compares to your current RDBMS,
several parts of the book will be useful. Read the SQL syntax and data type chapters in
Part I to compare MySQL to the version of SQL that you’re used to, the programming
chapters in Part II if you need to write custom applications, and the administrative chap-
ters in Part III to assess the level of administrative support a MySQL installation requires.
This information is also useful if you’re not currently using a database but are performing
a comparative analysis of MySQL along with other database systems for the purpose of
choosing one of them.

Versions of Software Covered in This Book
The first edition of this book covered MySQL 3.22 and the beginnings of MySQL 3.23.
The second edition expanded that range to include MySQL 4.0 and the first release
of MySQL 4.1.The third edition covered MySQL 4.1 and the initial releases of
MySQL 5.0.

For this fourth edition, the baseline for coverage is MySQL 5.0.That is, the book
covers MySQL 5.0 and 5.1, and the early releases of MySQL 6.0. Most of this book still
applies if you have a version older than 5.0, but differences specific to older versions 
usually are not explicitly noted.

The MySQL 5.0 series has reached General Availability status, which means that it is
considered stable for use in production environments.There were a lot of changes in 
earlier pre-production 5.0 releases, and I recommend that you use the most recent 
version if possible.The current 5.0 version as I write is 5.0.64.The MySQL 5.1 series is
in Release Candidate development (currently at 5.1.25) and should reach General 
Availability status soon.You’ll need MySQL 5.1 if you want to try features such as the
event scheduler or XML support.

If you’re using a version of MySQL older than 5.0, be aware that the following 
features discussed in this book will not be available to you:

n MySQL 5.0 adds stored functions and procedures, views, triggers, strict input
handling, true VARCHAR, and INFORMATION_SCHEMA.

n MySQL 5.1 adds the event scheduler, partitioning, log tables, and XML support.

For information about older versions, check the MySQL Web site at http://dev.mysql.
com/doc/, where you can access the Reference Manual for each version.

I also draw your attention to some topics that are not covered in this book:

n The MySQL Connectors, which provide client access for Java, ODBC, and .NET
programs.

http://dev.mysql.com/doc/
http://dev.mysql.com/doc/
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Package Version

Perl DBI module 1.601

Perl DBD::mysql module 4.007

PHP 5.2.6

Apache 2.0.63/2.2.8

CGI.pm 3.29

All software discussed in this book is available on the Internet.Appendix A provides
instructions for getting support for MySQL, Perl DBI, PHP and PDO,Apache, and
CGI.pm onto your system.The appendix also contains instructions for obtaining the
sampdb sample database that is used in examples throughout the book and that contains
the programs that are developed in the programming chapters.

If you are using Windows, I assume that you have a relatively recent version such as
Windows 2000, XP, 2003, or Vista. Some features covered in this book such as named
pipes and Windows services are not available in older versions (Windows 95, 98, or Me).

Conventions Used in This Book
This book uses the following typographical conventions:

n Monospaced font indicates hostnames, filenames, directory names, commands,
options, and Web sites.

n Bold monospaced font is used in command examples to indicate input that
you type.

n Italic monospaced font is used in commands to indicate where you should 
substitute a value of your own choosing.

n The NDB storage engine and MySQL Cluster, which provide in-memory storage,
high availability, and redundancy. See the MySQL Reference Manual for details.

n The graphical user interface (GUI) tools such as MySQL Administrator and
MySQL Query Browser.These tools help you use MySQL in a windowing
environment.

To download any of these products or see their documentation, visit http://www.
mysql.com/products/ or http://dev.mysql.com/doc/.

For the other major software packages discussed in the book, any recent versions
should be sufficient for the examples shown. (Note that the PDO database-access exten-
sion requires PHP 5; PHP 4 will not work.) The current versions are shown in the 
following table.

http://www.mysql.com/products/
http://www.mysql.com/products/
http://dev.mysql.com/doc/
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Package Primary Web Site

MySQL http://dev.mysql.com/doc/

Perl DBI http://dbi.perl.org/

PHP http://www.php.net/

Apache http://httpd.apache.org/

CGI.pm http://search.cpan.org/dist/CGI.pm/

For interactive examples, I assume that you enter commands by typing them into a
terminal window or console window.To provide context, the prompt in command exam-
ples indicate the program from which you run the command. For example, SQL state-
ments that are issued from within the mysql client program are shown preceded by
the mysql> prompt. For commands that you issue from your command interpreter, the
% prompt usually is used. In general, this prompt indicates commands that can be run
either on Unix or Windows, although the particular prompt you see will depend on your
command interpreter. (The command interpreter is your login shell on Unix, or cmd.exe
or command.com on Windows.) More specialized command-line prompts are #, which 
indicates a command run on Unix as the root user via su or sudo, and C:\> to indicate a
command intended specifically for Windows.

The following example shows a command that should be entered from your command
interpreter.The % indicates the prompt, which you do not type.To issue the command,
you’d enter the boldface characters as shown, and substitute your own username for the
italic word:

% mysql --user=user_name sampdb

In SQL statements, SQL keywords and function names are written in uppercase. Data-
base, table, and column names appear in lowercase.

In syntax descriptions, square brackets ([]) indicate optional information. In lists of 
alternatives, vertical bar (|) is used as a separator between items.A list enclosed within []
is optional and indicates that an item may be chosen from the list.A list enclosed within
{} is mandatory and indicates that an item must be chosen from the list.

Additional Resources
If you have a question that this book doesn’t answer, where should you turn? Useful docu-
mentation resources include the Web sites for the software you need help with, shown in
the following table.

http://dev.mysql.com/doc/
http://dbi.perl.org/
http://www.php.net/
http://httpd.apache.org/
http://search.cpan.org/dist/CGI.pm/
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Package Mailing List Instructions

MySQL http://lists.mysql.com/

Perl DBI http://dbi.perl.org/support/

PHP http://www.php.net/mailing-lists.php

Apache http://httpd.apache.org/lists.html

Those sites provide information such as reference manuals, frequently asked-question
(FAQ) lists, and mailing lists:

n Reference manuals.The primary documentation included with MySQL itself is
the Reference Manual. It’s available in several formats, including online and down-
loadable versions.

PHP’s manual comes in several forms, too.
n Manual pages. Documentation for the DBI module and its MySQL-specific

driver, DBD::mysql, can be read from the command line with the perldoc com-
mand.Try perldoc DBI and perldoc DBD::mysql.The DBI document provides
general concepts.The MySQL driver document discusses capabilities specific to
MySQL.

n FAQs. There are frequently asked-question lists for DBI, PHP, and Apache.
n Mailing lists. Several mailing lists centering around the software discussed in this

book are available. It’s a good idea to subscribe to the ones that deal with the tools
you want to use. It’s also a good idea to use the archives for those lists that have
them.When you’re new to a tool, you will have many of the same questions that
have been asked (and answered) many times, and there is no reason to ask again
when you can find the answer with a quick search of the archives.

Instructions for subscribing to the mailing lists vary.The following table indicates
where you can find the necessary information.

n Ancillary Web sites. Besides the official Web sites, some of the tools discussed
here have ancillary sites that provide more information, such as sample source code
or topical articles. Check for a “Links” area on the official site you’re visiting.

http://lists.mysql.com/
http://dbi.perl.org/support/
http://www.php.net/mailing-lists.php
http://httpd.apache.org/lists.html
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Virtually everything you do in MySQL involves data in some way or another because,
by definition, the purpose of a database management system is to manage data. Even a
statement as simple as SELECT 1 involves evaluation of an expression to produce an inte-
ger data value.

Every data value in MySQL has a type. For example, 37.4 is a number and 'abc' is a
string. Sometimes data types are explicit, such as when you issue a CREATE TABLE state-
ment that specifies the type for each column you define as part of the table:

CREATE TABLE mytbl

(

int_col  INT,       # integer-valued column

str_col  CHAR(20),  # string-valued column

date_col DATE       # date-valued column

);

Other times data types are implicit, such as when you refer to literal values in an ex-
pression, pass values to a function, or use the value returned from a function.The follow-
ing INSERT statement does all of those things:

INSERT INTO mytbl (int_col,str_col,date_col)

VALUES(14,CONCAT('a','b'),20090115);

The statement performs the following operations, all of which involve data types:

n It assigns the integer value 14 to the integer column int_col.
n It passes the string values 'a' and 'b' to the CONCAT() string-concatenation func-

tion. CONCAT() returns the string value 'ab', which is assigned to the string column
str_col.

n It assigns the integer value 20090115 to the date column date_col.The assignment
involves a type mismatch, but the integer value can reasonably be interpreted as a
date value, so MySQL performs an automatic type conversion that converts the in-
teger 20090115 to the date '2009-01-15'.
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To use MySQL effectively, it’s essential to understand how MySQL handles data.This
chapter describes the types of data values that MySQL can handle, and discusses the issues
involved in working with those types:

n The general categories of data values that MySQL can represent, including the
NULL value.

n The specific data types MySQL provides for table columns, and the properties that
characterize each data type. Some of MySQL’s data types are fairly generic, such as
the BLOB string type. Others behave in special ways that you should understand to
avoid being surprised.These include the TIMESTAMP data type and integer types that
have the AUTO_INCREMENT attribute.

n How the server’s SQL mode affects treatment of bad data values, and the use of
“strict” mode to reject bad values.

n How to generate and work with sequences.
n MySQL’s rules for expression evaluation.You can use a wide range of operators and

functions in expressions to retrieve, display, and manipulate data. Expression evalua-
tion includes rules governing type conversion that come into play when a value of
one type is used in a context requiring a value of another type. It’s important to
understand when type conversion happens and how it works; some conversions
don’t make sense and result in meaningless values.Assigning the string '13' to an
integer column results in the value 13. However, assigning the string 'abc' to that
column results in the value 0 (or an error in strict SQL mode) because 'abc' does-
n’t look like a number.Worse, if you perform a comparison without knowing the
conversion rules, you can do considerable damage, such as updating or deleting
every row in a table when you intend to affect only a few specific rows.

n How to choose data types appropriately for your table columns. It’s important to
know how to pick the best type for your purposes when you create a table, and
when to choose one type over another when several related types might be applica-
ble to the kind of values you want to store.

Two appendixes provide additional information that supplements the discussion in this
chapter about MySQL’s data types, operators, and functions.These are Appendix B,“Data
Type Reference,” and Appendix C,“Operator and Function Reference.”

The examples shown throughout this chapter use the CREATE TABLE and ALTER

TABLE statements extensively to create and alter tables.These statements should be reason-
ably familiar to you because we have used them in Chapter 1,“Getting Started with
MySQL,” and Chapter 2,“Using SQL to Manage Data.” See also Appendix E,“SQL
Syntax Reference.”

MySQL supports several storage engines, which differ in their properties. In some
cases, a column with a given data type behaves differently for different storage engines, so
the way you intend to use a column might determine or influence which storage engine
to choose when you create a table.This chapter refers to storage engines on occasion, but
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a more detailed description of the available engines and their characteristics can be found
in Chapter 2.

Data handling depends in some cases on how default values are defined and on the
current SQL mode. For general background on setting the SQL mode, see Section 2.1,
“The Server SQL Mode.” In the current chapter, Section 3.2.3,“Specifying Column
Default Values,” covers default value handing, and Section 3.3,“HowMySQL Handles
Invalid Data Values,” covers strict mode and the rules for treatment of bad data.

3.1 Data Value Categories
MySQL knows about several general categories in which data values can be represented.
These include numbers, string values, temporal values such as dates and times, spatial val-
ues, and the NULL value.

3.1.1 Numeric Values
Numbers are values such as 48, 193.62, or -2.378E12. MySQL understands numbers
specified as integers (which have no fractional part), fixed-point or floating-point values
(which may have a fractional part), and bit-field values.

3.1.1.1 Exact-Value and Approximate-Value Numbers
MySQL supports precision math for exact-value numbers, and approximate math for 
approximate-value numbers.

Exact-value numbers are used exactly as specified when possible. Exact values include
integers (0, 14, -382) and numbers that have a decimal point (0.0, 38.5, -18.247).

Integers can be specified in decimal or hexadecimal format. In decimal format, an in-
teger consists of a sequence of digits with no decimal point. Hexadecimal values are
treated as strings by default, but in numeric contexts a hexadecimal constant is treated 
as a 64-bit integer. For example, 0x10 is 16 decimal. Section 3.1.2,“String Values,” later in
this chapter, describes hexadecimal value syntax.

An exact-value number with a fractional part consists of a sequence of digits, a decimal
point, and another sequence of digits.The sequence of digits before or after the decimal
point may be empty, but not both.

Approximate values are represented as floating-point numbers in scientific notation
with a mantissa and exponent.This is indicated by immediately following an integer or
number with a fractional part by ‘e’ or ‘E’, an optional sign character (‘+’ or ‘-’), and an in-
teger exponent.The mantissa and exponent may be signed in any combination: 1.58E5, -
1.58E5, 1.58E-5, -1.58E-5.

Hexadecimal numbers cannot be used in scientific notation; the ‘e’ that begins the ex-
ponent part is also a legal hex digit and thus would be ambiguous.

Any number can be preceded by a plus or minus sign character (‘+’ or ‘-’) to indicate a
positive or negative value.

Calculations with exact values are exact, with no loss of accuracy within the limits of
the precision possible for such values. For example, you cannot insert 1.23456 as is into a
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column that allows only two digits after the decimal point. Calculations with approximate
values are approximate and subject to rounding error.

MySQL evaluates an expression using exact or approximate math according to the fol-
lowing rules:

n If any approximate value is present in the expression, it is evaluated as a floating-
point (approximate) expression.

n For expressions containing only exact values that are all integers, evaluation uses
BIGINT (64-bit) precision.

n For expressions containing only exact values but where one or more values have a
fractional part, DECIMAL arithmetic is used with 65 digits of precision.

n If any string must be converted to a number to evaluate an expression, it is con-
verted to a double-precision floating-point value. Consequently, the expression is
approximate by the preceding rules.

3.1.1.2 Bit-Field Values
Bit-field values can be written as b'val' or 0bval, where val consists of one or more 
binary digits (0 or 1). For example, b'1001' and 0b1001 represent 9 decimal.These bit-
value notations coincide with the introduction of the BIT data type in MySQL 5.0.3, but
bit-field values can be used more generally in other contexts.

A BIT value in a result set displays as a binary string, which may not print well.To
convert it to an integer, add zero or use CAST():

mysql> SELECT b'1001' + 0, CAST(b'1001' AS UNSIGNED);

+-------------+---------------------------+

| b'1001' + 0 | CAST(b'1001' AS UNSIGNED) |

+-------------+---------------------------+

|           9 |                         9 |

+-------------+---------------------------+

3.1.2 String Values
Strings are values such as 'Madison, Wisconsin', 'patient shows improvement', or
even '12345' (which looks like a number, but isn’t). Usually, you can use either single or
double quotes to surround a string value, but there are two reasons to prefer single
quotes:

n The SQL standard specifies single quotes, so statements that use single-quoted
strings are more portable to other database engines.

n If the ANSI_QUOTES SQL mode is enabled, MySQL treats the double quote as an
identifier-quoting character, not as a string-quoting character.This means that a
double-quoted value must refer to something like a database or table name. Con-
sider the following statement:

SELECT "last_name" from president;
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Table 3.1 String Escape Sequences

Sequence Meaning

\0 NUL (zero-valued byte)

\' Single quote

\" Double quote

\b Backspace

\n Newline (linefeed)

\r Carriage return

\t Tab

\\ Single backslash

\Z Control-Z (Windows EOF character)

With ANSI_QUOTES disabled, the statement selects the literal string "last_name"
once for each row in the president table.With ANSI_QUOTES enabled, the state-
ment selects the values of the last_name column from the table.

For the examples following that use the double quote as a string quoting character,
assume that ANSI_QUOTES mode is not enabled.

MySQL recognizes several escape sequences within strings that indicate special charac-
ters, as shown in Table 3.1. Each sequence begins with a backslash character (‘\’) to sig-
nify a temporary escape from the usual rules for character interpretation. Note that a
NUL byte is not the same as the SQL NULL value; NUL is a zero-valued byte, whereas
NULL in SQL signifies the absence of a value.

The escape sequences shown in the table are case sensitive, and any character not listed
in the table is interpreted as itself if preceded by a backslash. For example, \t is a tab, but
\T is an ordinary ‘T’ character.

Table 3.1 shows that you can escape single or double quotes using backslash se-
quences, but you actually have several options for including quote characters within string
values:

n Double the quote character if the string itself is quoted using the same character:

'I can''t'

"He said, ""I told you so."""

n Quote the string with the other quote character. In this case, you do not double the
quote characters within the string:

"I can't"

'He said, "I told you so."'



n Escape the quote character with a backslash; this works regardless of the quote
characters used to quote the string:

'I can\'t'

"I can\'t"

"He said, \"I told you so.\""

'He said, \"I told you so.\"'

To turn off the special meaning of backslash and treat it as an ordinary character, en-
able the NO_BACKSLASH_ESCAPES SQL mode.

As an alternative to using quotes for writing string values, you can use two forms of
hexadecimal notation. String values may be specified using the standard SQL notation
X'val', where val consists of pairs of hexadecimal digits (‘0’ through ‘9’ and ‘a’ through
‘f’). For example, X'0a' is 10 decimal, and X'ffff' is 65535 decimal.The leading ‘X’ and
the nondecimal hex digits (‘a’ through ‘f’) can be specified in uppercase or lowercase:

mysql> SELECT X'4A', x'4a';

+-------+-------+

| X'4A' | x'4a' |

+-------+-------+

| J     | J     |

+-------+-------+

In string contexts, pairs of hexadecimal digits are interpreted as 8-bit numeric byte
values in the range from 0 to 255, and the result is used as a string. In numeric contexts, a
hexadecimal constant is treated as a number.The following statement illustrates the inter-
pretation of a hex constant in each type of context:

mysql> SELECT X'61626364', X'61626364'+0;

+-------------+---------------+

| X'61626364' | X'61626364'+0 |

+-------------+---------------+

| abcd        |    1633837924 |

+-------------+---------------+

Hexadecimal values also may be written using 0x followed by one or more hexadeci-
mal digits.The leading 0x is case sensitive. 0x0a and 0x0A are legal hexadecimal values,
but 0X0a and 0X0A are not.

As with X'val' notation, 0x values are interpreted as strings, but may be used as num-
bers in numeric contexts:

mysql> SELECT 0x61626364, 0x61626364+0;

+------------+--------------+

| 0x61626364 | 0x61626364+0 |

+------------+--------------+

| abcd       |   1633837924 |

+------------+--------------+
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X'val' notation requires an even number of digits.A value such as X'a' is illegal. If a
hexadecimal value written using 0x notation has an odd number of hex digits, MySQL
treats it as though the value has a leading zero. For example, 0xa is treated as 0x0a.

3.1.2.1 Types of Strings and Character Set Support
String values fall into two general categories, binary and non-binary:

n A binary string is a sequence of bytes.These bytes are interpreted without respect
to any concept of character set.A binary string has no special comparison or sorting
properties. Comparisons are done byte by byte based on numeric byte values; all
bytes are significant, including trailing spaces.

n A non-binary string is a sequence of characters. It is associated with a character set,
which determines the allowable characters that may be used and how MySQL in-
terprets the string contents. Character sets have one or more collating (sorting) or-
ders.The particular collation used for a string determines the ordering of characters
in the character set, which affects comparison operations.The default character set
and collation are latin1 and latin1_swedish_ci.

Trailing spaces in non-binary strings are not significant in comparisons, except that
for the TEXT types, index-based comparisons are padded at the end with spaces and
a duplicate-key error occurs if you attempt to insert into a unique-valued TEXT in-
dex a value that is different from an existing value only in the number of trailing
spaces.

Character units vary in their storage requirements.A single-byte character set such as
latin1 uses one byte per character, but there also are multi-byte character sets in which
some or all characters require more than one byte. For example, the Unicode character
sets available in MySQL are multi-byte. ucs2 is a double-byte character set in which each
character requires two bytes. utf8 is a variable-length multi-byte character set with char-
acters that take from one to three bytes. (As of MySQL 6.0.4, utf8 characters can require
up to four bytes.)

To find out which character sets and collations are available in your server, use these
two statements:

mysql> SHOW CHARACTER SET;

+----------+-----------------------------+---------------------+--------+

| Charset  | Description                 | Default collation   | Maxlen |

+----------+-----------------------------+---------------------+--------+

| big5     | Big5 Traditional Chinese    | big5_chinese_ci     |      2 |

| dec8     | DEC West European           | dec8_swedish_ci     |      1 |

| cp850    | DOS West European           | cp850_general_ci    |      1 |

| hp8      | HP West European            | hp8_english_ci      |      1 |

| koi8r    | KOI8-R Relcom Russian       | koi8r_general_ci    |      1 |

| latin1   | cp1252 West European        | latin1_swedish_ci   |      1 |

...

| utf8     | UTF-8 Unicode               | utf8_general_ci     |      3 |



| ucs2     | UCS-2 Unicode               | ucs2_general_ci     |      2 |

...

mysql> SHOW COLLATION;

+----------------------+----------+-----+---------+----------+---------+

| Collation            | Charset  | Id  | Default | Compiled | Sortlen |

+----------------------+----------+-----+---------+----------+---------+

| big5_chinese_ci      | big5     |   1 | Yes     | Yes      |       1 |

| big5_bin             | big5     |  84 |         | Yes      |       1 |

...

| latin1_german1_ci    | latin1   |   5 |         | Yes      |       1 |

| latin1_swedish_ci    | latin1   |   8 | Yes     | Yes      |       1 |

| latin1_danish_ci     | latin1   |  15 |         | Yes      |       1 |

| latin1_german2_ci    | latin1   |  31 |         | Yes      |       2 |

| latin1_bin           | latin1   |  47 |         | Yes      |       1 |

| latin1_general_ci    | latin1   |  48 |         | Yes      |       1 |

| latin1_general_cs    | latin1   |  49 |         | Yes      |       1 |

| latin1_spanish_ci    | latin1   |  94 |         | Yes      |       1 |

...

As shown by the output from SHOW COLLATION, each collation is tied to a particular
character set, and a given character set might have several collations. Collation names usu-
ally consist of a character set name, a language, and an additional suffix. For example,
utf8_icelandic_ci is a collation for the utf8 Unicode character set in which compar-
isons follow Icelandic sorting rules and characters are compared in case-insensitive fash-
ion. Collation suffixes have the following meanings:

n _ci indicates a case-insensitive collation.
n _cs indicates a case-sensitive collation.
n _bin indicates a binary collation.That is, comparisons are based on numeric charac-

ter code values without reference to any language. For this reason, _bin collation
names do not include any language name. Examples: latin1_bin and utf8_bin.

Binary and non-binary strings have different sorting properties:

n Binary strings are processed byte by byte in comparisons based solely on the
numeric value of each byte. One implication of this property is that binary strings
appear to be case sensitive ('abc' <> 'ABC'), but that is actually a side effect of the
fact that uppercase and lowercase versions of a letter have different numeric byte
values.There isn’t really any notion of lettercase for binary strings. Lettercase is a
function of collation, which applies only to character (non-binary) strings.

n Non-binary strings are processed character by character in comparisons, and the
relative value of each character is determined by the collating sequence that is used
for the character set. For many collations, uppercase and lowercase versions of a
given letter have the same collating value, so non-binary string comparisons typi-
cally are not case sensitive. However, that is not true for case-sensitive or binary
collations.
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Because collations are used for comparison and sorting, they affect many operations:

n Comparisons operators: <, <=, =, <>, >=, >, and LIKE.
n Sorting: ORDER BY, MIN(), and MAX().
n Grouping: GROUP BY and DISTINCT.

To determine the character set or collation of a string, use the CHARSET() or
COLLATION() function.

Quoted string literals are interpreted according to the current server settings.The de-
fault character set and collation are latin1 and latin1_swedish_ci:

mysql> SELECT CHARSET('abcd'), COLLATION('abcd');

+-----------------+-------------------+

| CHARSET('abcd') | COLLATION('abcd') |

+-----------------+-------------------+

| latin1          | latin1_swedish_ci |

+-----------------+-------------------+

MySQL treats hexadecimal constants as binary strings by default:

mysql> SELECT CHARSET(X'0123'), COLLATION(X'0123');

+------------------+--------------------+

| CHARSET(X'0123') | COLLATION(X'0123') |

+------------------+--------------------+

| binary           | binary             |

+------------------+--------------------+

Two notational conventions can be used to force a string literal to be interpreted with
a given character set. First, a string constant can be designated for interpretation with a
given character set using the following notation, where charset is the name of a sup-
ported character set:

_charset str

The _charset notation is called a “character set introducer.”The string can be written
as a quoted string or as a hexadecimal value.The following examples show how to cause
strings to be interpreted in the latin2 or utf8 character set:

_latin2 'abc'

_latin2 X'616263'

_latin2 0x616263

_utf8 'def'

_utf8 X'646566'

_utf8 0x646566

For quoted strings, whitespace is optional between the introducer and the following
string. For hexadecimal values, whitespace is required.

Second, the notation N'str' is equivalent to _utf8'str'. N (not case sensitive) and
must be followed immediately by a quoted string literal with no intervening whitespace.



Introducer notation works for quoted string literals or hexadecimal constants, but not
for string expressions or column values. However, any string value can be used to produce
a string in a designated character set using the CONVERT() function:

CONVERT(str USING charset);

Introducers and CONVERT() are not the same.An introducer merely modifies how the
string is interpreted. It does not change the string value (except that for multi-byte char-
acter sets, padding might be added if the string does not contain enough bytes).
CONVERT() takes a string argument and produces a new string in the desired character set.
To see the difference between introducers and CONVERT(), consider the following two
statements that refer to the ucs2 double-byte character set:

mysql> SET @s1 = _ucs2 'ABCD';

mysql> SET @s2 = CONVERT('ABCD' USING ucs2);

Assume that the default character set is latin1 (a single-byte character set).The first
statement interprets each pair of characters in the string 'ABCD' as a single double-byte
ucs2 character, resulting in a two-character ucs2 string.The second statement converts
each character of the string 'ABCD' to the corresponding ucs2 character, resulting in a
four-character ucs2 string.

What is the “length” of a string? It depends. If you measure with CHAR_LENGTH(), you
get the length in characters. If you measure with LENGTH(), you get the length in bytes.
For strings that contain multi-byte characters the two values differ:

mysql> SELECT CHAR_LENGTH(@s1), LENGTH(@s1), CHAR_LENGTH(@s2), LENGTH(@s2);

+------------------+-------------+------------------+-------------+

| CHAR_LENGTH(@s1) | LENGTH(@s1) | CHAR_LENGTH(@s2) | LENGTH(@s2) |

+------------------+-------------+------------------+-------------+

|                2 |           4 |                4 |           8 |

+------------------+-------------+------------------+-------------+

Here is a somewhat subtle point. A binary string is not the same thing as a non-binary
string that has a binary collation:

n The binary string has no character set. It is interpreted with byte semantics and
comparisons use single-byte numeric codes.

n A non-binary string with a binary collation has character semantics and comparisons
use numeric character values that might be based on multiple bytes per character.

Here’s one way to see the difference between binary and non-binary strings with re-
gard to lettercase. Create a binary string and a non-binary string that has a binary colla-
tion, and then pass each string to the UPPER() function:

mysql> SET @s1 = BINARY 'abcd';

mysql> SET @s2 = _latin1 'abcd' COLLATE latin1_bin;

mysql> SELECT UPPER(@s1), UPPER(@s2);

+------------+------------+

| UPPER(@s1) | UPPER(@s2) |
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+------------+------------+

| abcd       | ABCD       |

+------------+------------+

Why doesn’t UPPER() convert the binary string to uppercase? This happens because
the string has no character set, so there is no way to know which byte values correspond
to uppercase or lowercase characters.To use a binary string with functions such as
UPPER() and LOWER(), you must first convert it to a non-binary string:

mysql> SELECT @s1, UPPER(CONVERT(@s1 USING latin1));

+------+----------------------------------+

| @s1  | UPPER(CONVERT(@s1 USING latin1)) |

+------+----------------------------------+

| abcd | ABCD                             |

+------+----------------------------------+

3.1.2.2 Character Set-Related System Variables
The server maintains several system variables that are involved in various aspects of char-
acter set support. Most of these variables refer to character sets and the rest refer to colla-
tions. Each of the collation variables is linked to a corresponding character set variable.

Some of the character set variables indicate properties of the server or the current
database:

n character_set_system indicates the character set used for storing identifiers.This
is always utf8.

n character_set_server and collation_server indicate the server’s default char-
acter set and collation.

n character_set_database and collation_database indicate the character set and
collation of the default database.These are read-only and set automatically by the
server whenever you select a default database. If there is no default database, they’re
set to the server’s default character set and collation.These variables come into play
when you create a table but specify no explicit character set or collation. In this
case, the table defaults are taken from the database defaults.

Other character set variables influence how communication occurs between the client
and the server:

n character_set_client indicates the character set in which the client sends SQL
statements to the server.

n character_set_results indicates the character set in which the server returns
results to the client.“Results” include data values and also metadata such as column
names.

n character_set_connection is used by the server.When it receives a statement
string from the client, it converts the string from character_set_client to



character_set_connection and works with the statement in the latter character
set. (There is an exception:Any literal string in the statement that is preceded by a
character set introducer is interpreted using the character set indicated by the intro-
ducer.) collation_connection is used for comparisons between literal strings
within statement strings.

n character_set_filesystem indicates the filesystem character set. It is used for
interpreting literal strings known to refer to filenames in SQL statements such as
LOAD DATA.These filename strings are converted from character_set_client to
character_set_filesystem before opening the file.The default is binary (no
conversion).

Very likely you’ll find that most character set and collation variables are set to the same
value by default. For example, the following output indicates that client/server communi-
cation takes place using the latin1 character set:

mysql> SHOW VARIABLES LIKE 'character\_set\_%';

+--------------------------+--------+

| Variable_name            | Value  |

+--------------------------+--------+

| character_set_client     | latin1 |

| character_set_connection | latin1 |

| character_set_database   | latin1 |

| character_set_filesystem | binary |

| character_set_results    | latin1 |

| character_set_server     | latin1 |

| character_set_system     | utf8   |

+--------------------------+--------+

mysql> SHOW VARIABLES LIKE 'collation\_%';

+----------------------+-------------------+

| Variable_name        | Value             |

+----------------------+-------------------+

| collation_connection | latin1_swedish_ci |

| collation_database   | latin1_swedish_ci |

| collation_server     | latin1_swedish_ci |

+----------------------+-------------------+

A client that wants to talk to the server using another character set can change the
communication-related variables. For example, if you want to use utf8, change three
variables:

mysql> SET character_set_client = utf8;

mysql> SET character_set_results = utf8;

mysql> SET character_set_connection = utf8;

However, it’s more convenient to use a SET NAMES statement for this purpose.The fol-
lowing statement is equivalent to the preceding three SET statements:

mysql> SET NAMES 'utf8';
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One restriction on setting the communication character set is that you cannot use
ucs2. (In MySQL 6.0 and up, this restriction also applies to utf16 and utf32.)

Many client programs support a --default-character-set option that produces the
same effect as a SET NAMES statement by informing the server of the desired communica-
tion character set.

For variables that come in pairs (a character set variable and a collation variable), the
members of the pair are linked in the following ways:

n Setting the character set variable also sets the associated collation variable to the de-
fault collation for the character set.

n Setting the collation variable also sets the associated character set variable to the
character set implied by the first part of the collation name.

For example, setting character_set_connection to utf8 sets
collation_connection to utf8_general_ci. Setting collation_connection to
latin1_spanish_ci sets character_set_connection to latin1.

3.1.3 Date and Time (Temporal) Values
Dates and times are values such as '2011-06-17' or '12:30:43'. MySQL also under-
stands combined date/time values, such as '2011-06-17 12:30:43'.Take special note of
the fact that MySQL represents dates in year-month-day order.This syntax often surprises
newcomers to MySQL, although it is standard SQL format (also known as “ISO 8601”
format).You can display date values any way you like using the DATE_FORMAT() function,
but the default display format lists the year first. Input values must be specified with the
year first. For values in other formats, you might be able to convert them for input by
using the STR_TO_DATE() function.

3.1.4 Spatial Values
MySQL supports spatial values, although only for MyISAM, and, as of MySQL 5.0.16,
InnoDB, NDB, and ARCHIVE.This capability enables representation of values such as
points, lines, and polygons. For example, the following statement uses the text representa-
tion of a point value with X and Y coordinates of (10, 20) to create a POINT and assigns
the result to a user-defined variable:

SET @pt = POINTFROMTEXT('POINT(10 20)');

3.1.5 Boolean Values
In expressions, zero is considered false and any non-zero, non-NULL value is considered
true.

The special constants TRUE and FALSE evaluate to 1 and 0, respectively.They are not
case sensitive.



3.1.6 The NULL Value
NULL is something of a “typeless” value. Generally, it’s used to mean “no value,”“unknown
value,”“missing value,”“out of range,”“not applicable,”“none of the above,” and so forth.
You can insert NULL values into tables, retrieve them from tables, and test whether a value
is NULL. However, you cannot perform arithmetic on NULL values; if you try, the result is
NULL.Also, many functions return NULL if you invoke them with a NULL or invalid argu-
ment.

The keyword NULL is written without quotes and is not case sensitive. MySQL also
treats a standalone \N (case sensitive) as NULL:

mysql> SELECT \N, ISNULL(\N);

+------+------------+

| NULL | ISNULL(\N) |

+------+------------+

| NULL |          1 |

+------+------------+

3.2 MySQL Data Types
Each table in a database contains one or more columns.When you create a table using a
CREATE TABLE statement, you specify a data type for each column.A data type is more
specific than a general category such as “number” or “string.” For a column, the data type
is the means by which you precisely characterize the kind of values the column may con-
tain, such as SMALLINT or VARCHAR(32).This in turn determines how MySQL treats those
values. For example, if you have numeric values, you could store them using either a nu-
meric or string column, but MySQL will treat the values somewhat differently depending
on what type you use. Each data type has several characteristics:

n What kind of values it can represent.
n How much space values take up.
n Whether values are fixed-length (all values of the type take the same amount of

space) or variable-length (the amount of space depends on the particular value be-
ing stored)

n How MySQL compares and sorts values of the type
n Whether the type can be indexed

The following discussion surveys MySQL’s data types briefly, and then describes in
more detail the syntax for defining them and the properties that characterize each type,
such as their range and storage requirements.The type specifications are shown as you use
them in CREATE TABLE statements. Optional information is indicated by square brackets
([]). For example, the syntax MEDIUMINT[(M)] indicates that the maximum display width,
specified as (M), is optional. On the other hand, for VARCHAR(M), the lack of brackets indi-
cates that (M) is required.
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3.2.1 Overview of Data Types
MySQL has numeric data types for integer, fixed-point, floating-point, and bit values, as
shown in Table 3.2. Numeric types other than BIT can be signed or unsigned.A special
attribute enables sequential integer or floating-point column values to be generated auto-
matically, which is useful in applications that require a series of unique identification
numbers.

Table 3.3 shows the MySQL string data types. Strings can hold anything, even arbi-
trary binary data such as images or sounds. Strings can be compared according to whether
they are case sensitive. In addition, you can perform pattern matching on strings. (Actu-
ally, in MySQL, you can even perform pattern matching on numeric types, but it’s more
commonly done with string types.)

Table 3.2 Numeric Data Types

Type Name Meaning

TINYINT A very small integer

SMALLINT A small integer

MEDIUMINT A medium-sized integer

INT A standard integer

BIGINT A large integer

DECIMAL A fixed-point number

FLOAT A single-precision floating-point number

DOUBLE A double-precision floating-point number

BIT A bit field

Table 3.3 String Data Types

Type Name Meaning

CHAR A fixed-length non-binary (character) string

VARCHAR A variable-length non-binary string

BINARY A fixed-length binary string

VARBINARY A variable-length binary string

TINYBLOB A very small BLOB (binary large object)

BLOB A small BLOB

MEDIUMBLOB A medium-sized BLOB

LONGBLOB A large BLOB

TINYTEXT A very small non-binary string
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Table 3.4 Date and Time Data Types

Type Name Meaning

DATE A date value, in 'CCYY-MM-DD' format

TIME A time value, in 'hh:mm:ss' format

DATETIME A date and time value, in 'CCYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss' format

TIMESTAMP A timestamp value, in 'CCYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss' format

YEAR A year value, in CCYY or YY format

Table 3.3 String Data Types

Type Name Meaning

TEXT A small non-binary string

MEDIUMTEXT A medium-sized non-binary string

LONGTEXT A large non-binary string

ENUM An enumeration; each column value may be assigned one enu-
meration member

SET A set; each column value may be assigned zero or more set
members

Table 3.4 shows the MySQL date and types, where CC, YY, MM, DD, hh, mm, and ss repre-
sent century, year, month, day of the month, hour, minute, and second, respectively. For
temporal values, MySQL provides types for dates and times (either combined or separate)
and timestamps (a special type that enables you to track when changes were last made to a
row).There is also a type for efficiently representing year values when you don’t need an
entire date.

Table 3.5 shows the MySQL spatial data types.These represent various kinds of geo-
metrical or geographical values.

Table 3.5 Spatial Data Types

Type Name Meaning

GEOMETRY A spatial value of any type

POINT A point (a pair of X,Y coordinates)

LINESTRING A curve (one or more POINT values)

POLYGON A polygon

GEOMETRYCOLLECTION A collection of GEOMETRY values

MULTILINESTRING A collection of LINESTRING values

MULTIPOINT A collection of POINT values

MULTIPOLYGON A collection of POLYGON values
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3.2.2 Specifying Column Types in Table Definitions
To create a table, issue a CREATE TABLE statement that includes a list of the columns in
the table. Here’s an example that creates a table named mytbl with three columns named
f, c, and i:

CREATE TABLE mytbl

(

f FLOAT(10,4),

c CHAR(15) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'none',

i TINYINT UNSIGNED NULL

);

Each column has a name and a type, and attributes can be associated with the type.
The syntax for defining a column is as follows:

col_name col_type [type_attributes] [general_attributes]

The name of the column, col_name, is always first in the definition and must be a legal
identifier.The precise rules for identifier syntax are given in Section 2.2,“MySQL Identi-
fier Syntax and Naming Rules.” Briefly summarized, column identifiers may be up to 64
characters long, and may consist of alphanumeric characters from the system character set,
as well as the underscore and dollar sign characters (‘_’ and ‘$’). Keywords such as SELECT,
DELETE, and CREATE normally are reserved and cannot be used. However, you can include
other characters within an identifier or use a reserved word as an identifier if you are 
willing to put up with the bother of quoting it whenever you refer to it.To quote an
identifier, enclose it within backtick (‘'’) characters. If the ANSI_QUOTES SQL mode is 
enabled, it is allowable to quote identifiers within double quote (‘"’) characters instead.

col_type indicates the column data type; that is, the specific kind of values the col-
umn can hold. Some type specifiers indicate the maximum length of the values you store
in the column. For others, the length is implied by the type name. For example, CHAR(10)
specifies an explicit length of 10 characters, whereas TINYTEXT values have an implicit
maximum length of 255 characters. Some of the type specifiers allow you to indicate a
maximum display width (how many characters to use for displaying values). For fixed-
point and floating-point types, you can specify the number of significant digits and num-
ber of decimal places.

Following the column’s data type, you may specify optional type-specific attributes as
well as more general attributes.These attributes function as type modifiers.They cause
MySQL to change the way it treats column values in some way:

n The type-specific attributes that are allowable depend on the data type you choose.
For example, UNSIGNED and ZEROFILL are allowable only for numeric types, and
CHARACTER SET and COLLATE are allowable only for non-binary string types.

n The general attributes may be given for any data type, with a few exceptions.You
may specify NULL or NOT NULL to indicate whether a column can hold NULL values.
For most data types, you can specify a DEFAULT clause to define a default value for
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the column. Default value handling is described in Section 3.2.3,“Configuring
Time Zone Support.”

If multiple column attributes are present, there are some constraints on the order in
which they may appear. In general, you should be safe if you specify data type-specific at-
tributes such as UNSIGNED or ZEROFILL before general attributes such as NULL or NOT
NULL.

3.2.3 Specifying Column Default Values
For all but BLOB and TEXT types, spatial types, or columns with the AUTO_INCREMENT at-
tribute, you can specify a DEFAULT def_value clause to indicate that a column should be
assigned the value def_value when a new row is created that does not explicitly specify
the column’s value.With some limited exceptions for TIMESTAMP columns, def_value
must be a constant. It cannot be an expression or refer to other columns.

If a column definition includes no explicit DEFAULT clause and the column can take
NULL values, its default value is NULL. Otherwise, the handling of a missing DEFAULT clause
is version dependent.

From MySQL 5.0.2 on, the column is created without any DEFAULT clause.That is, it
has no default value.This affects how the server handles the column if a new row that
does not specify a value for the column is inserted into the table:

n When strict SQL mode is not in effect, the column is set to the implicit default for
its data type. (Implicit defaults are described shortly.)

n When strict SQL mode is in effect, an error occurs if the table is transactional.The
statement aborts and rolls back. For non-transactional tables, an error occurs and the
statement aborts if the row is the first row inserted by the statement. If it is not the
first row, you can elect to have the statement abort or to have the column set to its
implicit default with a warning.The choice depends on which strict mode setting is
in effect. See Section 3.3,“How MySQL Handles Invalid DataValues,” for details.

Before MySQL 5.0.2, MySQL defines the column with a DEFAULT clause that specifies
the implicit default value.

The implicit default for a column depends on its data type:

n For numeric columns, the default is 0, except for columns that have the
AUTO_INCREMENT attribute. For AUTO_INCREMENT, the default is the next number in
the column sequence.

n For date and time types except TIMESTAMP, the default is the “zero” value for the
type (for example, '0000-00-00' for DATE). For TIMESTAMP, the default is the cur-
rent date and time for the first TIMESTAMP column in a table, and the “zero” value
for any following TIMESTAMP columns. (TIMESTAMP defaults actually are more com-
plex and are discussed in Section 3.2.6.2,“The TIMESTAMP Data Type.”)
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n For string types other than ENUM, the default is the empty string. For ENUM, the de-
fault is the first enumeration element. For SET, the default when the column cannot
contain NULL actually is the empty set, but that is equivalent to the empty string.

You can use the SHOW CREATE TABLE statement to see which columns have a DEFAULT
clause and what the default value is for those columns that have one.

3.2.4 Numeric Data Types
MySQL’s numeric data types group into three groups:

n Exact-value types, which include the integer types and DECIMAL. Integer types are
used for numbers that have no fractional part, such as 43, -3, 0, or -798432.You can
use integer columns for data represented by whole numbers, such as weight to the
nearest pound, height to the nearest inch, number of stars in a galaxy, number of
people in a household, or number of bacteria in a petri dish.The DECIMAL type
stores exact values that may have a fractional part, such as 3.14159, -.00273, or
-4.78.This is a good data type for information such as monetary values. Integer
and DECIMAL values are stored exactly as specified without rounding when possible,
and calculations are exact.

n The floating-point types are available in single precision (FLOAT) and double preci-
sion (DOUBLE).These types, like DECIMAL, are used for numbers that may have a frac-
tional part, but they hold approximate-value numbers such as 3.9E+4 or -0.1E-100
that are subject to rounding.They can be used when exact precision is not required
or for values that are so large that DECIMAL cannot represent them. Some types of
data you might represent as floating-point values are average crop yield, distances, or
unemployment rates.

n The BIT type is used for storing bit-field values.

Values with a fractional part can be assigned to integer columns, but will be rounded
using the “round half up” rule: If the fractional part is .5 or greater, the value is rounded
away from zero to the next integer (up for positive values, down for negative values.)
Conversely, integer values may be assigned to types that allow a fractional part.They are
treated as having a fractional part of zero.

When you specify a number, you should not include commas as a separator. For exam-
ple, 12345678.90 is legal, but 12,345,678.90 is not.

Table 3.6 shows the name and range of each numeric type, and Table 3.7 shows the
amount of storage required for values of each type. M represents the maximum display width
for integer types, the precision (number of significant digits) for floating-point and decimal
types, and the number of bits for BIT. D represents the scale (number of digits following the
decimal point) for types that have a fractional part; this is also known as the scale.

Storage for DECIMAL values depends on the number of digits on the left and right sides
of the decimal point. For each side, 4 bytes are required for each multiple of nine digits,
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Table 3.6 Numeric Data Type Ranges

Type Specification Range

TINYINT[(M)] Signed values: -128 to 127 (-27 to 27-1); Unsigned values: 0 to
255 (0 to 28-1)

SMALLINT[(M)] Signed values: -32768 to 32767 (-215 to 215-1); Unsigned val-
ues: 0 to 65535 (0 to 216-1)

MEDIUMINT[(M)] Signed values: -8388608 to 8388607 (-223 to 223-1); Unsigned
values: 0 to 16777215 (0 to 224-1)

INT[(M)] Signed values: -2147483648 to 2147483647 (-231 to 231-1);
Unsigned values: 0 to 4294967295 (0 to 232-1)

BIGINT[(M)] Signed values: -9223372036854775808 to
9223372036854775807 (-263 to 263-1); Unsigned values: 0 to
18446744073709551615 (0 to 264-1)

DECIMAL([M[,D]]) Varies depending on M and D

FLOAT[(M,D)] Minimum non-zero values: ±1.175494351E-38; Maximum non-
zero values: ±3.402823466E+38

DOUBLE[(M,D)] Minimum non-zero values: ±2.2250738585072014E-308;
Maximum non-zero values: ±1.7976931348623157E+308

BIT[(M)] 0 to 2M-1

plus 1 to 4 bytes if there are any remaining digits. Storage per value is the sum of the left
and right side storage.

A BIT(M) value requires approximately (M+7)/8 bytes.

Table 3.7 Numeric Data Type Storage Requirements

Type Specification Storage Required

TINYINT[(M)] 1 byte

SMALLINT[(M)] 2 bytes

MEDIUMINT[(M)] 3 bytes

INT[(M)] 4 bytes

BIGINT[(M)] 8 bytes

DECIMAL([M[,D]]) Varies depending on M, D

FLOAT[(M,D)] 4 bytes

DOUBLE[(M,D)] 8 bytes

BIT[(M)] Varies depending on M
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3.2.4.1 Exact-Value Numeric Data Types
The exact-value data types include the integer types and the fixed-point DECIMAL type.

The integer types in MySQL are TINYINT, SMALLINT, MEDIUMINT, INT, and BIGINT.
INTEGER is a synonym for INT.These types vary in the range of values they can represent
and in the amount of storage space they require. (The larger the range, the more storage is
required.) Integer columns can be defined as UNSIGNED to disallow negative values; this
shifts the range for the column upward to begin at 0.

When you define an integer column, you can specify an optional display size M. If
given, M should be an integer from 1 to 255. It represents the number of characters used
to display values for the column. For example, MEDIUMINT(4) specifies a MEDIUMINT col-
umn with a display width of 4. If you define an integer column without an explicit
width, a default width is assigned.The defaults are the lengths of the “longest” values for
each type. Note that displayed values are not chopped to fit within M characters. If the
printable representation of a particular value requires more than M characters, MySQL dis-
plays the full value.

The display size M for an integer column relates only to the number of characters used
to display column values. It has nothing to do with the number of bytes of storage space
required. For example, BIGINT values require 8 bytes of storage regardless of the display
width. It is not possible to magically cut the required storage space for a BIGINT column
in half by defining it as BIGINT(4). Nor does M have anything to do with the range of
values allowed. If you define a column as INT(3), that doesn’t restrict it to a maximum
value of 999.

DECIMAL is a fixed-point type:Values have a fixed number of decimals.The significance
of this fact is that DECIMAL values are not subject to roundoff error the way that floating-
point values are—a property that makes DECIMAL especially applicable for storing cur-
rency values.

NUMERIC and FIXED are synonyms for DECIMAL.
DECIMAL columns can be defined as UNSIGNED. Unlike the integer types, defining a

DECIMAL type as UNSIGNED doesn’t shift the type’s range upward, it merely eliminates the
negative end.

For a DECIMAL column, you may specify a maximum number of significant digits M and
the number of decimal places D.These correspond to the concepts of “precision” and
“scale” with which you may be familiar.The value of M should be from 1 to 65.The value
of D should be from 0 to 30 and no greater than M.

M and D are optional. If D is omitted, it defaults to 0. If M is omitted as well, it defaults to
10. In other words, the following equivalences hold:

DECIMAL = DECIMAL(10) = DECIMAL(10,0)

DECIMAL(n) = DECIMAL(n,0)

The maximum possible range for DECIMAL is determined by the values of M and D. If
you vary M and hold D fixed, the range becomes larger as M becomes larger (Table 3.8). If
you hold M fixed and vary D, the range becomes smaller as D becomes larger (Table 3.9).
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Table 3.8 How M Affects the Range of DECIMAL(M,D)

Type Specification Range

DECIMAL(4,1) -999.9 to 999.9

DECIMAL(5,1) -9999.9 to 9999.9

DECIMAL(6,1) -99999.9 to 99999.9

Note
Before MySQL 5.0.3, DECIMAL values are stored as strings and have somewhat different
properties from those of the current representation. See the MySQL Reference Manual for
details. To convert DECIMAL columns in an old table to the current format, dump it with
mysqldump and then reload the dump file:

% mysqldump db_name tbl_name > file_name

% mysql db_name < file_name

3.2.4.2 Approximate-Value Numeric Data Types
MySQL provides two floating-point types, FLOAT and DOUBLE, that hold approximate-
value numbers. DOUBLE PRECISION is a synonym for DOUBLE.The REAL type is a synonym
for DOUBLE by default. If the REAL_AS_DEFAULT SQL mode is enabled, REAL is a synonym
for FLOAT.

Floating-point types can be defined as UNSIGNED, which eliminates the negative end of
the type’s range.

For each floating-point type (just as for DECIMAL), you may specify a maximum num-
ber of significant digits M and the number of decimal places D.The value of M should be
from 1 to 255.The value of D should be from 0 to 30 and no greater than M.

For FLOAT and DOUBLE, M and D are optional. If you omit both from the column defini-
tion, values are stored to the full precision allowed by your hardware.

FLOAT(p) syntax also is allowed. However, whereas p stands for the required number of
bits of precision in standard SQL, it is treated differently in MySQL. p may range from
0 to 53 and is used only to determine whether the column stores single-precision or
double-precision values. For p values from 0 to 24, the column is treated as single

Table 3.9 How D Affects the Range of DECIMAL(M,D)

Type Specification Range

DECIMAL(4,0) -9999 to 9999

DECIMAL(4,1) -999.9 to 999.9

DECIMAL(4,2) -99.99 to 99.99
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precision. For values from 25 to 53, the column is treated as double precision.That is, the
column is treated as a FLOAT or DOUBLE with no M or D values.

3.2.4.3 The BIT Data Type
The BIT data type was introduced in MySQL 5.0.3 as a type for holding bit-field values.
When you define a BIT column, you can specify an optional maximum width M that indi-
cates the “width” of the column in bits. M should be an integer from 1 to 64. If omitted, M
defaults to 1.

Values retrieved from BIT columns are not displayed in printable form by default.To
display a printable representation of bit-field values, add zero or use CAST():

mysql> CREATE TABLE t (b BIT(3));  # 3-bit column; holds values 0 to 7

mysql> INSERT INTO t (b) VALUES(0),(b'11'),(b'101'),(b'111');

mysql> SELECT b+0, CAST(b AS UNSIGNED) FROM t;

+------+---------------------+

| b+0  | CAST(b AS UNSIGNED) |

+------+---------------------+

|    0 |                   0 |

|    3 |                   3 |

|    5 |                   5 |

|    7 |                   7 |

+------+---------------------+

The BIN() function is useful for displaying bit-field values or the result of computa-
tions on them in binary notation:

mysql> SELECT BIN(b), BIN(b & b'101'), BIN(b | b'101') FROM t;

+--------+-----------------+-----------------+

| BIN(b) | BIN(b & b'101') | BIN(b | b'101') |

+--------+-----------------+-----------------+

| 0      | 0               | 101             |

| 11     | 1               | 111             |

| 101    | 101             | 101             |

| 111    | 101             | 111             |

+--------+-----------------+-----------------+

3.2.4.4 Numeric Data Type Attributes
The UNSIGNED attribute disallows negative values. It can be used with all numeric types
except BIT, but is most commonly used with integer types. Making an integer column
UNSIGNED doesn’t change the “size” of the underlying data type’s range; it just shifts the
range upward. Consider this table definition:

CREATE TABLE mytbl

(

itiny   TINYINT,

itiny_u TINYINT UNSIGNED

);
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itiny and itiny_u both are TINYINT columns with a range of 256 values, but differ in
the set of allowable values.The range of itiny is -128 to 127, whereas the range of
itiny_u is shifted up, resulting in a range of 0 to 255.

UNSIGNED is useful for columns into which you plan to store information that doesn’t
take on negative values, such as population counts or attendance figures.Were you to use a
signed column for such values, you would use only half of the data type’s range. By mak-
ing the column UNSIGNED, you effectively double your usable range. For example, if you
use the column for sequence numbers, it will take twice as long to run out of values if
you make it UNSIGNED.

You can also specify UNSIGNED for DECIMAL or floating-point columns, although the
effect is slightly different from that for integer columns.The range does not shift upward;
instead, the upper end remains unchanged and the lower end becomes zero (effectively
cutting the range in half).

The SIGNED attribute is allowed for all numeric types that allow UNSIGNED. However, it
has no effect because such types are signed by default. SIGNED serves simply to indicate
explicitly in a column definition that the column allows negative values.

The ZEROFILL attribute can be specified for all numeric types except BIT. It causes dis-
played values for the column to be padded with leading zeros to the display width.You
can use ZEROFILL when you want to make sure column values always display using a
given number of digits.Actually, it’s more accurate to say “a given minimum number of
digits” because values wider than the display width are displayed in full without being
chopped.You can see this by issuing the following statements:

mysql> DROP TABLE IF EXISTS mytbl;

mysql> CREATE TABLE mytbl (my_zerofill INT(5) ZEROFILL);

mysql> INSERT INTO mytbl VALUES(1),(100),(10000),(1000000);

mysql> SELECT my_zerofill FROM mytbl;

+-------------+

| my_zerofill |

+-------------+

|       00001 |

|       00100 |

|       10000 |

|     1000000 |

+-------------+

Note that the final value is displayed in full, even though it is wider than the column’s
display width.

If you specify the ZEROFILL attribute for a column, it automatically becomes UNSIGNED
as well.

One other attribute, AUTO_INCREMENT, is allowed for integer or floating-point data
types. Specify the AUTO_INCREMENT attribute when you want to generate a series of
unique identifier values.When you insert NULL into an AUTO_INCREMENT column, MySQL
generates the next sequence value and stores it in the column. Normally, unless you take
steps to cause otherwise, AUTO_INCREMENT values begin at 1 and increase by 1 for each
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new row.The sequence may be affected if you delete rows from the table.That is, se-
quence values might be reused; it is storage engine-dependent whether this occurs.

You can have at most one AUTO_INCREMENT column in a table.The column should have
the NOT NULL constraint, and it must be indexed. Generally, an AUTO_INCREMENT column is
indexed as a PRIMARY KEY or UNIQUE index.Also, because sequence values always are posi-
tive, you normally define the column UNSIGNED as well. For example, you can define an
AUTO_INCREMENT column in any of the following ways:

CREATE TABLE ai (i INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY);

CREATE TABLE ai (i INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT UNIQUE);

CREATE TABLE ai (i INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, PRIMARY KEY (i));

CREATE TABLE ai (i INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, UNIQUE (i));

The first two forms shown specify the index information as part of the column defini-
tion.The second two specify the index as a separate clause of the CREATE TABLE state-
ment. Using a separate clause is optional if the index includes only the AUTO_INCREMENT
column. If you want to create a multiple-column index that includes the AUTO_INCREMENT
column, you must use a separate clause. (For an example of this, see Section 3.4.2.1,
“AUTO_INCREMENT for MyISAM Tables.”

It is always allowable to define an AUTO_INCREMENT column explicitly as NOT NULL, but
if you omit NOT NULL, MySQL adds it automatically.

Section 3.4,“Working with Sequences,” discusses the behavior of AUTO_INCREMENT
columns further.

Following the attributes just described, which are specific to numeric columns, you
may specify NULL or NOT NULL. If you do not specify NULL or NOT NULL for a numeric col-
umn, it allows NULL by default.

You also may specify a default value using the DEFAULT attribute.The following table
contains three INT columns, having default values of -1, 1, and NULL:

CREATE TABLE t

(

i1 INT DEFAULT -1,

i2 INT DEFAULT 1,

i3 INT DEFAULT NULL

);

Section 3.2.3,“Specifying Column Default Values,” earlier in the chapter described the
rules that MySQL uses for assigning a default value if a column definition includes no
DEFAULT clause.

3.2.4.5 Choosing Numeric Data Types
When you choose a type for a numeric column, consider the range of values that you
need to represent and choose the smallest type that will cover the range. Choosing a larger
type wastes space, leading to tables that are unnecessarily large and that cannot be
processed as efficiently as if you had chosen a smaller type. TINYINT is the best for integers
if the range of values in your data is small, such as a person’s age or number of siblings.
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MEDIUMINT can represent millions of values and can be used for many more types of
values, at some additional cost in storage space. BIGINT has the largest range of all but re-
quires twice as much storage as the next smallest integer type (INT) and should be used
only when really necessary. For floating-point values, DOUBLE takes twice as much space as
FLOAT. Unless you need exceptionally high precision or an extremely large range of val-
ues, you can probably represent your data at half the storage cost by using FLOAT instead
of DOUBLE.

Every numeric column’s range of values is determined by its type. If you attempt to in-
sert a value that lies outside the column’s range, the result depends on whether strict SQL
mode is enabled. If it is, an out of range value results in an error. If strict mode is not en-
abled, truncation occurs: MySQL clips the value to the appropriate endpoint of the range,
uses the result, and generates a warning.

Value truncation occurs according to the range of the data type, not the display width.
For example, a SMALLINT(3) column has a display width of 3 and a range from -32768 to
32767.The value 12345 is wider than the display width but within the range of the col-
umn, so it is inserted without clipping and retrieved as 12345.The value 99999 is outside
the range, so it is clipped to 32767 when inserted. Subsequent retrievals return the value
32767.

For fixed-point or floating-point columns, if values are stored that have more digits in
the fractional part than allowed by the column specification, rounding occurs. If you store
1.23456 in a FLOAT(8,1) column, the result is 1.2. If you store the same value in a
FLOAT(8,4) column, the result is 1.2346.This means you should define such columns
with a sufficient number of decimals to store values as precise as you require. If you need
accuracy to thousandths, don’t define a type with only two decimal places.

3.2.5 String Data Types
MySQL provides several data types for storing string values. Strings are often used for text
values like these:

'N. Bertram, et al.'

'Pencils (no. 2 lead)'

'123 Elm St.'

'Monograph Series IX'

But strings are actually “generic” types in a sense because you can use them to repre-
sent any value. For example, you can use binary string types to hold binary data, such as
images, sounds, or compressed gzip output.

Table 3.10 shows all the types provided by MySQL for defining string-valued columns,
and the maximum size and storage requirements of each type. M represents the maximum
length of column values (in bytes for binary strings and characters for non-binary strings),
and L represents the actual length of a given value in bytes. w is the number of bytes re-
quired for the widest character in the character set.The BLOB and TEXT types each have
several variants that are distinguished by the maximum size of values they can hold.
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Some types hold binary strings (byte strings) and others hold non-binary strings (char-
acter strings).Thus, maximum size as listed in Table 3.10 is given in number of bytes per
value for binary string types and number of characters for non-binary string types. For ex-
ample, BINARY(20) holds 20 bytes, whereas CHAR(20) holds 20 characters (which requires
more than 20 bytes for multi-byte characters).The differences between byte and character
semantics for binary and non-binary strings are characterized in Section 3.1.2,“String
Values.” Each of the binary string types for byte strings has a corresponding non-binary
type for character strings, as shown in Table 3.11.

Each of the non-binary string types, as well as ENUM and SET, can be assigned a charac-
ter set and collation. Different columns can be assigned different character sets. Character
set assignment is discussed in Section 3.2.5.5,“String Data Type Attributes.”

Table 3.10 String Data Types

Type Specification Maximum Size Storage Required

BINARY[(M)] M bytes M bytes

VARBINARY(M) M bytes L + 1 or 2 bytes

CHAR[(M)] M characters M × w bytes

VARCHAR(M) M characters L + 1 or 2 bytes

TINYBLOB 28-1 bytes L + 1 bytes

BLOB 216-1 bytes L + 2 bytes

MEDIUMBLOB 224-1 bytes L + 3 bytes

LONGBLOB 232-1 bytes L + 4 bytes

TINYTEXT 28-1 characters L + 1 bytes

TEXT 216-1 characters L + 2 bytes

MEDIUMTEXT 224-1 characters L + 3 bytes

LONGTEXT 232-1 characters L + 4 bytes

ENUM('value1','value2',...) 65,535 members 1 or 2 bytes

SET('value1','value2',...) 64 members 1, 2, 3, 4, or 8 bytes

Table 3.11 Corresponding Binary and Non-Binary String Types

Binary String Type Non-Binary String Type

BINARY CHAR

VARBINARY VARCHAR

BLOB TEXT
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BINARY and CHAR are fixed-length string types. For columns of these types, MySQL al-
locates the same amount of storage for every value and pads those that are shorter than
the column length. Padding uses zero (0x00) bytes for BINARY and spaces for CHAR. Be-
cause CHAR(M) must be able to represent the largest possible string in the column’s charac-
ter set, each column requires M × w bytes, where w is the number of bytes required for the
widest character in the character set. For example, ujis characters take from one to three
bytes, so CHAR(20) must be allocated 60 bytes in case a value requires three bytes for all 20
characters.

Other string types are variable-length.The amount of storage taken by a value varies
from row to row and depends on the length of the values actually stored in the column.
This length is represented by L in the table for variable-length types.The extra bytes re-
quired in addition to L are the number of bytes needed to store the length of the value.
MySQL handles variable-length values by storing both the content of the value and a pre-
fix that records its length.These extra prefix “length bytes” are treated as an unsigned inte-
ger.There is a correspondence between a variable-length type’s maximum length, the
number of length bytes required for that type, and the range of the unsigned integer type
that uses the same number of bytes. For example, a MEDIUMBLOB value may be up to 224-1
bytes long and requires 3 bytes to record the length.The 3-byte integer type MEDIUMINT
has a maximum unsigned value of 224-1.That’s not a coincidence.

The length prefix for VARBINARY and VARCHAR requires 1 byte if the maximum length
of column values in bytes is less than 256.The requirement is 2 bytes otherwise.

Values for all string types except ENUM and SET are stored as a sequence of bytes and in-
terpreted either as bytes or characters depending on whether the type holds binary or
non-binary strings.Values that are too long to store are chopped to fit. (In strict mode, an
error occurs instead unless the chopped characters are spaces.) But string types range from
very small to very large, with the largest type able to hold nearly 4GB of data, so you
should be able to find something long enough to avoid truncation of your information.
(The effective maximum column size actually is imposed by the maximum packet size of
the client/server communication protocol, which is 1MB by default.)

For ENUM and SET, the column definition includes a list of legal string values, but ENUM
and SET values are stored internally as numbers, as detailed later in Section 3.2.5.4,“The
ENUM and SET Data Types.”Attempting to store a value other than those in the list causes
the value to be converted to '' (the empty string) unless strict mode is enabled. In strict
mode, an error occurs instead.

3.2.5.1 The CHAR and VARCHAR Data Types
The CHAR and VARCHAR string types hold non-binary strings, and thus are associated with a
character set and collation.

The primary differences between CHAR and VARCHAR lie in whether they have a fixed
or variable length, and in how trailing spaces are treated:

n CHAR is a fixed-length type, whereas VARCHAR is a variable-length type.
n Values retrieved from CHAR columns have trailing spaces removed. For a CHAR(M)

column, values that are shorter than M characters are padded to a length of M when
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stored, but trailing spaces are stripped when the values are retrieved.As of MySQL
5.1.20, you can enable the PAD_CHAR_TO_FULL_LENGTH SQL mode to cause re-
trieved CHAR column values to retain trailing spaces.

n For a VARCHAR(M) column, trailing spaces are retained both for storage and retrieval.

CHAR columns can be defined with a maximum length M from 0 to 255. M is optional
for CHAR and defaults to 1 if missing. Note that CHAR(0) is legal.A CHAR(0) column can
be used to represent on/off values if you allow it to be NULL.Values in such a column can
have one of two values: NULL or the empty string.A CHAR(0) column takes very little stor-
age space in the table—only a single bit.

The syntactically allowable range of M for VARCHAR(M) is 1 to 65,535, but the effective
maximum number of characters is less than 65,535 because MySQL has a maximum row
size of 65,535 bytes.That has certain implications:

n A long VARCHAR requires two length bytes, which count against the row size.
n Use of multi-byte characters reduces the number of characters that can fit within

the maximum row size.
n Inclusion of other columns in the table reduces the amount of space for the
VARCHAR column in the row.

Keep in mind two general principles when choosing between CHAR and VARCHAR data
types:

n If your values all are M characters long, a VARCHAR(M) column actually will use more
space than a CHAR(M) column due to the extra byte or bytes required to record the
length of values. On the other hand, if your values vary in length, VARCHAR columns
have the advantage of taking less space.A CHAR(M) column always takes M characters,
even if it is empty or NULL.

n If you’re using MyISAM tables and your values don’t vary much in length, CHAR is a
better choice than VARCHAR because the MyISAM storage engine can process fixed-
length rows more efficiently than variable-length rows. See Section 5.3,“Choosing
Data Types for Efficient Queries.”

Note
Before MySQL 5.0.3, VARCHAR is handled somewhat differently:

n The maximum length for VARCHAR is 255.

n Trailing spaces are stripped from VARCHAR values when they are stored.

3.2.5.2 The BINARY and VARBINARY Data Types
The BINARY and VARBINARY types are similar to CHAR and VARCHAR, with the following
differences:

n CHAR and VARCHAR are non-binary types that store characters and have a character
set and collation. Comparisons are based on the collating sequence.
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n BINARY and VARBINARY are binary types that store bytes and have no character set
or collation. Comparisons are based on numeric byte values.

The rules for handling of padding for BINARY values are as follows:

n As of MySQL 5.0.15, short values are padded with 0x00 bytes. Nothing is stripped
on retrieval.

n Before MySQL 5.0.15, short values are padded with spaces.Trailing spaces are
stripped on retrieval.

For VARBINARY, no padding occurs when values are stored and no stripping occurs for
retrieval.

3.2.5.3 The BLOB and TEXT Data Types
A “BLOB” is a binary large object—basically, a container that can hold anything you
want to toss into it, and that you can make about as big as you want. In MySQL, the BLOB
type is really a family of types (TINYBLOB, BLOB, MEDIUMBLOB, LONGBLOB).These types are
identical except in the maximum amount of information they can hold (see Table 3.10).
BLOB columns store binary strings.They are useful for storing data that may grow very
large or that may vary widely in size from row to row. Some examples are compressed
data, encrypted data, images, and sounds.

MySQL also has a family of TEXT types (TINYTEXT, TEXT, MEDIUMTEXT, LONGTEXT).
These are similar to the corresponding BLOB types, except that TEXT types store non-
binary strings rather than binary strings.That is, they store characters rather than bytes,
and are associated with a character set and collation.This results in the general differences
between binary and non-binary strings that were described earlier in Section 3.1.2,
“String Values.” For example, in comparison operations, BLOB values are compared in byte
units and TEXT values are compared in character units using the column collation.

BLOB or TEXT columns sometimes can be indexed, depending on the storage engine
you’re using:

n The MyISAM and InnoDB storage engines support BLOB and TEXT indexing.
However, you must specify a prefix size to be used for the index.This avoids creat-
ing index entries that might be huge and thereby defeat any benefits to be gained
by that index.The exception is that prefixes are not used for FULLTEXT indexes on
TEXT columns. FULLTEXT searches are based on the entire content of the indexed
columns, so any prefix you specify is ignored.

n MEMORY tables do not support BLOB and TEXT indexes because the MEMORY
engine does not support BLOB or TEXT columns at all.

BLOB or TEXT columns may require special care:

n Due to the typical large variation in the size of BLOB and TEXT values, tables con-
taining them are subject to high rates of fragmentation if many deletes and updates
are done. If you’re using a MyISAM table to store BLOB or TEXT values, you can run
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OPTIMIZE TABLE periodically to reduce fragmentation and maintain good perform-
ance. See Chapter 5,“Query Optimization,” for more information.

n The max_sort_length system variable influences BLOB and TEXT comparison and
sorting operations. Only the first max_sort_length bytes of each value are used.
(For TEXT columns that use a multi-byte character set, this means that comparisons
might involve fewer than max_sort_length characters.) If this causes a problem
with the default max_sort_length value of 1024, you might want to increase the
value before performing comparisons.

n If you’re using very large values, you might need to configure the server to increase
the value of the max_allowed_packet parameter. See Section 12.6.2,“General-
Purpose System Variables,” for more information.You will also need to increase the
packet size for any client that wants to use very large values.The mysql and
mysqldump clients support setting this value directly using a startup option.

3.2.5.4 The ENUM and SET Data Types
ENUM and SET are special string data types that allow only values chosen from a fixed (pre-
defined) list of allowable strings.The primary difference between them is that ENUM col-
umn values must consist of exactly one member of the list of values, whereas SET column
values may contain any or all members of the list. In other words, ENUM is used for values
that are mutually exclusive, whereas SET allows multiple choices from the list.

The ENUM data type defines an enumeration. ENUM columns may be assigned values
consisting of exactly one member chosen from a list of values specified at table-creation
time.You can define an enumeration to have up to 65,535 members. Enumerations are
commonly used to represent category values. For example, values in a column defined as
ENUM('N','Y') can be either 'N' or 'Y'. Or you can use ENUM for such things as avail-
able sizes or colors for a product or for answers to multiple-choice questions in a survey
or questionnaire where a single response must be selected:

employees ENUM('less than 100','100-500','501-1500','more than 1500')

color ENUM('red','green','blue','black')

size ENUM('S','M','L','XL','XXL')

vote ENUM('Yes','No','Undecided')

If you are processing selections from a Web page that includes mutually exclusive radio
buttons, you can use an ENUM to represent the options from which a visitor to your site
chooses. For example, if you run an online pizza-ordering service, ENUM columns can be
used to represent the type of crust and size of pizza a customer orders:

crust ENUM('thin','regular','pan style','deep dish')

size ENUM('small','medium','large')

If enumeration categories represent counts, it’s important to choose your categories
properly when you create the enumeration. For example, when recording white blood
cell counts from a laboratory test, you might group the counts into categories like this:

wbc ENUM('0-100','101-300','>300')
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If any given test result is provided as an exact count, you can record the value in the
wbc column using the category into which the count falls. But you cannot recover the
original count if you decide you want to convert the column from a category-based ENUM
to an integer column based on exact count. If you really need the exact count, use an in-
teger column instead, and group integer values into categories when you retrieve them
using the CASE construct. For example, if wbc is defined as an integer column, you can
select it as a category like this:

SELECT CASE WHEN wbc <= 100 THEN '0-100'

WHEN wbc <= 300 THEN '101-300'

ELSE '>300' END AS 'wbc category'

FROM ...

The SET type is similar to ENUM in the sense that when you create a SET column, you
specify a list of legal set members. But unlike ENUM, each column value may consist of
any number of members from the set.The set may have up to 64 members.You can use
a SET when you have a fixed set of values that are not mutually exclusive as they are in
an ENUM column. For example, you might use a SET to represent options available for an
automobile:

SET('luggage rack','cruise control','air conditioning','sun roof')

Then particular SET values would represent those options actually ordered by customers:

'cruise control,sun roof'

'luggage rack,air conditioning'

'luggage rack,cruise control,air conditioning'

'air conditioning'

''

The final value shown (the empty string) means that the customer ordered no options.
This is a legal value for any SET column.

SET column definitions are written as a list of individual strings separated by commas
to indicate what the set members are.A SET column value, on the other hand, is written
as a single string. If the value consists of multiple set members, the members are separated
within the string by commas.This means you shouldn’t use a string containing a comma
as a SET member.

Other uses for SET columns might be for representing information such as patient di-
agnoses or results from selections on Web pages. For a diagnosis, there may be a standard
list of symptoms to ask a patient about, and the patient might exhibit any or all of them:

SET('dizziness','shortness of breath','cough')

For an online pizza service, the Web page for ordering could have a set of check boxes
for ingredients that a customer wants as toppings on a pizza, several of which might be
chosen:

SET('pepperoni','sausage','mushrooms','onions','ripe olives')
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The way you define the legal value list for an ENUM or SET column is significant in
several ways:

n The list determines the possible legal values for the column, as has already been
discussed.

n If an ENUM or SET column has a collation that is not case sensitive, you can insert
legal values in any lettercase and they will be recognized. However, the lettercase of
the strings as specified in the column definition determines the lettercase of column
values when they are retrieved later. For example, if you have an ENUM('Y','N')
column and you store 'y' and 'n' in it, the values are displayed as 'Y' and 'N'

when you retrieve them. If the column has a case sensitive or binary collation, you
must insert values using exactly the lettercase used in the column definition or the
values will not be recognized as legal. On the other hand, you can have distinct ele-
ments that differ only in lettercase, something that is not true when you use a colla-
tion that is not case sensitive.

n The order of values in an ENUM definition is the order used for sorting.The order of
values in a SET definition also determines sort order, although the relationship is
more complicated because column values may contain multiple set members.

n When MySQL displays a SET value that consists of multiple set members, the order
in which it lists the members within the value is determined by the order in which
they appear in the SET column definition.

ENUM and SET are classified as string types because enumeration and set members are
specified as strings when you create columns of these types. However, the ENUM and SET

types actually have a split personality:The members are stored internally as numbers and
you can work with them as such.This means that ENUM and SET types are more efficient
than other string types because they often can be handled using numeric operations
rather than string operations. It also means that ENUM and SET values can be used in either
string or numeric contexts. Finally, ENUM and SET columns can cause confusion if you use
them in string context but expect them to behave as numbers, or vice versa.

MySQL sequentially numbers ENUM members in the column definition beginning with
1. (The value 0 is reserved for the error member, which is represented in string form by
the empty string.) The number of enumeration values determines the storage size of an
ENUM column. One byte can represent 256 values and two bytes can represent 65,536 val-
ues. (Compare this to the ranges of the one-byte and two-byte integer types TINYINT
UNSIGNED and SMALLINT UNSIGNED.) Thus, counting the error member, the maximum
number of enumeration members is 65,536 and the storage size depends on whether
there are more than 256 members.You can specify a maximum of 65,535 (not 65,536)
members in the ENUM definition because MySQL reserves a spot for the error member as
an implicit member of every enumeration.When you assign an illegal value to an ENUM
column, MySQL assigns the error member. (In strict mode, an error occurs instead.)
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The following example demonstrates that you can retrieve ENUM values in either string
or numeric form (which shows the numeric ordering of enumeration members and also
that the NULL value has no number in the ordering):

mysql> CREATE TABLE e_table (e ENUM('jane','fred','will','marcia'));

mysql> INSERT INTO e_table

-> VALUES('jane'),('fred'),('will'),('marcia'),(NULL);

mysql> SELECT e, e+0, e+1, e*3 FROM e_table;

+--------+------+------+------+

| e      | e+0  | e+1  | e*3  |

+--------+------+------+------+

| jane   |    1 |    2 |    3 |

| fred   |    2 |    3 |    6 |

| will   |    3 |    4 |    9 |

| marcia |    4 |    5 |   12 |

| NULL   | NULL | NULL | NULL |

+--------+------+------+------+

You can compare ENUM members either by name or number:

mysql> SELECT e FROM e_table WHERE e='will';

+------+

| e    |

+------+

| will |

+------+

mysql> SELECT e FROM e_table WHERE e=3;

+------+

| e    |

+------+

| will |

+------+

It is possible to define the empty string as a legal enumeration member, but this will
only cause confusion.The string is assigned a non-zero numeric value, just as any other
member listed in the definition. However, an empty string also is used for the error mem-
ber that has a numeric value of 0, so it would correspond to two internal numeric element
values. In the following example, assigning the illegal enumeration value 'x' to the ENUM

column causes the error member to be assigned.This is distinguishable from the empty
string member listed in the column definition only when retrieved in numeric form:

mysql> CREATE TABLE t (e ENUM('a','','b'));

mysql> INSERT INTO t VALUES('a'),(''),('b'),('x');

mysql> SELECT e, e+0 FROM t;

+------+------+

| e    | e+0  |

+------+------+

| a    |    1 |
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|      |    2 |

| b    |    3 |

|      |    0 |

+------+------+

In strict mode, assigning the illegal value 'x' causes an error and no value is stored.
The numeric representation of SET columns is a little different from that for ENUM

columns. Set members are not numbered sequentially. Instead, members correspond to
successive individual bits in the SET value.The first set member corresponds to bit 0, the
second member corresponds to bit 1, and so on. In other words, the numeric values of
SET members all are powers of two.The empty string corresponds to a numeric SET value
of 0.

SET values are stored as bit values. Eight set members per byte can be stored this way,
so the storage size for a SET column is determined by the number of set members, up to a
maximum of 64 members. SET values take 1, 2, 3, 4, or 8 bytes for set sizes of 1 to 8, 9 to
16, 17 to 24, 25 to 32, and 33 to 64 members.

The representation of a SET as a set of bits is what allows a SET value to consist of
multiple set members.Any combination of bits can be turned on in the value, so the
value may consist of any combination of the strings in the SET definition that correspond
to those bits.

The following example shows the relationship between the string and numeric forms
of a SET column. It displays the numeric value in both decimal and binary form:

mysql> CREATE TABLE s_table (s SET('table','lamp','chair','stool'));

mysql> INSERT INTO s_table

-> VALUES('table'),('lamp'),('chair'),('stool'),(''),(NULL);

mysql> SELECT s, s+0, BIN(s+0) FROM s_table;

+-------+------+----------+

| s     | s+0  | BIN(s+0) |

+-------+------+----------+

| table |    1 | 1        |

| lamp  |    2 | 10       |

| chair |    4 | 100      |

| stool |    8 | 1000     |

|       |    0 | 0        |

| NULL  | NULL | NULL     |

+-------+------+----------+

If you assign to the column s a value of 'lamp,stool', MySQL stores it internally as
10 (binary 1010) because 'lamp' has a value of 2 (bit 1) and 'stool' has a value of 8
(bit 3).

When you assign values to SET columns, the substrings don’t need to be listed in the
same order that you used when you defined the column. However, when you retrieve the
value later, members are displayed within the value in definition order.Also, if you assign
to a SET column a value containing substrings that are not listed as set members, those
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strings drop out and the column is assigned a value consisting of the remaining substrings.
When you retrieve the value later, the illegal substrings will not be present.

If you assign a value of 'chair,couch,table' to the column s in s_table, two
things happen:

n 'couch' drops out because it’s not a member of the set.This occurs because
MySQL determines which bits correspond to each substring of the value to be as-
signed and turns them on in the stored value. 'couch' corresponds to no bit and is
ignored.

n When you retrieve the value later, it appears as 'table,chair'. On retrieval,
MySQL constructs the string value from the numeric value by scanning the bits in
order, which automatically reorders the substrings to the order used when the col-
umn was defined.This behavior also means that if you specify a set member more
than once in a value, it will appear only once when you retrieve the value. If you as-
sign 'lamp,lamp,lamp' to a SET column, it will be simply 'lamp' when retrieved.

In strict mode, use of an illegal SET member causes an error instead and the value is
not stored. In the preceding example, assigning a value containing 'couch' would cause
an error and the assignment would fail.

The fact that MySQL reorders members in a SET value means that if you search for
values using a string, you must list members in the proper order. If you insert
'chair,table' and then search for 'chair,table' you won’t find the row; you must
look for it as 'table,chair'.

Sorting and indexing of ENUM and SET columns is done according to the internal
(numeric) values of column values.The following example might appear to be incorrect
because the values are not displayed in alphanumeric order:

mysql> SELECT e FROM e_table ORDER BY e;

+--------+

| e      |

+--------+

| NULL   |

|        |

| jane   |

| fred   |

| will   |

| marcia |

+--------+

You can better see what’s going on by retrieving both the string and numeric forms of
the ENUM values:

mysql> SELECT e, e+0 FROM e_table ORDER BY e;

+--------+------+

| e      | e+0  |

+--------+------+

| NULL   | NULL |
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|        |    0 |

| jane   |    1 |

| fred   |    2 |

| will   |    3 |

| marcia |    4 |

+--------+------+

If you have a fixed set of values and you want them to sort in a particular order, you
can exploit the ENUM sorting properties: Represent the values as an ENUM column in a table
and list the enumeration values in the column definition in the order that you want them
to be sorted. Suppose that you have a table representing personnel for a sports organiza-
tion, such as a football team, and that you want to sort output by personnel position so
that it comes out in a particular order, such as coaches, assistant coaches, quarterbacks,
running backs, receivers, linemen, and so on. Define the column as an ENUM and list the
enumeration elements in the order that you want to see them.Then column values auto-
matically will come out in that order for sort operations.

For cases where you want an ENUM to sort in normal lexical order, you can convert
the column to a non-ENUM string by using CAST() and sorting the result:

mysql> SELECT CAST(e AS CHAR) AS e_str FROM e_table ORDER BY e_str;

+--------+

| e_str  |

+--------+

| NULL   |

|        |

| fred   |

| jane   |

| marcia |

| will   |

+--------+

CAST() doesn’t change the displayed values, but has the effect in this statement of per-
forming an ENUM-to-string conversion that alters their sorting properties so they sort as
strings.

3.2.5.5 String Data Type Attributes
The attributes unique to the string data types are CHARACTER SET (or CHARSET) and
COLLATE for designating a character set and collating order.You can specify these as op-
tions for the table itself to set its defaults, or for individual columns to override the table
defaults. (Actually, each database also has a default character set and collation, as does the
server itself.These defaults sometimes come into play during table creation, as we’ll see
later.)

The CHARACTER SET and COLLATE attributes apply to the CHAR, VARCHAR, TEXT, ENUM,
and SET data types.They do not apply to the binary string data types (BINARY, VARBINARY,
and BLOB), because those types contain byte strings, not character strings.
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When you specify the CHARACTER SET and COLLATE attributes, whether at the column,
table, or database level, the following rules apply:

n The character set must be one that the server supports.To display the available char-
acter sets, use SHOW CHARACTER SET.

n For a definition that includes both CHARACTER SET and COLLATE, the character set
and collation must be compatible. For example, with a character set of latin2, you
could use a collation of latin2_croatian_ci, but not latin1_bin.To display the
collations for each character set, use SHOW COLLATION.

n For a definition with CHARACTER SET but without COLLATE, the character set’s de-
fault collation is used.

n For a definition with COLLATE but without CHARACTER SET, the character set is de-
termined from the first part of the collation name.

To see how these rules apply, consider the following statement. It creates a table that
uses several character sets:

CREATE TABLE mytbl

(

c1  CHAR(10),

c2  CHAR(40) CHARACTER SET latin2,

c3  CHAR(10) COLLATE latin1_german1_ci,

c4  BINARY(40)

) CHARACTER SET utf8;

The resulting table has utf8 as its default character set. No COLLATE table option is
given, so the default table collation is the default utf8 collation (which is
utf8_general_ci).The c1 column definition contains no CHARACTER SET or COLLATE
attributes of its own, so the table defaults are used for it.The table-level character set and
collation are not used for c2, c3, and c4: c2 and c3 have their own character set informa-
tion, and c4 has a binary string type, so the character set attributes do not apply. For c2,
the collation is latin2_general_ci, the default collation for latin2. For c3, the charac-
ter set is latin1, as implied by the collation name latin1_german1_ci.

To see character set information for an existing table, use SHOW CREATE TABLE:

mysql> SHOW CREATE TABLE mytbl\G

*************************** 1. row ***************************

Table: mytbl

Create Table: CREATE TABLE `mytbl` (

`c1` char(10) default NULL,

`c2` char(40) character set latin2 default NULL,

`c3` char(10) character set latin1 collate latin1_german1_ci default NULL,

`c4` binary(40) default NULL

) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8
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If SHOW CREATE TABLE does not display a column character set, it is the same as the
table default character set. If it does not display a column collation, it is the default colla-
tion for the character set.

You can also add the FULL keyword to SHOW COLUMNS to cause it to display collation
information (from which character sets can be derived):

mysql> SHOW FULL COLUMNS FROM mytbl;

+-------+------------+-------------------+------+-----+---------+...

| Field | Type       | Collation         | Null | Key | Default |...

+-------+------------+-------------------+------+-----+---------+...

| c1    | char(10)   | utf8_general_ci   | YES  |     | NULL    |...

| c2    | char(40)   | latin2_general_ci | YES  |     | NULL    |...

| c3    | char(10)   | latin1_german1_ci | YES  |     | NULL    |...

| c4    | binary(40) | NULL              | YES  |     | NULL    |...

+-------+------------+-------------------+------+-----+---------+...

The preceding discussion mentions column and table character set assignments, but
character sets actually can be designated at the column, table, database, or server level.
When MySQL processes a character column definition, it determines which character set
to use for it by trying the following rules in order:

1. If the column definition includes a character set, use that set. (This includes the case
where only a COLLATE attribute is present, because that implies which character set
to use.)

2. Otherwise, if the table definition includes a table character set option, use that set.

3. Otherwise, use the database character set as the table default character set, which
also becomes the column character set. If the database was never assigned a charac-
ter set explicitly (for example, if it was created prior to MySQL 4.1), the database
character set is taken from the server character set.

In other words, MySQL searches up through the levels at which character sets may be
specified until it finds a character set defined, and then uses that for the column.The data-
base always has a default character set, so the search process is guaranteed to terminate at
the database level even if no character set is specified explicitly at any of the lower levels.

The character set name binary is special. If you assign the binary character set to a
non-binary string column, that is equivalent to defining the column using the correspon-
ding binary string type.The following pairs of column definitions each show two equiva-
lent definitions:

c1 CHAR(10) CHARACTER SET binary

c1 BINARY(10)

c2 VARCHAR(10) CHARACTER SET binary

c2 VARBINARY(10)

c3 TEXT CHARACTER SET binary

c3 BLOB
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If you specify CHARACTER SET binary for a binary string column, it is ignored because
the type already is binary. If you specify CHARACTER SET binary for an ENUM or SET, it is
used as is.

If you assign the binary character set as a table option, it applies to each string column
that does not have any character set information specified in its own definition.

MySQL provides some shortcut attributes for defining character columns:

n The ASCII attribute is shorthand for CHARACTER SET latin1.
n The UNICODE attribute is shorthand for CHARACTER SET ucs2.
n If you use the BINARY attribute for a non-binary string column, ENUM, or SET, it is

shorthand for specifying the binary collation of the column’s character set. For
example, assuming a table default character set of latin1, these definitions are
equivalent:

c1 CHAR(10) BINARY

c2 CHAR(10) CHARACTER SET latin1 BINARY

c3 CHAR(10) CHARACTER SET latin1 COLLATE latin1_bin

If you specify the BINARY attribute for a binary string column, it is ignored because
the type already is binary.

The general attributes NULL or NOT NULL can be specified for any of the string types. If
you don’t specify either of them, NULL is the default. However, defining a string column as
NOT NULL does not prevent you from storing an empty string (that is, '') in the column.
In MySQL, an empty value is different from a missing value, so don’t make the mistake of
thinking that you can force a string column to contain non-empty values by defining it
NOT NULL. If you require string values to be non-empty, that is a constraint you must en-
force from within your own applications.

You can also specify a default value using a DEFAULT clause for all string data types ex-
cept the BLOB and TEXT types. Section 3.2.3,“Specifying Column Default Values,” earlier
in this chapter, described the rules that MySQL uses for assigning a default value if a col-
umn definition includes no DEFAULT clause.

3.2.5.6 Choosing String Data Types
When you choose a data type for a string column, consider the following questions:

Are values represented as character or binary data? For character data, non-binary
string types are most appropriate. For binary data, use a binary string type.

Do you want comparisons to be lettercase-aware? If so, use one of the non-binary
string types, because those store characters and are associated with a character set and
collation.

The case sensitivity of non-binary string values for comparison and sorting purposes is
controlled by the collation that you assign to them. If you want string values to be re-
garded equal regardless of lettercase, use a case-insensitive collation. Otherwise, use either
a binary or case-sensitive collation.A binary collation compares character units using the
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numeric character codes.A case-sensitive collation compares character units using a spe-
cific collating order, which need not correspond to character code order. In either case,
the lowercase and uppercase versions of a given character are considered distinct for com-
parisons. Suppose that 'mysql', 'MySQL', and 'MYSQL' are strings in the latin1 character
set.They are all considered the same if compared using a case-insensitive collation such as
latin1_swedish_ci, but as three different strings if compared using the binary
latin1_bin collation or case-sensitive latin1_general_cs collation.

If you want to use a string column both for case-sensitive and not case-sensitive com-
parisons, use a collation that corresponds to the type of comparison you will perform
most often. For comparisons of the other type, apply the COLLATE operator to change the
collation. For example, if mycol is a CHAR column that uses the latin1 character set, you
can assign it the latin1_swedish_ci collation to perform case-insensitive comparisons
by default.The following comparison is not case sensitive:

mycol = 'ABC'

For those times when you need case-sensitive comparisons, use the latin1_general_
cs or latin1_bin collation.The following comparisons are case sensitive (it doesn’t mat-
ter whether you apply the COLLATE operator to the left hand string or the right hand
string):

mycol COLLATE latin1_general_cs = 'ABC'

mycol COLLATE latin1_bin = 'ABC'

mycol = 'ABC' COLLATE latin1_general_cs

mycol = 'ABC' COLLATE latin1_bin

Do you want to minimize storage requirements? If so, use a variable-length type,
not a fixed-length type.

Will the allowable column values always be chosen from a fixed set of legal
values? If so, ENUM or SET might be a good choice.

ENUM also can be useful if you have a limited set of string values that you want to sort
in some non-lexical order. Sorting of ENUM values occurs according to the order in which
you list the enumeration values in the column definition, so you can make the values sort
in any order you want.

Are trailing pad values significant? If values must be retrieved exactly as they are
stored without addition or removal of trailing spaces (or 0x00 bytes, for binary data types)
during storage or retrieval, use a TEXT or VARCHAR column for non-binary strings and a
BLOB or VARBINARY column for binary strings.This factor is important also if you are stor-
ing compressed, hashed, or encrypted values computed in such a way that the encoding
method might result in trailing spaces.Table 3.12 shows how trailing padding is handled
for storage and retrieval operations for various string data types.

As of MySQL 5.1.20, you can enable the PAD_CHAR_TO_FULL_LENGTH SQL mode to
cause retrieved CHAR column values to retain trailing spaces. For BINARY columns prior to
MySQL 5.0.15, short values are padded with spaces for storage and trailing spaces are
stripped for retrieval.
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3.2.6 Date and Time Data Types
MySQL provides several data types for storing temporal values: DATE, TIME, DATETIME,
TIMESTAMP, and YEAR.Table 3.13 shows these types and the range of legal values for each
type.The storage requirements for each type are shown in Table 3.14.

Each date and time type has a “zero” value that is stored when you insert a value that
is illegal for the type, as shown in Table 3.15.The “zero” value also is the default value for
date and time columns that are defined with the NOT NULL constraint. Depending on the
SQL mode, illegal values might be treated as errors and rejected; see Section 3.3,
“HowMySQL Handles Invalid Data Values.”

Table 3.13 Date and Time Data Types

Type Specification Range

DATE '1000-01-01' to '9999-12-31'

TIME '-838:59:59' to '838:59:59'

DATETIME '1000-01-01 00:00:00' to '9999-12-31 23:59:59'

TIMESTAMP '1970-01-01 00:00:01' to '2038-01-19 03:14:07'

YEAR[(M)] 1901 to 2155 for YEAR(4), and 1970 to 2069 for YEAR(2)

Table 3.14 Date and Time Data Type Storage Requirements

Type Specification Storage Required

DATE 3 bytes

TIME 3 bytes

DATETIME 8 bytes

TIMESTAMP 4 bytes

YEAR 1 byte

Table 3.12 String Data Type Pad-Value Handling

Data Type Storage Retrieval Result

CHAR Padded Stripped Retrieved values have no trailing
padding

BINARY Padded No action Retrieved values have no trailing
padding

VARCHAR,
VARBINARY

No action No action Trailing padding is not changed

TEXT, BLOB No action No action Trailing padding is not changed
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MySQL always represents dates with the year first, in accordance with the standard
SQL and ISO 8601 specifications. For example, December 3, 2008, is represented as
'2008-12-03'. However, MySQL does allow some leeway in how you can specify input
dates. For example, it will convert two-digit year values to four digits, and you need not
supply a leading zero digit for month and day values that are less than 10. However, you
must specify the year first and the day last. Formats that you may be more used to, such as
'12/3/99' or '3/12/99', will not be interpreted as you might intend. In such cases, you
might find the STR_TO_DATE() function useful for converting strings in non-ISO format
to ISO-format dates. Section 3.2.6.5,“Working with Date and Time Values,” further dis-
cusses the date interpretation rules that MySQL uses.

For combined date and time values, it is allowable to specify a ‘T’ character rather than
a space between the date and time (for example, '2008-12-31T12:00:00').

Time or combined date and time values can include a microseconds part following the
time, consisting of a decimal point and up to six digits. (For example, '12:30:15.5' or
'2008-06-15 10:30:12.000045'.) However, current support in MySQL for microsec-
ond values is only partial. Some temporal functions use them, but you cannot store a tem-
poral value that includes a microseconds part in a table; the microseconds part is
discarded.

For retrieval, you can display date and time values in a variety of formats by using the
DATE_FORMAT() and TIME_FORMAT() functions.

3.2.6.1 The DATE, TIME, and DATETIME Data Types
The DATE and TIME types hold date and time values.The DATETIME type holds combined
date and time values.The formats for the three types of values are 'CCYY-MM-DD',
'hh:mm:ss', and 'CCYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss', where CC, YY, MM, DD hh, mm, and ss

represent century, year, month, day, hour, minute, and second, respectively.
For the DATETIME type, the date and time parts are both required; if you assign a DATE

value to a DATETIME column, MySQL automatically adds a time part of '00:00:00'.
Conversions work in the other direction as well. If you assign a DATETIME value to a DATE
or TIME column, MySQL discards the part that is irrelevant:

mysql> CREATE TABLE t (dt DATETIME, d DATE, t TIME);

mysql> INSERT INTO t (dt,d,t) VALUES(NOW(), NOW(), NOW());

mysql> SELECT * FROM t;

Table 3.15 Date and Time Type “Zero” Values

Type Specification Zero Value

DATE '0000-00-00'

TIME '00:00:00'

DATETIME '0000-00-00 00:00:00'

TIMESTAMP '0000-00-00 00:00:00'

YEAR 0000
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+---------------------+------------+----------+

| dt                  | d          | t        |

+---------------------+------------+----------+

| 2007-09-14 10:26:26 | 2007-09-14 | 10:26:26 |

+---------------------+------------+----------+

MySQL treats the time in DATETIME and TIME values slightly different. For DATETIME,
the time part represents a time of day and must be in the range from '00:00:00' to
'23:59:59'.A TIME value, on the other hand, represents elapsed time—that’s why the
range shown in Table 3.13 for TIME columns includes values larger than '23:59:59' and
negative values.

One thing to watch out when inserting TIME values into a table is that if you use a
“short” (not fully qualified) value, it may not be interpreted as you expect. For example,
you’ll probably find that if you insert '30' and '12:30', into a TIME column, one value
will be interpreted from right to left and the other from left to right, resulting in stored
values of '00:00:30' and '12:30:00'. If you consider '12:30' to represent a value of
“12 minutes, 30 seconds,” you should specify it in fully qualified form as '00:12:30'.

3.2.6.2 The TIMESTAMP Data Type
TIMESTAMP is a temporal data type that stores combined date and time values. (The word
“timestamp” might appear to connote time only, but that is not the case.) The TIMESTAMP
data type has the special properties noted in the following discussion.

TIMESTAMP columns have a range of values from '1970-01-01 00:00:01' to '2038-

01-19 03:14:07'.The range is tied to Unix time, where the first day of 1970 is “day
zero,” also known as “the epoch.” Values are stored as a four-byte number of seconds since
the epoch.The beginning of 1970 determines the lower end of the TIMESTAMP range.The
upper end of the range corresponds to the maximum four-byte value for Unix time.

Values are stored in Universal Coordinated Time (UTC).When you store a TIMESTAMP
value, the server converts it from the connection’s time zone to UTC.When you retrieve
the value later, the server converts it back from UTC to the connection’s time zone, so
you see the same value that you stored. However, if another client connects to the server,
uses a different time zone, and retrieves the value, it will see the value adjusted to its own
time zone. In fact, you can see this effect within a single connection if you change your
own time zone:

mysql> CREATE TABLE t (ts TIMESTAMP);

mysql> SET time_zone = '+00:00';   # set time zone to UTC

mysql> INSERT INTO t VALUES('2000-01-01 00:00:00');

mysql> SELECT ts FROM t;

+---------------------+

| ts                  |

+---------------------+
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| 2000-01-01 00:00:00 |

+---------------------+

mysql> SET time_zone = '+03:00';   # advance time zone 3 hours

mysql> SELECT ts FROM t;

+---------------------+

| ts                  |

+---------------------+

| 2000-01-01 03:00:00 |

+---------------------+

These examples specify time zones using values given as a signed offset in hours and
minutes relative to UTC. It is also possible to use named time zones such as
'Europe/Zurich' if the server time zone tables have been set up as described in Section
12.9.1,“Configuring Time Zone Support.”

TIMESTAMP has automatic initialization and update properties.You can designate any
single TIMESTAMP column in a table to have either or both of these properties:

n “Automatic initialization” means that for new rows the column is set to the current
timestamp if you omit it from the INSERT statement or set it to NULL.

n “Automatic update” means that for existing rows the column is updated to the cur-
rent timestamp when you change any other column. Setting a column to its current
value does not count as a change.You must set it to a different value for automatic
update to occur.

In addition, if you set any TIMESTAMP column to NULL, its value is set to the current
timestamp.You can defeat this by defining the column with the NULL attribute to allow
NULL values to be stored in the column.

Only one TIMESTAMP column in a table can be designated to have automatic proper-
ties.You cannot have automatic initialization for one TIMESTAMP column and automatic
update for another. Nor can you have automatic initialization for multiple columns, or
automatic update for multiple columns.

The syntax for specifying a TIMESTAMP column is as follows, assuming a column name
of ts:

ts TIMESTAMP [DEFAULT constant_value] [ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP]

The DEFAULT and ON UPDATE attributes can be given in any order, if both are given.
The default value can be CURRENT_TIMESTAMP or a constant value such as 0 or a value in
'CCYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss' format. Synonyms for CURRENT_TIMESTAMP are
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP() and NOW(); they’re all interchangeable in a TIMESTAMP definition.
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To have one or both of the automatic properties for the first TIMESTAMP column in
a table, you can define it using various combinations of the DEFAULT and ON UPDATE

attributes:

n With DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, the column has automatic initialization. It also
has automatic update if ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP is given.

n With neither attribute, MySQL defines the column with both DEFAULT
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP and ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP.

n With a DEFAULT constant_value attribute that specifies a constant value, the 
column does not have automatic initialization. It does have automatic update if 
ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP is given.

n Without DEFAULT but with ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, the default value is 0
and the column has automatic update.

To use automatic initialization or update for a TIMESTAMP column other than the first
one, you must explicitly define the first one with a DEFAULT constant_value attribute
and without ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP.Then you can use DEFAULT
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP or ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP (or both) with any other single
TIMESTAMP column.

If you want to defeat automatic initialization or update for a TIMESTAMP column, set it
explicitly to the desired value for insert or update operations. For example, you can pre-
vent an update from changing the column by setting the column to its current value.

TIMESTAMP column definitions also can include NULL or NOT NULL.The default is NOT
NULL. Its effect is that when you explicitly set the column to NULL, MySQL sets it to the
current timestamp. (This is true both for inserts and updates.) If you specify NULL, setting
the column to NULL stores NULL rather than the current timestamp.

If you want a table to contain a column that is set to the current timestamp for new
rows and that remains unchanged thereafter, you can achieve that two ways:

n Use a TIMESTAMP column declared as follows without an ON UPDATE attribute:

ts TIMESTAMP DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP

When you create a new row, initialize the column to the current timestamp by set-
ting it to NULL or by omitting it from the INSERT statement.The column will retain
its value for subsequent updates unless you change it explicitly.

n Use a DATETIME column.When you create a row, initialize the column to NOW().
Whenever you update the row thereafter, leave the column alone.

If you want a table to contain columns for both a time-created value and a last-
modified value, use two TIMESTAMP columns:

CREATE TABLE t

(

t_created  TIMESTAMP DEFAULT 0,

t_modified TIMESTAMP DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP
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ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP

... other columns ...

);

When you insert a new row, set both TIMESTAMP columns to NULL to set them to the
insertion timestamp.When you update an existing row, leave both columns alone;
t_modified will be updated automatically to the modification timestamp if any other
columns change value.

3.2.6.3 The YEAR Data Type
YEAR is a one-byte data type intended for efficient representation of year values.A YEAR
column definition may include a specification for a display width M, which should be either
4 or 2. If you omit M from a YEAR definition, the default is 4. YEAR(4) has a range of 1901
to 2155. YEAR(2) has a range of 1970 to 2069, but only the last two digits are displayed.You
can use the YEAR type when you want to store date information but only need the year
part of the date, such as year of birth, year of election to office, and so forth.When you do
not require a full date value, YEAR is much more space-efficient than other date types.

TINYINT has the same storage size as YEAR (one byte), but not the same range.To cover
the same range of years as YEAR by using an integer type, you would need a SMALLINT,
which takes twice as much space. If the range of years you need to represent coincides
with the range of the YEAR type, YEAR is more space-efficient than SMALLINT.Another ad-
vantage of YEAR over an integer column is that MySQL converts two-digit values into
four-digit values for you using MySQL’s usual year-guessing rules. For example, 97 and 14

become 1997 and 2014. However, be aware that inserting the numeric value 00 into a
four-digit YEAR column results in the value 0000 being stored, not 2000. If you want a
value of 00 to convert to 2000, specify it in string form as '0' or '00'.

3.2.6.4 Date and Time Data Type Attributes
The following remarks apply to all temporal types except TIMESTAMP:

n The general attributes NULL or NOT NULL may be specified. If you don’t specify ei-
ther of them, NULL is the default.

n You can also specify a default value using a DEFAULT clause. Section 3.2.3,
“Specifying Column Default Values,” described the rules that MySQL uses for as-
signing a default value if a column definition includes no DEFAULT clause.

Note that because default values must be constants, you cannot use a function such
as NOW() to supply a value of “the current date and time” as the default for a
DATETIME column.To achieve that result, set the column value explicitly to NOW()
whenever you create a new row, or else consider using a TIMESTAMP column in-
stead.Alternatively, set up a trigger that initializes the column to the appropriate
value; see Section 4.3,“Triggers.”

TIMESTAMP columns are special; the default for the first such column in a table is the
current date and time, and the “zero” value for any others. However, the full set of rules
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governing default values is more complex. See Section 3.2.6.2,“The TIMESTAMP Data
Type,” for details.

3.2.6.5 Working with Date and Time Values
MySQL tries to interpret input values for date and time columns in a variety of formats,
including both string and numeric forms.Table 3.16 shows the allowable formats for each
of the date and time types.

MySQL interprets formats that have no century part (CC ) using the rules described in
Section 3.2.6.6,“Interpretation of Ambiguous Year Values.” For string formats that include
delimiter characters, you don’t have to use ‘-’ for dates and ‘:’ for times.Any punctuation
character may be used as the delimiter. Interpretation of values depends on context, not
on the delimiter. For example, although times are typically specified using a delimiter of
‘:’, MySQL won’t interpret a value containing ‘:’ as a time in a context where a date is
expected. In addition, for the string formats that include delimiters, you need not specify

Table 3.16 Date and Time Type Input Formats

Type Allowable Formats

DATETIME, 'CCYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss'

TIMESTAMP 'YY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss'

'CCYYMMDDhhmmss'

'YYMMDDhhmmss'

CCYYMMDDhhmmss

YYMMDDhhmmss

DATE 'CCYY-MM-DD'

'YY-MM-DD'

'CCYYMMDD'

'YYMMDD'

CCYYMMDD

YYMMDD

TIME 'hh:mm:ss'

'hhmmss'

hhmmss

YEAR 'CCYY'

'YY'

CCYY

YY
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two digits for month, day, hour, minute, or second values that are less than 10.The follow-
ing are all equivalent:

'2012-02-03 05:04:09'

'2012-2-03 05:04:09'

'2012-2-3 05:04:09'

'2012-2-3 5:04:09'

'2012-2-3 5:4:09'

'2012-2-3 5:4:9'

MySQL may interpret values with leading zeros in different ways depending on
whether they are specified as strings or numbers.The string '001231' will be seen as a
six-digit value and interpreted as '2000-12-31' for a DATE, and as '2000-12-31
00:00:00' for a DATETIME. On the other hand, the number 001231 will be seen as 1231
after the parser gets done with it and then the interpretation becomes problematic.This is
a case where it’s best to supply a string value '001231', or else use a fully qualified value
if you are using numbers (that is, 20001231 for DATE and 200012310000 for DATETIME).

In general, you may freely assign values between the DATE, DATETIME, and TIMESTAMP
types, although there are certain restrictions to keep in mind:

n If you assign a DATETIME or TIMESTAMP value to a DATE, the time part is discarded.
n If you assign a DATE value to a DATETIME or TIMESTAMP, the time part of the result-

ing value is set to zero ('00:00:00').
n The types have different ranges. In particular, TIMESTAMP has a more limited range

(1970 to 2038); so, for example, you cannot assign a pre-1970 DATETIME value to a
TIMESTAMP and expect reasonable results. Nor can you assign values that are far in
the future to a TIMESTAMP.

MySQL provides many functions for working with date and time values. See
Appendix C for more information.

3.2.6.6 Interpretation of Ambiguous Year Values
For all date and time types that include a year part (DATE, DATETIME, TIMESTAMP, YEAR),
MySQL handles values that contain two-digit years by converting them to four-digit
years:

n Year values from 00 to 69 become 2000 to 2069
n Year values from 70 to 99 become 1970 to 1999

You can see the effect of these rules most easily by storing different two-digit values
into a YEAR column and then retrieving the results.This also demonstrates something you
should take note of:

mysql> CREATE TABLE y_table (y YEAR);

mysql> INSERT INTO y_table VALUES(68),(69),(99),(00),('00');
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mysql> SELECT * FROM y_table;

+------+

| y    |

+------+

| 2068 |

| 2069 |

| 1999 |

| 0000 |

| 2000 |

+------+

Observe that 00 is converted to 0000, not to 2000.That’s because, as a number, 00 is
the same as 0, and is a perfectly legal value for the YEAR type. If you insert a numeric zero,
that’s what you get.To get 2000 using a value that does not contain the century, insert the
string '0' or '00'.You can make sure that MySQL sees a string and not a number by in-
serting YEAR values using CAST(value AS CHAR) to produce a string result uniformly re-
gardless of whether value is a string or a number.

Keep in mind that the rules for converting two-digit to four-digit year values provide
only a reasonable guess.There is no way for MySQL to be certain about the meaning of a
two-digit year when the century is unspecified. MySQL’s conversion rules are adequate
for many situations, but if they don’t produce the values that you want, it is necessary to
provide unambiguous data with four-digit years. For example, to enter birth and death
dates into the president table, which lists U.S. presidents back into the 1700s, four-digit
year values are in order.Values in these columns span several centuries, so letting MySQL
guess the century from a two-digit year is definitely the wrong thing to do.

3.2.7 Spatial Data Types
Spatial values enable representation of values such as points, lines, and polygons.These
data types are implemented per the OpenGIS specification, which is available at the Open
Geospatial Consortium Web site (http://www.opengeospatial.org/).Table 3.17 lists the
spatial data types that MySQL supports.

Table 3.17 Spatial Data Types

Type Name Meaning

GEOMETRY A spatial value of any type

POINT A point (a pair of X,Y coordinates)

LINESTRING A curve (one or more POINT values)

POLYGON A polygon

GEOMETRYCOLLECTION A collection of GEOMETRY values

MULTILINESTRING A collection of LINESTRING values

MULTIPOINT A collection of POINT values

MULTIPOLYGON A collection of POLYGON values

http://www.opengeospatial.org/
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The level of support for spatial types varies by storage engine.The most complete sup-
port is implemented in MyISAM. Other engines such as InnoDB, NDB, and ARCHIVE
offer more limited support. For example, in MyISAM tables, spatial values can be indexed
using either SPATIAL or non-SPATIAL indexes (using INDEX, UNIQUE, or PRIMARY KEY).
Other engines that support spatial data types can use only non-SPATIAL indexes (except
ARCHIVE, which cannot index spatial columns at all). If a table is partitioned, it cannot
contain spatial columns.

Spatial columns included in a SPATIAL index cannot use NULL to represent missing val-
ues within columns, because SPATIAL indexes do not allow NULL values. Depending on
your application, it might be acceptable to use an empty (zero-dimensional) value instead.

MySQL works with spatial values in three formats. One is the internal format that
MySQL uses for storing spatial values in tables.The other two are the Well-Known Text
(WKT) and Well-Known Binary (WKB) formats; these are standards for representing spa-
tial values as text strings or in binary format.The syntax for text strings and the binary
representation are defined in the OpenGIS specification. For example, the WKT format
for a POINT value with coordinates of x and y is written as a string:

'POINT(x y)'

Note the absence of a comma between the coordinate values. In lists of multiple coor-
dinates, commas separate pairs of x and y values.The following string represents a
LINESTRING value consisting of several points:

'LINESTRING(10 20, 0 0, 10 20, 0 0)'

More complex values have a more complex representation.This POLYGON has a rectan-
gular outer boundary and a triangular inner boundary:

'POLYGON((0 0, 100 0, 100 100, 0 100, 0 0),(30 30, 30 60, 45 60, 30 30))'

Because spatial values can be complex, most operations on them are done by invoking
functions.The set of spatial functions is extensive and includes functions for converting
from one format to another (see Appendix C).

The following example shows how to use several aspects of spatial support:

mysql> CREATE TABLE pt_tbl (p POINT);

mysql> INSERT INTO pt_tbl (p) VALUES

-> (POINTFROMTEXT('POINT(0 0)')),

-> (POINTFROMTEXT('POINT(0 50)')),

-> (POINTFROMTEXT('POINT(100 100)'));

mysql> CREATE FUNCTION dist (p1 POINT, p2 POINT)

-> RETURNS FLOAT DETERMINISTIC

-> RETURN SQRT(POW(X(p2)-X(p1),2) + POW(Y(p2)-Y(p1),2));

mysql> SET @ref_pt = POINTFROMTEXT('POINT(0 0)');

mysql> SELECT ASTEXT(p), dist (p, @ref_pt) AS dist FROM pt_tbl;

+----------------+-----------------+
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| ASTEXT(p)      | dist            |

+----------------+-----------------+

| POINT(0 0)     |               0 |

| POINT(0 50)    |              50 |

| POINT(100 100) | 141.42135620117 |

+----------------+-----------------+

The example performs these operations:

1. It creates a table that includes a spatial column.

2. It populates the table with some POINT values, using the POINTFROMTEXT() func-
tion that produces an internal-format value from a WKT representation.

3. It creates a stored function that computes the distance between two points, using
the X() and Y() functions to extract point coordinates.

4. It computes the distance of each point in the table from a given reference point.

3.3 How MySQL Handles Invalid Data Values
Historically, the dominant principle for data handling in MySQL has been,“Garbage in,
garbage out.” In other words, MySQL attempts to store any data value you give it, but if
you don’t verify the value first before storing it, you may not like what you get back out.
However, as of MySQL 5.0.2, several SQL modes are available that enable you to reject
bad values and cause an error to occur instead.The following discussion first discusses
how MySQL handles improper data by default, and then covers the changes that occur
when you enable the various SQL modes that affect data handling.

By default, MySQL handles out-of-range or otherwise improper values as follows:

n For numeric or TIME columns, values that are outside the legal range are clipped to
the nearest endpoint of the range and the resulting value is stored.

n For string columns other than ENUM or SET, strings that are too long are truncated
to fit the maximum length of the column.

n Assignments to an ENUM or SET column depend on the values that are listed as legal
in the column definition. If you assign to an ENUM column a value that is not listed
as an enumeration member, the error member is assigned instead (that is, the empty
string that corresponds to the zero-valued member). If you assign to a SET column
a value containing substrings that are not listed as set members, those strings drop
out and the column is assigned a value consisting of the remaining members.

n For date or time columns, illegal values are converted to the appropriate “zero”
value for the type (see Table 3.15).

These conversions are reported as warnings for statements such as INSERT, REPLACE,
UPDATE, LOAD DATA, and ALTER TABLE.You can use SHOW WARNINGS after executing one
of those statements to see the warning messages.
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To turn on stricter checking of inserted or updated data values, enable one of the fol-
lowing SQL modes:

mysql> SET sql_mode = 'STRICT_ALL_TABLES';

mysql> SET sql_mode = 'STRICT_TRANS_TABLES';

For transactional tables, both modes are identical: If an invalid or missing value is
found, an error occurs, the statement aborts and rolls back, and has no effect. For non-
transactional tables, the modes have the following effects:

n For both modes, if an invalid or missing value is found in the first row of a state-
ment that inserts or updates rows, an error occurs.The statement aborts and has no
effect, which is similar to what happens for transactional tables.

n If an error occurs after the first row in a statement that inserts or updates multiple
rows, some rows already will have been modified.The two strict modes control
whether the statement aborts at that point or continues to execute:

n With STRICT_ALL_TABLES, an error occurs and the statement aborts. Rows
affected earlier by the statement will already have been modified, so the result
is a partial update.

n With STRICT_TRANS_TABLES, MySQL aborts the statement for non-
transactional tables only if doing so would have the same effect as for a trans-
actional table.That is true only if the error occurs in the first row; an error in
a later row leaves the earlier rows already changed.Those changes cannot be
undone for a non-transactional table, so MySQL continues to execute the
statement to avoid a partial update. It converts each invalid value to the clos-
est legal value, as defined earlier in this section. For a missing value, MySQL
sets the column to the implicit default for its data type. Implicit defaults were
described in Section 3.2.3,“Specifying Column Default Values.”

Strict mode actually does not enable the strictest checking that MySQL can per-
form.You can enable any or all of the following modes to impose additional constraints
on input data:

n ERROR_FOR_DIVISION_BY_ZERO prevents entry of values if division by zero occurs
in strict mode. (Without strict mode, a warning occurs and NULL is inserted.)

n NO_ZERO_DATE prevents entry of the “zero” date value in strict mode.
n NO_ZERO_IN_DATE prevents entry of incomplete date values that have a month or

day part of zero in strict mode.

For example, to enable strict mode for all storage engines and also check for divide-
by-zero errors, set the SQL mode like this:

mysql> SET sql_mode = 'STRICT_ALL_TABLES,ERROR_FOR_DIVISION_BY_ZERO';

To turn on strict mode and all of the additional restrictions, you can simply enable
TRADITIONAL mode:

mysql> SET sql_mode = 'TRADITIONAL';
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TRADITIONAL is shorthand for “both strict modes, plus a bunch of other restrictions.”
This is more like the way that other “traditional” SQL DBMSs act with regard to data
checking.

It is also possible to selectively weaken strict mode in some respects. If you enable the
ALLOW_INVALID_DATES SQL mode, MySQL doesn’t perform full checking of date parts.
Instead, it requires only that months be in the range from 1 to 12 and days be in the
range from 1 to 31 (which allows invalid values such as '2000-02-30' or '2000-06-31').
Another way to suppress errors is to use the IGNORE keyword with INSERT or UPDATE
statements.With IGNORE, statements that would result in an error due to invalid values re-
sult only in a warning.

The various options available give you the flexibility to choose the level of validity
checking that is appropriate for your applications.

3.4 Working with Sequences
Many applications need to generate unique numbers for identification purposes.The re-
quirement for unique values occurs in a number of contexts: membership numbers, sam-
ple or lot numbering, customer IDs, bug report or trouble ticket tags, and so forth.

MySQL’s mechanism for providing unique numbers is through the AUTO_INCREMENT
column attribute, which enables you to generate sequential numbers automatically. How-
ever, AUTO_INCREMENT columns are handled somewhat differently by the various storage
engines that MySQL supports, so it’s important to understand not only the general con-
cepts underlying the AUTO_INCREMENT mechanism, but also the differences between stor-
age engines.This section describes how AUTO_INCREMENT columns work in general and
for specific storage engines so that you can use them effectively without running into the
traps that sometimes surprise people. It also describes how you can generate a sequence
without using an AUTO_INCREMENT column.

3.4.1 General AUTO_INCREMENT Properties
AUTO_INCREMENT columns must be defined according to the following conditions:

n There can be only one column per table with the AUTO_INCREMENT attribute and it
should have an integer data type. (AUTO_INCREMENT is also allowed for floating-
point types, but is rarely used that way.)

n The column must be indexed. It is most common to use a PRIMARY KEY or UNIQUE
index, but it is allowable to use a non-unique index.

n The column must have a NOT NULL constraint. MySQL makes the column NOT
NULL even if you don’t explicitly declare it that way.

Once created, an AUTO_INCREMENT column behaves like this:

n Inserting NULL into an AUTO_INCREMENT column causes MySQL to generate the
next sequence number automatically and insert that value into the column.
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AUTO_INCREMENT sequences normally begin at 1 and increase monotonically, so suc-
cessive rows inserted into a table get sequence values of 1, 2, 3, and so forth. Under
some circumstances and depending on the storage engine, it may be possible to set
or reset the next sequence number explicitly or to reuse values deleted from the
top end of the sequence.

n The value of the most recently generated sequence number can be obtained by
calling the LAST_INSERT_ID() function.This enables you to reference the
AUTO_INCREMENT value in subsequent statements even without knowing what the
value is. LAST_INSERT_ID() returns 0 if no AUTO_INCREMENT value has been gener-
ated during the current connection.

LAST_INSERT_ID() is tied only to AUTO_INCREMENT values generated during the
current connection to the server. In particular, it is not affected by AUTO_INCREMENT
activity associated with other clients.You can generate a sequence number, and then
call LAST_INSERT_ID() to retrieve it later in the same connection, even if other
clients have generated their own sequence values in the meantime.

For a multiple-row INSERT that generates several AUTO_INCREMENT values,
LAST_INSERT_ID() returns the first one.

If you use INSERT DELAYED for storage engines that support delayed inserts, the
AUTO_INCREMENT value is not generated until the row actually is inserted. In this
case, LAST_INSERT_ID() cannot be relied on to return the sequence value.

n Inserting a row without specifying an explicit value for the AUTO_INCREMENT col-
umn is the same as inserting NULL into the column. If ai_col is an
AUTO_INCREMENT column, these statements are equivalent:

INSERT INTO t (ai_col,name) VALUES(NULL,'abc');

INSERT INTO t (name) VALUES('abc');

n By default, inserting 0 into an AUTO_INCREMENT column has the same effect as in-
serting NULL. If you enable the NO_AUTO_VALUE_ON_ZERO SQL mode, inserting a 0
results in a 0 being stored, not the next sequence value.

n If you insert a row and specify a non-NULL, non-zero value for an AUTO_INCREMENT
column that has a unique index, one of two things will happen. If a row already ex-
ists with that value, a duplicate-key error occurs. If a row does not exist with that
value, the row is inserted with the AUTO_INCREMENT column set to the given value.
If this value is larger than the current next sequence number, the sequence is reset
to continue with the next value after that for subsequent rows. In other words, you
can “bump up” the counter by inserting a row with a sequence value greater than
the current counter value.

Bumping up the counter can result in gaps in the sequence, but you also can exploit
this behavior to generate a sequence that begins at a value higher than 1. Suppose
that you create a table with an AUTO_INCREMENT column, but you want the sequence
to begin at 1000 rather than at 1.To achieve this, insert a “fake” row with a value of
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999 in the AUTO_INCREMENT column. Rows inserted subsequently are assigned se-
quence numbers beginning with 1000, after which you can delete the fake row.

Why might you want to begin a sequence with a value higher than 1? One reason
is to make sequence numbers all have the same number of digits. If you’re generat-
ing customer ID numbers, and you expect never to have more than a million cus-
tomers, you could begin the series at 1,000,000.You’ll be able to add well over a
million customer records before the digit count for customer ID values changes.

n For some storage engines, values deleted from the top of a sequence are reused. In
this case, if you delete the row containing the largest value in an AUTO_INCREMENT
column, that value is reused the next time you generate a new value.An implication
of this property is that if you delete all the rows in the table, all values are reused
and the sequence starts over beginning at 1.

n If you use UPDATE to set an AUTO_INCREMENT column to a value that already exists
in another row, a duplicate-key error occurs if the column has a unique index. If
you update the column to a value larger than any existing column value, the se-
quence continues with the next number after that for subsequent rows. If you up-
date the column by assigning 0 to it, it is set to 0 (regardless of whether
NO_AUTO_VALUE_ON_ZERO is enabled).

n If you use REPLACE to update a row based on the value of the AUTO_INCREMENT col-
umn, the AUTO_INCREMENT value does not change. If you use REPLACE to update a
row based on the value of some other PRIMARY KEY or UNIQUE index, the
AUTO_INCREMENT column is updated with a new sequence number if you set it to
NULL, or if you set it to 0 and NO_AUTO_VALUE_ON_ZERO is not enabled.

3.4.2 Storage Engine-Specific AUTO_INCREMENT Properties
The general AUTO_INCREMENT characteristics just described form the basis for understand-
ing sequence behavior specific to other storage engines. Most engines implement behav-
ior that for the most part is similar to that just described, so keep the preceding discussion
in mind as you read on.

3.4.2.1 AUTO_INCREMENT for MyISAM Tables
MyISAM tables offer the most flexibility for sequence handling.The MyISAM storage
engine has the following AUTO_INCREMENT characteristics:

n MyISAM sequences normally are monotonic.The values in an automatically gener-
ated series are strictly increasing and are not reused if you delete rows. If the maxi-
mum value is 143 and you delete the row containing that value, MySQL still
generates the next value as 144.There are two exceptions to this behavior:
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n If you empty a table with TRUNCATE TABLE, the counter is reset to begin at 1.
n Values deleted from the top of a sequence are reused if you use a composite

index to generate multiple sequences within a table. (This technique is dis-
cussed shortly.)

n MyISAM sequences begin at 1 by default, but it is possible to start the sequence at
a higher value.With MyISAM tables, you can specify the initial value explicitly by
using an AUTO_INCREMENT = n option in the CREATE TABLE statement.The follow-
ing example creates a MyISAM table with an AUTO_INCREMENT column named seq
that begins at 1,000,000:

CREATE TABLE mytbl

(

seq INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

PRIMARY KEY (seq)

) ENGINE = MYISAM AUTO_INCREMENT = 1000000;

A table can have only one AUTO_INCREMENT column, so there is never any ambigu-
ity about the column to which the terminating AUTO_INCREMENT = n option ap-
plies, even if the table has multiple columns.

n You can change the current sequence counter for an existing MyISAM table with
ALTER TABLE. If the sequence currently stands at 1000, the following statement
causes the next number generated to be 2000:

ALTER TABLE mytbl AUTO_INCREMENT = 2000;

If you want to reuse values that have been deleted from the top of the sequence,
you can do that, too.The following statement will set the counter down as far as
possible, causing the next number to be one larger than the current maximum
sequence value:

ALTER TABLE mytbl AUTO_INCREMENT = 1;

You cannot use the AUTO_INCREMENT option to set the current counter lower than
the current maximum value in the table. If an AUTO_INCREMENT column contains
the values 1 and 10, using AUTO_INCREMENT = 5 sets the counter so that the next
automatic value is 11.

The MyISAM storage engine supports the use of composite (multiple-column) in-
dexes for creating multiple independent sequences within the same table.To use this
feature, create a multiple-column PRIMARY KEY or UNIQUE index that includes an
AUTO_INCREMENT column as its final column. For each distinct key in the leftmost column
or columns of the index, the AUTO_INCREMENT column will generate a separate sequence
of values. For example, you might use a table named bugs for tracking bug reports of
several software projects, where the table is defined as follows:
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CREATE TABLE bugs

(

proj_name   VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL,

bug_id      INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

description VARCHAR(100),

PRIMARY KEY (proj_name, bug_id)

) ENGINE = MYISAM;

Here, the proj_name column identifies the project name and the description col-
umn contains the bug description.The bug_id column is an AUTO_INCREMENT column; by
creating an index that ties it to the proj_name column, you can generate an independent
series of sequence numbers for each project. Suppose that you enter the following rows
into the table to register three bugs for SuperBrowser and two for SpamSquisher:

mysql> INSERT INTO bugs (proj_name,description)

-> VALUES('SuperBrowser','crashes when displaying complex tables');

mysql> INSERT INTO bugs (proj_name,description)

-> VALUES('SuperBrowser','image scaling does not work');

mysql> INSERT INTO bugs (proj_name,description)

-> VALUES('SpamSquisher','fails to block known blacklisted domains');

mysql> INSERT INTO bugs (proj_name,description)

-> VALUES('SpamSquisher','fails to respect whitelist addresses');

mysql> INSERT INTO bugs (proj_name,description)

-> VALUES('SuperBrowser','background patterns not displayed');

The resulting table contents are as follows:

mysql> SELECT * FROM bugs ORDER BY proj_name, bug_id;

+--------------+--------+------------------------------------------+

| proj_name    | bug_id | description                              |

+--------------+--------+------------------------------------------+

| SpamSquisher |      1 | fails to block known blacklisted domains |

| SpamSquisher |      2 | fails to respect whitelist addresses     |

| SuperBrowser |      1 | crashes when displaying complex tables   |

| SuperBrowser |      2 | image scaling does not work              |

| SuperBrowser |      3 | background patterns not displayed        |

+--------------+--------+------------------------------------------+

The table numbers the bug_id values for each project separately, regardless of the or-
der in which rows are entered for projects.You need not enter all rows for one project
before you enter rows for another.

If you use a composite index to create multiple sequences, values deleted from the top
of each individual sequence are reused.This differs from the usual MyISAM behavior of
not reusing values.
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3.4.2.2 AUTO_INCREMENT for MEMORY Tables
The MEMORY storage engine has the following AUTO_INCREMENT characteristics:

n The initial sequence value can be set with an AUTO_INCREMENT = n table option in
the CREATE TABLE statement, and can be modified after table creation time using
that option with ALTER TABLE.

n Values that are deleted from the top of the sequence normally are not reused. If you
empty the table with TRUNCATE TABLE, the sequence is reset to begin at 1.

n Composite indexes cannot be used to generate multiple independent sequences
within a table.

3.4.2.3 AUTO_INCREMENT for InnoDB Tables
The InnoDB storage engine has the following AUTO_INCREMENT characteristics:

n As of MySQL 5.0.3, the initial sequence value can be set with an AUTO_INCREMENT
= n table option in the CREATE TABLE statement, and can be modified after table
creation time using that option with ALTER TABLE.

n Values that are deleted from the top of the sequence normally are not reused. If you
empty the table with TRUNCATE TABLE, the sequence is reset to begin at 1. Reuse
can occur under the following conditions as well.The first time that you generate a
sequence value for an AUTO_INCREMENT column, InnoDB uses one greater than the
current maximum value in the column (or 1 if the table is empty). InnoDB main-
tains this counter in memory for use in generating subsequent values; it is not
stored in the table itself.This means that if you delete values from the top of the se-
quence and then restart the server, the deleted values are reused. Restarting the
server also cancels the effect of using an AUTO_INCREMENT table option in a CREATE
TABLE or ALTER TABLE statement.

n Gaps in a sequence can occur if transactions that generate AUTO_INCREMENT values
are rolled back.

n Composite indexes cannot be used to generate multiple independent sequences
within a table.

3.4.3 Issues to Consider with AUTO_INCREMENT Columns
You should keep the following points in mind to avoid being surprised when you use
AUTO_INCREMENT columns:

n Although it is common to use the term “AUTO_INCREMENT column,”
AUTO_INCREMENT is not a data type; it’s a data type attribute. Furthermore,
AUTO_INCREMENT is an attribute intended for use only with integer or floating-point
types. Older versions of MySQL are lax in enforcing this constraint and will let you
define a data type such as CHAR with the AUTO_INCREMENT attribute. However, only
the integer or floating-point types work correctly as AUTO_INCREMENT columns.
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n The primary purpose of the AUTO_INCREMENT mechanism is to enable you to gen-
erate a sequence of positive integers.The use of non-positive numbers in an
AUTO_INCREMENT column is unsupported. Consequently, you may as well define
AUTO_INCREMENT columns to be UNSIGNED.With integer columns, using UNSIGNED
also has the advantage of giving you twice as many sequence numbers before you
hit the upper end of the data type’s range.

n Don’t be fooled into thinking that adding AUTO_INCREMENT to a column definition
is a magic way of getting an unlimited sequence of numbers. It’s not;
AUTO_INCREMENT sequences are always bound by the range of the underlying data
type. For example, if you use a TINYINT column, the maximum sequence number is
127.When you reach that limit, your application begins to fail with duplicate-key
errors. If you use TINYINT UNSIGNED instead, the limit is extended to 255, but there
is still a limit.

n Clearing a table’s contents entirely with TRUNCATE TABLE may reset a sequence
to begin again at 1, even for storage engines that normally do not reuse
AUTO_INCREMENT values.The sequence reset occurs due to the way that MySQL
attempts to optimize a complete table erasure operation:When possible, it tosses
the data rows and indexes and re-creates the table from scratch rather than delet-
ing rows one at a time.This causes sequence number information to be lost. If
you want to delete all rows but preserve the sequence information, you can sup-
press this optimization by using DELETE with a WHERE clause that is always true, to
force MySQL to evaluate the condition for each row and thus to delete every
row individually:

DELETE FROM tbl_name WHERE TRUE;

3.4.4 Tips for Working with AUTO_INCREMENT Columns
This section describes some useful techniques for working with AUTO_INCREMENT
columns.

3.4.4.1 Adding a Sequence Number Column to a Table
Suppose that you create and populate a table:

mysql> CREATE TABLE t (c CHAR(10));

mysql> INSERT INTO t VALUES('a'),('b'),('c');

mysql> SELECT * FROM t;

+------+

| c    |

+------+

| a    |

| b    |

| c    |

+------+
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Then you decide that you want to include a sequence number column in the table.To
do this, issue an ALTER TABLE statement to add an AUTO_INCREMENT column, using the
same kind of type definition that you’d use with CREATE TABLE:

mysql> ALTER TABLE t ADD i INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY;

mysql> SELECT * FROM t;

+------+---+

| c    | i |

+------+---+

| a    | 1 |

| b    | 2 |

| c    | 3 |

+------+---+

Note how MySQL assigns sequence values to the AUTO_INCREMENT column automati-
cally.You need not do so yourself.

3.4.4.2 Resequencing an Existing Column
If a table already has an AUTO_INCREMENT column, but you want to renumber it to elimi-
nate gaps in the sequence that may have resulted from row deletions, the easiest way to do
it is to drop the column and then add it again.When MySQL adds the column, it assigns
new sequence numbers automatically.

Suppose that a table t looks like this, where i is the AUTO_INCREMENT column:

mysql> CREATE TABLE t (c CHAR(10), i INT UNSIGNED AUTO_INCREMENT

-> NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);

mysql> INSERT INTO t (c)

-> VALUES('a'),('b'),('c'),('d'),('e'),('f'),('g'),('h'),('i'),('j'),('k');

mysql> DELETE FROM t WHERE c IN('a','d','f','g','j');

mysql> SELECT * FROM t;

+------+----+

| c    | i  |

+------+----+

| b    |  2 |

| c    |  3 |

| e    |  5 |

| h    |  8 |

| i    |  9 |

| k    | 11 |

+------+----+

The following ALTER TABLE statement drops the column and then adds it again,
renumbering the column in the process:

mysql> ALTER TABLE t

-> DROP PRIMARY KEY,

-> DROP i,

-> ADD i INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY,
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-> AUTO_INCREMENT = 1;

mysql> SELECT * FROM t;

+------+---+

| c    | i |

+------+---+

| b    | 1 |

| c    | 2 |

| e    | 3 |

| h    | 4 |

| i    | 5 |

| k    | 6 |

+------+---+

The AUTO_INCREMENT = 1 clause resets the sequence to begin again at 1. For a
MyISAM, MEMORY, or InnoDB table, you can use a value other than 1 to begin the
sequence at a different value. For other storage engines, omit the AUTO_INCREMENT clause,
because they do not allow the initial value to be specified this way.The sequence will
begin at 1.

Note that although it’s easy to resequence a column, and the question,“How do you
do it?” is a common one, there is usually very little need to do so. MySQL doesn’t care
whether a sequence has holes in it, nor do you gain any performance efficiencies by rese-
quencing. In addition, if you have rows in another table that refer to the values in the
AUTO_INCREMENT column, resequencing the column destroys the correspondence between
tables.

3.4.5 Generating Sequences Without AUTO_INCREMENT
MySQL supports a method for generating sequence numbers that doesn’t use an AUTO_
INCREMENT column at all. Instead, it uses an alternative form of the LAST_INSERT_ID()
function that takes an argument. If you insert or update a column using LAST_INSERT_
ID(expr), the next call to LAST_INSERT_ID() with no argument returns the value of
expr. In other words, MySQL treats expr as though it was generated as an AUTO_
INCREMENT value.This enables you to create a sequence number and then retrieve it later
in your session, confident that the value will not have been affected by the activity of
other clients.

One way to use this strategy is to create a single-row table containing a value that you
update each time you want the next value in the sequence. For example, you can create
and initialize the table like this:

CREATE TABLE seq_table (seq INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL);

INSERT INTO seq_table VALUES(0);

Those statements set up seq_table with a single row containing a seq value of 0.To
use the table, generate the next sequence number and retrieve it like this:

UPDATE seq_table SET seq = LAST_INSERT_ID(seq+1);

SELECT LAST_INSERT_ID();
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The UPDATE statement retrieves the current value of the seq column and increments it
by 1 to produce the next value in the sequence. Generating the new value using
LAST_INSERT_ID(seq+1) causes it to be treated like an AUTO_INCREMENT value, which
allows it to be retrieved by calling LAST_INSERT_ID() without an argument.
LAST_INSERT_ID() is client-specific, so you get the correct value even if other clients have
generated other sequence numbers in the interval between the UPDATE and the SELECT.

Other uses for this method are to generate sequence values that increment by a value
other than 1, or that are negative. For example, this statement can be executed repeatedly
to generate a sequence of numbers that increase by 100 each time:

UPDATE seq_table SET seq = LAST_INSERT_ID(seq+100);

Repeating the following statement generates a sequence of decreasing numbers:

UPDATE seq_table SET seq = LAST_INSERT_ID(seq-1);

You can also use this technique to generate a sequence that begins at an arbitrary
value, by setting the seq column to an appropriate initial value.

The preceding discussion describes how to set up a counter using a table with a single
row.That’s okay for a single counter. If you want several counters, add another column to
the table to serve as a counter identifier, and use a different row in the table for each
counter. Suppose that you have a Web site and you want to put some “this page has been
accessed n times” counters in several pages. Create a table with two columns. One col-
umn holds a name that uniquely identifies each counter.The other holds the current
counter value.You can still use the LAST_INSERT_ID() function, but you determine
which row it applies to by using the counter name. For example, you can create such a
table with the following statement:

CREATE TABLE counter

(

name  VARCHAR(255) CHARACTER SET latin1 COLLATE latin1_general_cs NOT NULL,

value INT UNSIGNED,

PRIMARY KEY (name)

);

The name column is a string so that you can name a counter whatever you want, and
it’s defined as a PRIMARY KEY to prevent duplicate names.This assumes that applications
using the table agree on the names they’ll be using. For Web counters, uniqueness of
counter names is ensured simply by using the pathname of each page within the docu-
ment tree as its counter name.The name column has a case-sensitive collation to cause
pathname values to be treated as case sensitive. (If your system has pathnames that are not
case sensitive, use a collation that is not case sensitive.)

To use the counter table, the INSERT ... ON DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE statement is use-
ful, because it can insert a new row for a page that has not yet been counted, or update
the count for an existing page.Also, by using LAST_INSERT_ID(expr) to generate the
counter value, you can easily retrieve the current counter after updating it. For example,
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to initialize or increment the counter for the site’s home page, and then retrieve the
counter for display, do this:

INSERT INTO counter (name, value)

VALUES('index.html', LAST_INSERT_ID(1))

ON DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE value = LAST_INSERT_ID(value+1);

SELECT LAST_INSERT_ID();

An alternative approach for incrementing counters of existing pages without using
LAST_INSERT_ID() is to do this:

UPDATE counter SET value = value+1 WHERE name = 'index.html';

SELECT value FROM counter WHERE name = 'index.html';

However, that doesn’t work correctly if another client increments the counter after
you issue the UPDATE and before you issue the SELECT.You could solve that problem by
putting LOCK TABLES and UNLOCK TABLES around the two statements. Or you could cre-
ate the table using a transactional storage engine and update the table within a transac-
tion. Either method blocks other clients while you’re using the counter, but the
LAST_INSERT_ID() method accomplishes the same thing more easily. Because its value is
client-specific, you always get the value you inserted, not the one from some other client,
and you don’t have to complicate the code with locks or transactions to keep other
clients out.

3.5 Expression Evaluation and Type Conversion
Expressions contain terms and operators and are evaluated to produce values.Terms can
include values such as constants, function calls, references to table columns, and scalar sub-
queries.These values may be combined using different kinds of operators, such as arith-
metic or comparison operators, and terms of an expression may be grouped with
parentheses. Expressions occur most commonly in the output column list and WHERE
clause of SELECT statements. For example, here is a query that is similar to one used for
age calculations in Chapter 1:

SELECT

CONCAT(last_name, ', ', first_name),

TIMESTAMPDIFF(YEAR, birth, death)

FROM president

WHERE

birth > '1900-1-1' AND DEATH IS NOT NULL;

Each selected value represents an expression, as does the content of the WHERE clause.
Expressions also occur in the WHERE clause of DELETE and UPDATE statements, the
VALUES() clause of INSERT statements, and so forth.

When MySQL encounters an expression, it evaluates the expression to produce a re-
sult. For example, (4*3) DIV (4-2) evaluates to the value 6. Expression evaluation may
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involve type conversion, such as when MySQL converts the number 960821 into a date
'1996-08-21' if the number is used in a context requiring a DATE value.

This section discusses how you can write expressions in MySQL and the rules that
govern the various kinds of type conversions that MySQL performs during the process of
expression evaluation. Each of MySQL’s operators is listed here, but MySQL has so many
functions that only a few are touched on. For more information, see Appendix C.

3.5.1 Writing Expressions
An expression can be as simple as a single constant, such as the numeric value 0 or string
value 'abc'.

Expressions can use function calls. Some functions take arguments (values inside the
parentheses), and some do not. Multiple arguments should be separated by commas.
When you invoke a built-in function, there can be spaces around arguments, but if there
is a space between the function name and the opening parenthesis, the MySQL parser
might misinterpret the function name.The usual result is a syntax error.You can tell
MySQL to allow spaces after names of built-in functions by enabling the IGNORE_SPACE
SQL mode. However, that also causes function names to be treated as reserved words.

Expressions can include references to table columns. In the simplest case, when the
table to which a column belongs is clear from context, a column reference may be given
simply as the column name. Only one table is named in each of the following SELECT
statements, so the column references are unambiguous, even though the same column
names are used in each statement:

SELECT last_name, first_name FROM president;

SELECT last_name, first_name FROM member;

If it’s not clear which table should be used, a column name can be qualified by preced-
ing it with the proper table name. If it’s not even clear which database should be used, the
table name can be preceded by the database name.You can also use these more-specific
qualified forms in unambiguous contexts if you simply want to be more explicit:

SELECT

president.last_name, president.first_name,

member.last_name, member.first_name

FROM president INNER JOIN member

WHERE president.last_name = member.last_name;

SELECT sampdb.student.name FROM sampdb.student;

Scalar subqueries can be used to provide a single value in an expression.The subquery
requires surrounding parentheses:

SELECT * FROM president WHERE birth = (SELECT MAX(birth) FROM president);
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Finally, you can combine all these kinds of values (constants, function calls, column ref-
erences, and subqueries) to form more complex expressions.

3.5.1.1 Operator Types
Terms of expressions can be combined using several kinds of operators.This section de-
scribes what they do, and Section 3.5.1.2,“Operator Precedence,” discusses the order in
which they are evaluated.

Arithmetic operators, listed in Table 3.18, include the usual addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication, and division operators, as well as the modulo operator.Arithmetic is per-
formed using BIGINT (64-bit) integer values for +, -, and * when both operands are
integers. If both operands are integers, the result is unsigned if either operand is unsigned.
For each operator other than DIV, if any operand is an approximate value, double-
precision floating-point arithmetic is used.This is also true for strings converted to num-
bers, because strings are converted to double-precision numbers. Be aware that if an inte-
ger operation involves large values such that the result exceeds 64-bit range, you will get
unpredictable results. (Actually, you should try to avoid exceeding 63-bit values; one bit is
needed to represent the sign.)

Logical operators, shown in Table 3.19, evaluate expressions to determine whether
they are true (non-zero) or false (zero). It is also possible for a logical expression to evalu-
ate to NULL if its value cannot be ascertained. For example, 1 AND NULL is of indetermi-
nate value.

Table 3.18 Arithmetic Operators

Operator Syntax Meaning

+ a + b Addition; sum of operands

- a - b Subtraction; difference of operands

- -a Unary minus; negation of operand

* a * b Multiplication; product of operands

/ a / b Division; quotient of operands

DIV a DIV b Division; integer quotient of operands

% a % b Modulo; remainder after division of operands

Table 3.19 Logical Operators

Operator Syntax Meaning

AND, && a AND b, a && b Logical intersection; true if both operands are
true

OR, || a OR b, a || b Logical union; true if either operand is true

XOR a XOR b Logical exclusive-OR; true if exactly one operand
is true

NOT, ! NOT a, !a Logical negation; true if operand is false
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As alternative forms of AND, OR, and NOT, MySQL supports the &&, ||, and ! operators,
respectively, as used in the C programming language. Note in particular the || operator.
Standard SQL specifies || as the string concatenation operator, but in MySQL it signifies
a logical OR operation. If you use the following expression, expecting it to perform string
concatenation, you may be surprised to discover that it returns the number 0:

'abc' || 'def' → 0

This happens because 'abc' and 'def' are converted to integers for the operation,
and both turn into 0. In MySQL, you must use CONCAT('abc','def') or proximity to
perform string concatenation:

CONCAT('abc','def') → 'abcdef'

'abc' 'def' → 'abcdef'

If you want the standard SQL behavior for ||, enable the PIPES_AS_CONCAT SQL
mode.

Bit operators, shown in Table 3.20, perform bitwise intersection, union, and exclusive-
OR, where each bit of the result is evaluated as the logical AND, OR, or exclusive-OR
of the corresponding bits of the operands.You can also perform bit shifts left or right. Bit
operations are performed using BIGINT (64-bit) integer values.

Comparison operators, shown in Table 3.21, include operators for testing relative mag-
nitude or lexical ordering of numbers and strings, as well as operators for performing pat-
tern matching and for testing NULL values.The <=> operator is MySQL-specific.

For a discussion of the comparison properties of strings, see Section 3.1.2,“String
Values.”

Table 3.20 Bit Operators

Operator Syntax Meaning

& a & b Bitwise AND (intersection); each bit of result is set if correspon-
ding bits of both operands are set

| a | b Bitwise OR (union); each bit of result is set if corresponding bit of
either operand is set

^ a ^ b Bitwise exclusive-OR; each bit of result is set only if exactly one
corresponding bit of the operands is set

<< a << b Left shift of a by b bit positions

>> a >> b Right shift of a by b bit positions
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Pattern matching enables you to look for values without having to specify an exact lit-
eral value. MySQL provides SQL pattern matching using the LIKE operator and the wild-
card characters ‘%’ (match any sequence of characters) and ‘_’ (match any single character).
MySQL also provides pattern matching based on the REGEXP operator and regular expres-
sions that are similar to those used in Unix programs such as grep, sed, and vi.You must
use one of these pattern-matching operators to perform a pattern match; you cannot use
the = operator.To reverse the sense of a pattern match, use NOT LIKE or NOT REGEXP.

The two types of pattern matching differ in important respects besides the use of dif-
ferent operators and pattern characters:

n LIKE is multi-byte safe. REGEXP works correctly only for single-byte character sets
and does not take collation into account.

n LIKE SQL patterns match only if the entire string is matched. REGEXP regular ex-
pressions match if the pattern is found anywhere in the string.

Table 3.21 Comparison Operators

Operator Syntax Meaning

= a = b True if operands are equal

<=> a <=> b True if operands are equal (even if NULL)

<>, != a <> b, a != b True if operands are not equal

< a < b True if a is less than b

<= a <= b True if a is less than or equal to b

>= a >= b True if a is greater than or equal to b

> a > b True if a is greater than b

IN a IN (b1, b2, ...) True if a is equal to any of b1, b2, ...

BETWEEN a BETWEEN b AND c True if a is between the values of b and c,
inclusive

NOT BETWEEN a NOT BETWEEN b AND c True if a is not between the values of b and
c, inclusive

LIKE a LIKE b SQL pattern match; true if a matches b

NOT LIKE a NOT LIKE b SQL pattern match; true if a does not 
match b

REGEXP a REGEXP b Regular expression match; true if a
matches b

NOT REGEXP a NOT REGEXP b Regular expression match; true if a does
not match b

IS NULL a IS NULL True if operand is NULL

IS NOT NULL a IS NOT NULL True if operand is not NULL
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Patterns used with the LIKE operator may include the ‘%’ and ‘_’ wildcard characters.
For example, the pattern 'Frank%' matches any string that begins with 'Frank':

'Franklin' LIKE 'Frank%' → 1

'Frankfurter' LIKE 'Frank%' → 1

The wildcard character ‘%’ matches any sequence of characters, including the empty se-
quence, so 'Frank%' matches 'Frank':

'Frank' LIKE 'Frank%' → 1

This also means the pattern '%' matches any string, including the empty string. How-
ever, '%' will not match NULL. In fact, any pattern match with a NULL operand fails:

'Frank' LIKE NULL → NULL

NULL LIKE '%' → NULL

MySQL’s LIKE operator compares its operands as binary strings if either operand is a
binary string. If the operands are non-binary strings, LIKE compares them according to
their collation:

'Frankly' LIKE 'Frank%' → 1

'frankly' LIKE 'Frank%' → 1

BINARY 'Frankly' LIKE 'Frank%' → 1

BINARY 'frankly' LIKE 'Frank%' → 0

'Frankly' COLLATE latin1_general_cs LIKE 'Frank%' → 1

'frankly' COLLATE latin1_general_cs LIKE 'Frank%' → 0

'Frankly' COLLATE latin1_bin LIKE 'Frank%' → 1

'frankly' COLLATE latin1_bin LIKE 'Frank%' → 0

This behavior differs from that of the standard SQL LIKE operator, which is case
sensitive.

The other wildcard character allowed with LIKE is ‘_’, which matches any single char-
acter.The pattern '___' matches any string of exactly three characters. 'c_t' matches
'cat', 'cot', 'cut', and even 'c_t' (because ‘_’ matches itself).

Wildcard characters may be specified anywhere in a pattern. '%bert' matches
'Englebert', 'Bert', and 'Albert'. '%bert%' matches all of those strings, and also
strings like 'Berthold', 'Bertram', and 'Alberta'. 'b%t' matches 'Bert', 'bent', and
'burnt'.

To match literal instances of the ‘%’ or ‘_’ characters, turn off their special meaning by
preceding them with a backslash (‘\%’ or ‘\_’):

'abc' LIKE 'a%c' → 1

'abc' LIKE 'a\%c' → 0

'a%c' LIKE 'a\%c' → 1

'abc' LIKE 'a_c' → 1

'abc' LIKE 'a\_c' → 0

'a_c' LIKE 'a\_c' → 1
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MySQL’s other form of pattern matching uses regular expressions.The operator is
REGEXP rather than LIKE.The following examples demonstrate several common regular
expression pattern characters.

The ‘.’ character is a wildcard that matches any single character:

'abc' REGEXP 'a.c' → 1

The [...] construction matches any character listed between the square brackets.

'e' REGEXP '[aeiou]' → 1

'f' REGEXP '[aeiou]' → 0

You can specify a range of characters by listing the endpoints of the range separated by
a dash (‘-’), or negate the sense of the class (to match any character not listed) by specify-
ing ‘^’ as the first character of the class:

'abc' REGEXP '[a-z]' → 1

'abc' REGEXP '[^a-z]' → 0

‘*’ means “match any number of the previous thing,” so that, for example, the pattern
'x*' matches any number of ‘x’ characters:

'abcdef' REGEXP 'a.*f' → 1

'abc' REGEXP '[0-9]*abc' → 1

'abc' REGEXP '[0-9][0-9]*' → 0

“Any number” includes zero instances, which is why the second expression succeeds.
To match one or more instances of the preceding thing rather than zero or more, use ‘+’
instead of ‘*’:

'abc' REGEXP 'cd*' → 1

'abc' REGEXP 'cd+' → 0

'abcd' REGEXP 'cd+' → 1

'^pattern' and 'pattern$' anchor a pattern match so that the pattern pattern
matches only when it occurs at the beginning or end of a string, and '^pattern$'
matches only if pattern matches the entire string:

'abc' REGEXP 'b' → 1

'abc' REGEXP '^b' → 0

'abc' REGEXP 'b$' → 0

'abc' REGEXP '^abc$' → 1

'abcd' REGEXP '^abc$' → 0

MySQL’s regular expression matching has other special pattern elements as well. See
Appendix C for more information.

A LIKE or REGEXP pattern can be taken from a table column, although this will be
slower than a constant pattern if the column contains several different values.The pattern
must be examined and converted to internal form each time the column value changes.
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3.5.1.2 Operator Precedence
When MySQL evaluates an expression, it looks at the operators to determine the order in
which it should group the terms of the expression. Some operators have higher prece-
dence; that is, they are “stronger” than others in the sense that they are evaluated earlier
than others. For example, multiplication and division have higher precedence than addi-
tion and subtraction.The following two expressions are equivalent because * and DIV are
evaluated before + and -:

3 + 4 * 2 - 10 DIV 2 → 6

3 + 8 - 5 → 6

Operator precedence is shown in the following list, from highest precedence to lowest.
Operators listed on the same line have the same precedence. Operators at a higher prece-
dence level are evaluated before operators at a lower precedence level. Operators at the
same precedence level are evaluated left to right.

BINARY  COLLATE

!

- (unary minus)  ~ (unary bit negation)

^

*  /  DIV  %  MOD

+  -

<<  >>

&

|

<  <=  =  <=>  <>  !=  >=  >  IN  IS  LIKE  REGEXP  RLIKE

BETWEEN  CASE  WHEN  THEN  ELSE

NOT

AND  &&

XOR

OR  ||

:=

Some operators have a different precedence depending on the SQL mode or MySQL
version. See Appendix C for details.

If you need to override the precedence of operators and change the order in which
expression terms are evaluated, use parentheses to group terms:

1 + 2 * 3 - 4 / 5 → 6.2000

(1 + 2) * (3 - 4) / 5 → -0.6000

3.5.1.3 NULL Values in Expressions
Take care when using NULL values in expressions, because the result may not always be
what you expect.The following guidelines will help you avoid surprises.
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If you supply NULL as an operand to any arithmetic or bit operator, the result is NULL:

1 + NULL → NULL

1 | NULL → NULL

With logical operators, the result is NULL unless the result can be determined with
certainty:

1 AND NULL → NULL

1 OR NULL → 1

0 AND NULL → 0

0 OR NULL → NULL

NULL as an operand to any comparison or pattern-matching operator produces a NULL
result, except for the <=>, IS NULL, and IS NOT NULL operators, which are intended
specifically for dealing with NULL values:

1 = NULL → NULL

NULL = NULL → NULL

1 <=> NULL → 0

NULL LIKE '%' → NULL

NULL REGEXP '.*' → NULL

NULL <=> NULL → 1

1 IS NULL → 0

NULL IS NULL → 1

Functions generally return NULL if given NULL arguments, except for those functions de-
signed to deal with NULL arguments. For example, IFNULL() is able to handle NULL argu-
ments and returns true or false appropriately. On the other hand, STRCMP() expects
non-NULL arguments; if you pass it a NULL argument, it returns NULL rather than true or false.

In sorting operations, NULL values group together.They appear first in ascending sorts
and last in descending sorts.

3.5.2 Type Conversion
Whenever a value of one type is used in a context that requires a value of another type,
MySQL performs type conversion automatically according to the kind of operation
you’re performing. Conversion may occur for any of the following reasons:

n Conversion of operands to a type appropriate for evaluation of an operator
n Conversion of a function argument to a type expected by the function
n Conversion of a value for assignment into a table column that has a different type

You can also perform explicit type conversion using a cast operator or function.
The following expression involves implicit type conversion. It consists of the addition

operator + and two operands, 1 and '2':

1 + '2' → 3
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The operands are of different types (number and string), so MySQL converts one of
them to make them the same type. But which one should it change? In this case, + is a
numeric operator, so MySQL wants the operands to be numbers thus and converts the
string '2' to the number 2.Then it evaluates the expression to produce the result 3.

Here’s another example.The CONCAT() function concatenates strings to produce a
longer string as a result.To do this, it interprets its arguments as strings, no matter what
type they are. If you pass it a bunch of numbers, CONCAT() converts them to strings, and
then returns their concatenation:

CONCAT(1,23,456) → '123456'

If the call to CONCAT() is part of a larger expression, further type conversion may take
place. Consider the following expression and its result:

REPEAT('X',CONCAT(1,2,3)/10) → 'XXXXXXXXXXXX'

CONCAT(1,2,3) produces the string '123'.The expression '123'/10 is converted to
123/10 because division is an arithmetic operator.The result of this expression is 12.3, but
REPEAT() expects an integer repeat count, so the count is rounded to produce 12.Then
REPEAT('X',12) produces a string result of 12 ‘X’ characters.

If all arguments to CONCAT() are non-binary strings, the result is a non-binary string. If
any argument is a binary string, the result is a binary string.The latter principle includes
the case of numeric arguments, which are converted to binary strings.These examples
both appear to produce the same result:

CONCAT('1','23') → '123'

CONCAT(1,'23') → '123'

But if you check the result with CHARSET(), you can see that the expressions return a
non-binary and binary string, respectively:

CHARSET(CONCAT('1','23')) → 'latin1'

CHARSET(CONCAT(1,'23')) → 'binary'

A general principle to keep in mind is that, by default, MySQL attempts to convert
values to the type required by an expression rather than generating an error. Depending
on the context, it converts values of each of the three general categories (numbers,
strings, or dates and times) to values in any of the other categories. However, values can’t
always be converted from one type to another. If a value to be converted to a given type
doesn’t look like a legal value for that type, the conversion fails. Conversion to numbers
of things like 'abc' that don’t look like numbers results in a value of 0. Conversion to
date or time types of things that don’t look like a date or time result in the “zero” value
for the type. For example, converting the string 'abc' to a date results in the “zero” date
'0000-00-00'. On the other hand, any value can be treated as a string, so generally it’s
not a problem to convert a value to a string.
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If you want to prevent conversion of illegal values to the closest legal values during
data input operations, you can enable strict mode to cause errors to occur instead. See
Section 3.3,“How MySQL Handles Invalid Data Values.”

MySQL also performs more minor type conversions. If you use a floating-point value
in an integer context, the value is converted (with rounding). Conversion in the other di-
rection works as well; an integer can be used without problem as a floating-point number.

Hexadecimal constants are treated as binary strings unless the context clearly indicates
a number. In string contexts, each pair of hexadecimal digits is converted to a character
and the result is used as a string.The following examples illustrate how this works:

0x61 → 'a'

0x61 + 0 → 97

X'61' → 'a'

X'61' + 0 → 97

CONCAT(0x61) → 'a'

CONCAT(0x61 + 0) → '97'

CONCAT(X'61') → 'a'

CONCAT(X'61' + 0) → '97'

For comparisons, context determines whether to treat a hexadecimal constant as a 
binary string or a number:

n This expression treats the operands as binary strings and performs a byte-by-byte
comparison.

0x0d0a = '\r\n' → 1

n This expression compares a hexadecimal constant to a number, so it is converted to
a number for the comparison.

0x0a = 10 → 1

n This expression performs a binary string comparison.The first byte of the left
operand has a lesser value than the first byte of the right operand, so the result
is false.

0xee00 > 0xff → 0

n In this expression, the right operand hex constant is converted to a number because
of the arithmetic operator.Then for the comparison, the left operand is converted
to a number.The result is false because 0xee00 (60928) is not numerically less than
0xff (255).

0xee00 > 0xff+0 → 1

It’s possible to force a hexadecimal constant to be treated as a non-binary string by us-
ing a character set introducer or CONVERT():

0x61 → 'a'

0x61 = 'A' → 0
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_latin1 0x61 = 'A' → 1

CONVERT(0x61 USING latin1) = 'A' → 1

Some operators force conversion of the operands to the type expected by the opera-
tor, no matter what the type of the operands is.Arithmetic operators are an example of
this.They expect numbers, and the operands are converted accordingly:

3 + 4 → 7

'3' + 4 → 7

'3' + '4' → 7

In a string-to-number conversion, it’s not enough for a string simply to contain a
number somewhere. MySQL doesn’t look through the entire string hoping to find a
number, it looks only at the beginning; if the string has no leading numeric part, the con-
version result is 0.

'1973-2-4' + 0 → 1973

'12:14:01' + 0 → 12

'23-skidoo' + 0 → 23

'-23-skidoo' + 0 → -23

'carbon-14' + 0 → 0

MySQL’s string-to-number conversion rule converts numeric-looking strings to 
floating-point values:

'-428.9' + 0 → -428.9

'3E-4' + 0 → 0.0003

This conversion does not work for hexadecimal-looking constants, though. Only the
leading zero is used:

'0xff' + 0 → 0

The bit operators are even stricter than the arithmetic operators.They want the opera-
tors to be not just numeric, but integers, and type conversion is performed accordingly.
This means that a fractional number such as 0.3 is not considered true, even though it’s
non-zero; that’s because when it’s converted to an integer, the result is 0. In the following
expressions, the operands are not considered true until they have a value of at least 1:

0.3 | .04 → 0

1.3 | .04 → 1

0.3 & .04 → 0

1.3 & .04 → 0

1.3 & 1.04 → 1

Pattern matching operators expect to operate on strings.This means you can use
MySQL’s pattern matching operators on numbers because it will convert them to strings
in the attempt to find a match!

12345 LIKE '1%' → 1

12345 REGEXP '1.*5' → 1
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The magnitude comparison operators (<, <=, =, and so on) are context sensitive; that is,
they are evaluated according to the types of their operands.The following expression
compares the operands numerically because they both are numbers:

2 < 11 → 1

This expression involves string operands and thus results in a lexical comparison:

'2' < '11' → 0

In the following comparisons, the types are mixed, so MySQL compares them as num-
bers.As a result, both expressions are true:

'2' < 11 → 1

2 < '11' → 1

When evaluating comparisons, MySQL converts operands as necessary according to
the following rules:

n Other than for the <=> operator, comparisons involving NULL values evaluate as NULL.
(<=> is like =, except that NULL <=> NULL is true, whereas NULL = NULL is NULL.)

n If both operands are strings, they are compared lexically as strings. Binary strings are
compared on a byte-by-byte basis using the numeric value of each byte. Compar-
isons for non-binary strings are performed character-by-character using the collat-
ing sequence of the character set in which the strings are expressed. If the strings
have different character sets, the comparison may result in an error or fail to yield
meaningful results.A comparison between a binary and a non-binary string is
treated as a comparison of binary strings.

n If both operands are integers, they are compared numerically as integers.
n Hexadecimal constants that are not compared to a number are compared as binary

strings.
n Other than for IN(), if either operand is a TIMESTAMP or DATETIME value and the

other is a constant, the operands are compared as TIMESTAMP values.This is done to
make comparisons work better for ODBC applications.

n Otherwise, the operands are compared numerically as double-precision floating-
point values. Note that this includes the case of comparing a string and a number.
The string is converted to a double-precision number, which results in a value of 0
if the string doesn’t look like a number. For example, '14.3' converts to 14.3, but
'L4.3' converts to 0.

3.5.2.1 Date and Time Interpretation Rules
MySQL freely converts strings and numbers to date and time values as demanded by 
context in an expression, and vice versa. Date and time values are converted to numbers
in numeric context; numbers are converted to dates or times in date or time contexts.
This conversion to a date or time value happens when you assign a value to a date or
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time column or when a function requires a date or time value. In comparisons, the gen-
eral rule is that date and time values are compared as strings.

If the table mytbl contains a DATE column date_col, the following statements are
equivalent:

INSERT INTO mytbl SET date_col = '2025-04-13';

INSERT INTO mytbl SET date_col = '20250413';

INSERT INTO mytbl SET date_col = 20250413;

In the following examples, the argument to the TO_DAYS() function is interpreted as
the same value for all three expressions:

TO_DAYS('2025-04-13') → 739719

TO_DAYS('20250413') → 739719

TO_DAYS(20250413) → 739719

3.5.2.2 Testing and Forcing Type Conversion
To see how type conversion will be handled in an expression, issue a SELECT query that
evaluates the expression so that you can examine the result:

mysql> SELECT X'41', X'41' + 0;

+-------+-----------+

| X'41' | X'41' + 0 |

+-------+-----------+

| A     |        65 |

+-------+-----------+

If you cannot tell from inspection the type of an expression, select it into a new table
and check the table definition:

mysql> CREATE TABLE t SELECT X'41' AS col1, X'41' + 0 AS col2;

mysql> DESCRIBE t;

+-------+--------------+------+-----+---------+-------+

| Field | Type         | Null | Key | Default | Extra |

+-------+--------------+------+-----+---------+-------+

| col1  | varbinary(1) | NO   |     |         |       |

| col2  | double(17,0) | NO   |     | 0       |       |

+-------+--------------+------+-----+---------+-------+

Testing expression evaluation is especially useful for statements such as DELETE or
UPDATE that modify rows, because you want to be sure you’re affecting only the intended
rows. One way to check an expression is to run a preliminary SELECT statement with the
same WHERE clause that you’re going to use with the DELETE or UPDATE statement to ver-
ify that the clause selects the proper rows. Suppose that the table mytbl has a CHAR col-
umn char_col containing these values:

'abc'

'00'

'def'
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'00'

'ghi'

Given these values, what is the effect of the following statement?

DELETE FROM mytbl WHERE char_col = 00;

The intended effect is probably to delete the two rows containing the value '00'.The
actual effect would be to delete all the rows—an unpleasant surprise.This happens as a
consequence of MySQL’s comparison rules. char_col is a string column, but 00 in the
statement is not quoted, so it is treated as a number. By MySQL’s comparison rules, a
comparison involving a string and a number evaluates as a comparison of two numbers.
As MySQL executes the DELETE statement, it converts each value of char_col to a num-
ber and compares it to 0. Unfortunately, although '00' converts to 0, so do all the strings
that don’t look like numbers.As a result, the WHERE clause is true for every row, and the
DELETE statement empties the table.This is a case where it would have been prudent to
test the WHERE clause with a SELECT statement prior to executing the DELETE, because that
would have shown you that too many rows are selected by the expression:

mysql> SELECT char_col FROM mytbl WHERE char_col = 00;

+----------+

| char_col |

+----------+

| abc      |

| 00       |

| def      |

| 00       |

| ghi      |

+----------+

When you’re uncertain about the way a value will be used, you may want to exploit
MySQL’s type conversion to force an expression to a value of a particular type, or to call a
function that performs the desired conversion.The following list demonstrates several
useful conversion techniques.

Add +0 or +0.0 to a term to force conversion to a numeric value:

0x65 → 'e'

0x65 + 0 → 101

0x65 + 0.0 → 101.0

To chop off the fractional part of a number, use FLOOR() or CAST().To add a fractional
part to an integer, add an exact-value zero with the required number of decimal digits:

FLOOR(13.3) → 13

CAST(13.3 AS SIGNED) → 13

13 + 0.0 → 13.0

13 + 0.0000 → 13.0000

If you want rounding instead, use ROUND() rather than CAST().
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Use CAST() or CONCAT() to turn a value into a string:

14 → 14

CAST(14 AS CHAR) → '14'

CONCAT(14) → '14'

CONCAT() returns a binary string if it must convert a numeric argument to string form,
so the final two examples actually differ in their result.The CAST() expression returns a
non-binary string, whereas the CONCAT() expression returns a binary string.

Use HEX() to convert a number to a hexadecimal string:

HEX(255) → 'FF'

HEX(65535) → 'FFFF'

You can also use HEX() with a string value to convert it to a string of hex digit pairs
representing successive bytes in the string:

HEX('abcd'); → '61626364'

Use ASCII() to convert a single-byte character to its ASCII value:

'A' → 'A'

ASCII('A') → 65

To go in the other direction from ASCII code to character, use CHAR():

CHAR(65) → 'A'

Use DATE_ADD() or INTERVAL arithmetic to force a string or number to be treated as a
date:

DATE_ADD(20080101, INTERVAL 0 DAY) → '2008-01-01'

20080101 + INTERVAL 0 DAY → '2008-01-01'

DATE_ADD('20080101', INTERVAL 0 DAY) → '2008-01-01'

'20080101' + INTERVAL 0 DAY → '2008-01-01'

Generally, you can convert a date value to numeric form by adding zero:

CURDATE() → '2007-09-07'

CURDATE()+0 → 20070907

Temporal values with a time part convert to a value with a microseconds part:

NOW() → '2007-09-07 16:15:29'

NOW()+0 → 20070907161529.000000

CURTIME() → '16:15:29'

CURTIME()+0 → 161529.000000

To chop off the fractional part, cast the value to an integer:

CAST(NOW() AS UNSIGNED) → 20070907161529

CAST(CURTIME() AS UNSIGNED) → 161529

To convert a string from one character set to another, use CONVERT().To check
whether the result has the desired character set, use the CHARSET() function:
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'abcd' → 'abcd'

CONVERT('abcd' USING ucs2) → 'abcd'

CHARSET('abcd') → 'latin1'

CHARSET(CONVERT('abcd' USING ucs2)) → 'ucs2'

Preceding a string with a character set introducer does not cause conversion of the string,
but MySQL interprets it as though it has the character set indicated by the introducer:

CHARSET(_ucs2 'abcd') → 'ucs2'

To determine the hexadecimal value of the UTF-8 character that corresponds to a
given hexadecimal UCS-2 character, combine CONVERT() with HEX().The following ex-
pression determines the UTF-8 value of the trademark symbol:

HEX(CONVERT(_ucs2 0x2122 USING utf8)) → 'E284A2'

To change the collation of a string, use the COLLATE operator.To check whether the
result has the desired collation, use the COLLATION() function:

COLLATION('abcd') → 'latin1_swedish_ci'

COLLATION('abcd' COLLATE latin1_bin) → 'latin1_bin'

The character set and collation must be compatible. If they are not, use a combination
of CONVERT() to convert the character set first and COLLATE to change the collation:

CONVERT('abcd' USING latin2) COLLATE latin2_bin

To convert a binary string to a non-binary string that has a given character set, use
CONVERT():

0x61626364 → 'abcd'

0x61626364 = 'ABCD' → 0

CONVERT(0x61626364 USING latin1) = 'ABCD' → 1

Alternatively, for binary quoted strings or hexadecimal values, use an introducer to
change the interpretation of the binary string:

_latin1 0x61626364 = 'ABCD' → 1

To cast a non-binary string to a binary string, use the BINARY keyword:

'abcd' = 'ABCD' → 1

BINARY 'abcd' = 'ABCD' → 0

'abcd' = BINARY 'ABCD' → 0

3.6 Choosing Data Types
Section 3.2,“MySQL Data Types,” described the various data types from which you can
choose and the general properties of those types, such as the kind of values they may con-
tain, how much storage space they take, and so on. But how do you actually decide which
types to use when you create a table? This section discusses issues to consider that will
help you choose.
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The most “generic” data types are the string types.You can store anything in them be-
cause numbers and dates can be represented in string form. So should you just define all
your columns as strings and be done with it? No. Let’s consider a simple example. Sup-
pose that you have values that look like numbers.You could represent these as strings, but
should you? What happens if you do?

For one thing, you’ll probably use more space, because numbers can be stored more
efficiently using numeric columns than string columns.You’ll also notice some differences
in query results due to the different ways that numbers and strings are handled. For exam-
ple, the sort order for numbers is not the same as for strings.The number 2 is less than the
number 11, but the string '2' is lexically greater than the string '11'.You can work
around this by using the column in a numeric context like this:

SELECT col_name + 0 as num ... ORDER BY num;

Adding zero to the column forces a numeric sort, but is that a reasonable thing to do?
It’s a useful technique sometimes, but you don’t want to have to use it every time you
want a numeric sort. Causing MySQL to treat a string column as a number has a couple
of significant implications. It forces a string-to-number conversion for each column value,
which is inefficient.Also, using the column in a calculation prevents MySQL from using
any index on the column, which slows down the query further. Neither of these per-
formance degradations occur if you store the values as numbers in the first place.

The preceding example illustrates that several issues come into play when you choose
data types.The simple choice of using one representation rather than another has implica-
tions for storage requirements, query handling, and processing performance.The follow-
ing list gives a quick rundown of factors to think about when picking a type for a
column.

What kind of values will the column hold? Numbers? Strings? Dates? Spatial val-
ues? This is an obvious question, but you must ask it.You can represent any type of value
as a string, but as we’ve just seen, it’s likely that you’ll get better performance if you use
other more appropriate types for numeric values. (This is also true for temporal and spa-
tial values.) However, assessing the kind of values you’re working with isn’t necessarily
trivial, particularly for other people’s data. It’s especially important to ask what kind of
values the column will hold if you’re setting up a table for someone else, and you must be
sure to ask enough questions to get sufficient information for making a good decision.

Do your values lie within some particular range? If they are integers, will they al-
ways be non-negative? If so, you can use UNSIGNED. If they are strings, will they always be
chosen from among a fixed, limited set of values? If so, you may find ENUM or SET a useful
type.

There is a tradeoff between the range of a type and the amount of storage it uses. How
“big” a type do you need? For numbers, you can choose small types with a limited range
of values, or large types with a much larger range. For strings, you can make them short
or long, so you wouldn’t choose CHAR(255) if all the values you want to store contain
fewer than 10 characters.
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What are the performance and efficiency issues? Some types can be processed
more efficiently than others. Numeric operations generally can be performed more
quickly than string operations. Short strings can be compared more quickly than long
strings, and also involve less disk overhead. For MyISAM tables, performance is better for
fixed-length rows than for variable-length rows.

The following sections consider these issues in more detail, except for the performance
issues, which are covered in Section 5.3,“Choosing Data Types for Efficient Queries.”

Before we proceed, I should point out that, although you want to make the best data
type choices you can when you create a table, it’s not the end of the world if you make a
choice that turns out to be nonoptimal.You can use ALTER TABLE to change the type to a
better one.This might be as simple as changing a SMALLINT to MEDIUMINT after finding
out your data set contains values larger than you originally thought. Or it can be more
complex, such as changing a CHAR to an ENUM with a specific set of allowed values.You
can use PROCEDURE ANALYSE() to obtain information about your table’s columns, such as
the minimum and maximum values as well as a suggested optimal type to cover the range
of values in a column:

SELECT * FROM tbl_name PROCEDURE ANALYSE();

The output from this query may help you determine that a smaller type can be used,
which can improve the performance of queries that involve the table and reduce the
amount of space required for table storage. For more information about PROCEDURE
ANALYSE(), see Section 5.3,“Choosing Data Types for Efficient Queries.”

3.6.1 What Kind of Values Will the Column Hold?
The first thing you think of when you’re trying to decide on a data type is the kind of
values the column will be used for because this has the most evident implications for the
type you choose. In general, you do the obvious thing:You store numbers in numeric
columns, strings in string columns, and dates and times in temporal columns. If your
numbers have a fractional part, you use a DECIMAL or floating-point type rather than an
integer type. But sometimes there are exceptions.The principle here is that you need to
understand the nature of your data to be able to choose the type in an informed manner.
If you’re going to store your own data, you probably have a good idea of how to charac-
terize it. On the other hand, if others ask you to set up a table for them, it’s sometimes a
different story. It may not be so easy to know just what you’re working with. Be sure to
ask enough questions to find out what kind of values the table really should contain.

Suppose that you’re told that a table needs a column to record “amount of precipita-
tion.” Is that a number? Or is it “mostly” numeric—that is, typically but not always coded
as a number? For example, when you watch the news on television, the weather report
generally includes a measure of precipitation. Sometimes this is a number (as in “0.25
inches of rain”), but sometimes it’s a “trace” of precipitation, meaning “not much at all.”
That’s fine for the weather report, but what does it mean for storage in a database? You
either need to quantify “trace” as a number so that you can use a numeric data type to
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record precipitation amounts, or you need to use a string so that you can record the word
“trace.” Or you could come up with some more complicated arrangement, using a num-
ber column and a string column where you fill in one column and leave the other one
NULL. It should be obvious that you want to avoid that option, if possible; it makes the
table harder to understand and it makes query-writing much more difficult.

I would probably try to store all rows in numeric form, and then convert them as nec-
essary for display purposes. For example, if any non-zero amount of precipitation less
than .01 inches is considered a trace amount, you could display values from the column
like this:

SELECT IF(precip>0 AND precip<.01,'trace',precip) FROM ... ;

Some values are obviously numeric but you must determine whether to use an integer
or non-integer type.You should ask what your units are and what accuracy you require. Is
whole-unit accuracy sufficient or do you need to represent fractional units? This may help
you distinguish between integer and fixed-point or floating-point data types. For exam-
ple, if you’re recording weights to the nearest pound, you can use an integer column. If
you want to record fractional units, you’d use a fixed-point or floating-point column. In
some cases, you might even use multiple columns—for example, to record weight in
terms of pounds and ounces.

Height is a numeric type of information for which there are several representational
possibilities:

n Use a string such as '6-2' for a value like “6 feet, 2 inches.”This has the advantage
of having a form that’s easy to look at and understand (certainly more so than “74
inches”), but it’s difficult to use this kind of value for mathematical operations such
as summation or averaging.

n Use one numeric column for feet and another for inches.This would be a little eas-
ier to work with for numerical operations, but two columns are more difficult to
use than one.

n Use one numeric column representing inches.This is easiest for a database to work
with, and least meaningful for humans. But remember that you don’t have to pres-
ent values in the same format that you use to work with them.You can reformat
values for meaningful display using MySQL’s many functions.That means this
might be the best way to represent height.

Another type of numeric information is currency, such as U.S. dollars. For monetary
calculations, you’re working with values that have dollars and cents parts.These look like
floating-point values, but FLOAT and DOUBLE are subject to rounding error and may not be
suitable except for rows in which you need only approximate accuracy. Because people
tend to be touchy about their money, it’s more likely you need a type that affords perfect
accuracy.You have a couple of choices:

n You can represent money as a DECIMAL(M,2) type, choosing M as the maximum
width appropriate for the range of values you need.This gives you values with two
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decimal places of accuracy.The advantage of DECIMAL is that values are not subject
to roundoff error and calculations are exact.

n You can represent all monetary values internally as cents using an integer type.The
advantage is that calculations are done internally using integers, which is very fast.
The disadvantage is that you will need to convert values on input or output by
multiplying or dividing by 100.

Some kinds of “numbers” aren’t.Telephone numbers, credit card numbers, and Social
Security numbers all can be written using non-digit characters such as spaces or dashes
and cannot be stored directly in a numeric column unless you strip the non-digits. But
even with non-digits stripped, you may want to store values as strings rather than as num-
bers to avoid loss of leading zeros.

If you need to store date information, do the values include a time? That is, will they
ever need to include a time? MySQL doesn’t provide a date type that has an optional time
part: DATE never has a time, and DATETIME must have a time. If the time really is optional,
use a DATE column to record the date, and a separate TIME column to record the time.
Then allow the TIME column to be NULL and interpret that as “no time”:

CREATE TABLE mytbl

(

date DATE NOT NULL,    # date is required

time TIME NULL         # time is optional (may be NULL)

);

One type of situation in which it’s especially important to determine whether you
need a time value occurs when you’re joining two tables with a master-detail relationship
that are “linked” based on date information. Suppose that you’re conducting research in-
volving test subjects. Following a standard initial battery of tests, you might run several
additional tests, with the choice of tests varying according to the results of the initial tests.
You can represent this information using a master-detail relationship, in which the subject
identification information and the standard initial tests are stored in a master row and any
additional tests are stored as rows in a secondary detail table.Then you link together the
two tables based on subject ID and the date on which the tests are given.

The question you must answer in this situation is whether you can use just the date or
whether you need both date and time.This depends on whether a subject might go
through the testing procedure more than once during the same day. If so, record the time
(for example, the time that the procedure begins), using either a DATETIME column or
separate DATE and TIME columns that both must be filled in.Without the time value, you
will not be able to associate a subject’s detail rows with the proper master rows if the sub-
ject is tested twice in a day.

I’ve heard people claim “I don’t need a time; I will never test a subject twice on the
same day.” Sometimes they’re correct, but I have also seen some of these same people turn
up later wondering how to prevent detail rows from being mixed up with the wrong
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master row after entering data for subjects who were tested multiple times in a day. Sorry,
by then it’s too late!

Sometimes you can deal with this problem by retrofitting a TIME column into the ta-
bles. Unfortunately, it’s difficult to fix existing rows unless you have some independent
data source, such as the original paper rows. Otherwise, you have no way to disambiguate
detail rows to associate them with the proper master row. Even if you have an independ-
ent source of information, this is very messy and likely to cause problems for applications
that you’ve already written to use the tables. It’s best to explain the issues to the table
owners and make sure that you’ve gotten a good characterization of the data values be-
fore creating their tables.

Sometimes you have incomplete data, and this will influence your choice of data types.
You may be collecting birth and death dates for genealogical research, and sometimes all
you can find out is the year or year and month someone was born or died, but not the
exact date. If you use a DATE column, you can’t enter a date unless you have the full date.
If you want to be able to record whatever information you have, even if it’s incomplete,
you may have to keep separate year, month, and day columns.Then you can enter such
parts of the date as you have and leave the rest NULL.Another possibility is to use DATE
values in which the day or month and day parts are set to 0. Such “fuzzy” dates can be
used to represent incomplete date values.

3.6.2 Do Your Values Lie Within Some Particular Range?
If you’ve decided on the general category from which to pick a data type for a column,
thinking about the range of values you want to represent will help you narrow down
your choices to a particular type within that category. Suppose that you want to store in-
teger values.The range of your values determines the types you can use. If you need val-
ues in the range from 0 to 1000, you can use anything from a SMALLINT up to a BIGINT.
If your values range up to 2 million, you can’t use SMALLINT, so your choices range from
MEDIUMINT to BIGINT.

You could, of course, simply use the largest type for the kind of value you want to
store (BIGINT for the examples in the previous paragraph). Generally, however, you should
use the smallest type that is large enough for your purposes. By doing so, you’ll minimize
the amount of storage used by your tables, and they will give you better performance be-
cause smaller columns usually can be processed more quickly than larger ones. (Reading
smaller values requires less disk activity, and more key values fit into the key cache, allow-
ing indexed searches to be performed faster.)

If you don’t know the range of values you’ll need to be able to represent, you either
must guess or use BIGINT to accommodate the worst possible case. If you guess and the
type you choose turns out later to be too small, all is not lost. Use ALTER TABLE later to
make the column bigger.

Sometimes you even find out that you can make a column smaller. In Chapter 1, we
created a score table for the grade-keeping project that had a score column for record-
ing quiz and test scores.The column was created using INT in order to keep the discussion
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simpler, but you can see now that if scores are in the range from 0 to 100, a better choice
would be TINYINT UNSIGNED, because that would use less storage.

The range of values in your data also affects the attributes you can use with your data
type. If values never are negative, you can use UNSIGNED; otherwise, you can’t.

String types don’t have a “range” in the same way numeric columns do, but they have a
length, and the maximum length you need affects the column types you can use. If you’re
storing character strings that are shorter than 256 characters, you can use CHAR, VARCHAR,
or TINYTEXT. If you want longer strings, you can use VARCHAR or a longer TEXT type.

For a string column used to represent a fixed set of values, you might consider using
an ENUM or SET data type.These can be good choices because they are represented inter-
nally as numbers. Operations on them are performed numerically, which makes them
more efficient than other string types.They also can be more compact than other string
types, which saves space. In addition, you can prevent entry of values not present in the
list of legal values by enabling strict SQL mode. See Section 3.3,“How MySQL Handles
Invalid Data Values.”

When characterizing the range of values you have to deal with, the best terms are “al-
ways” and “never” (as in “always less than 1000” or “never negative”), because they enable
you to constrain your data type choices more tightly. But be wary of using these terms
when they’re not really justified. Be especially wary if you’re consulting with other people
about their data and they start throwing around those two terms.When people say “al-
ways” or “never,” be sure they really mean it. Sometimes people say their data always have
a particular characteristic when they really mean “almost always.”

Suppose that you’re designing a table for a group of investigators who tell you,“Our
test scores are always 0 to 100.” Based on that statement, you choose TINYINT and you
make it UNSIGNED because the values are always non-negative.Then you find out that the
people who code the data for entry into the database sometimes use -1 to mean “student
was absent due to illness.” Oops.They didn’t tell you that. It might be acceptable to use
NULL to represent such values, but if not, you’ll have to record a -1, and then you can’t use
an UNSIGNED column. (This is an instance where ALTER TABLE comes to your rescue.)

Sometimes decisions about these cases can be made more easily by asking a simple
question:Are there ever exceptions? If an exceptional case ever occurs, even just once,
you must allow for it.You will find that people who talk to you about designing a data-
base invariably think that if exceptions don’t occur very often, they don’t matter.When
you’re creating a table, you can’t think that way.The question you need to ask isn’t “how
often do exceptions occur?” It’s “do exceptions ever occur?” If they do, you must take
them into account.

3.6.3 Inter-Relatedness of Data Type Choice Issues
You can’t always consider the issues involved in choosing data types as though they are
independent of one another. For example, range is related to storage size for numeric
types:As you increase the range, you require more storage, which affects performance.
Or consider the implications of using AUTO_INCREMENT to create a column for holding
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unique sequence numbers.That single choice has several consequences involving the data
type, indexing, and the use of NULL:

n AUTO_INCREMENT is a column attribute that is best used with integer types.That im-
mediately limits your choices to TINYINT through BIGINT.

n An AUTO_INCREMENT column is intended only for generating sequences of positive
values, so you should define it as UNSIGNED.

n AUTO_INCREMENT columns must be indexed. Furthermore, to prevent duplicates in
the column, the index should be unique, so you should define the column as a
PRIMARY KEY or as a UNIQUE index.

n AUTO_INCREMENT columns must be NOT NULL. (If you omit NOT NULL, MySQL adds
it automatically.)

All of this means you do not just define an AUTO_INCREMENT column like this:

mycol arbitrary_type AUTO_INCREMENT

You define it like this:

mycol integer_type UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

PRIMARY KEY (mycol)

Or like this:

mycol integer_type UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

UNIQUE (mycol)
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administrative functions in C API,
Web:1173-Web:1175

administrative methods in DBI API for Perl,
Web:1196-Web:1197

administrative privilege columns (grant
tables), 710

administrative privileges, 636, 713-715

administrative-level query optimization,
334-336

hardware optimizations, 339-340
MyISAM key caches, 336-337
query cache, 337-339

advisory locking functions, 875-876

AES_DECRYPT( ) function, 871

AES_ENCRYPT( ) function, 872

AFTER triggers, 297, 968

AGAINST( ) function, 196, 846

age-based replication, 657

aggregate functions, 868

ALGORITHM clause, 970

aliases

case sensitivity, 106
column aliases, 69, 999
for columns in PHP API, 546
shell aliases, 95
table aliases, 1000

ALL keyword, 161-162, 998, 1026

--all option (mysqldump utility), 1105

ALL privilege, 637-638, 981

--all-databases option, 745, 750, 759

mysqlcheck client program, 1080
mysqldump utility, 1105

--all-in-1 option (mysqlcheck client 
program), 1080

--all-tablespaces option (mysqldump utility),
1105

allocating statement handlers, 423

ALLOW_INVALID_DATES mode, 254, 914

--allow-keywords option (mysqldump utili-
ty), 1105

--allow-suspicious-udfs option (mysqld),
1084

--allowold option (mysqlhotcopy utility),
1114

ALTER DATABASE statement, 114, 938

ALTER EVENT statement, 939
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ALTER FUNCTION statement, 939

ALTER privilege, 715, 731

ALTER PROCEDURE statement, 939

ALTER ROUTINE privilege, 715, 980

ALTER SERVER statement, 939

ALTER TABLE statement, 138, 141-144, 260,
328, 593, 939, 945

ALTER VIEW statement, 945

altering

databases, 114
table structure, 141-144

--analyze option

myisamchk utility, 1053
mysqlcheck client program, 1080

ANALYZE TABLE statement, 313, 321, 946

analyzing tables, 313

AND logical operator, 62

anonymous accounts, 611

avoiding, 728
deleting, 615

ANSI mode, 102

--ansi option (mysqld), 1084

ANSI_QUOTES mode, 102, 204, 914

ANY operator, subqueries with, 161-162

Apache module, running PHP as, 527

Apache server

installing
on Unix, 790-792
on Windows, 796

obtaining, 778
setting up, 502-503

APIs (application programming interfaces).
See also C API; DBI API for Perl; PHP API

for MySQL programming, 345-347
C API, 347
DBI API for Perl, 347-349
evaluating, 350-357
PHP API, 349

SSL support in, 735
application integration with MySQL 

programming, 344-345

application programming interfaces. 
See APIs

--apply-slave-statements option (mysql-
dump utility), 1105

approximate-value numeric data types,
203-204, 222-223, 801-802

ARCHIVE storage engine, 120

AREA( ) function, 881

arithmetic operators, 61-62, 275, 266,
816-817

arrays in PHP API, 534, 554

$ary_ref array reference, 450

AS clause, 69, 999

ASBINARY( ) function, 879

ASC keyword, 65

ASCII attribute, 240

ASCII( ) function, 279, 840

ASIN( ) function, 835

ASTEXT( ) function, 879

ASWKB( ) function, 879

ASWKT( ) function, 879

AT clause, 299

ATAN( ) function, 835

ATAN2( ) function, 835

attributes

of date and time data types, 247-248
in DBI API for Perl,Web:1198

database-handle attributes,
Web:1198-Web:1201

dynamic attributes,Web:1205
general handle attributes,

Web:1199-Web:1200
statement-handle attributes,

Web:1201-Web:1205
of numeric data types, 223-225
of string data types, 237-240

authentication for editing U.S. Historical
League member entries, 570-578

auto-extending files, changing to fixed-size
files, 678
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auto-recovery

enabling, 744-745
of InnoDB tables, troubleshooting,

767-768
--auto-rehash option (mysql client pro-

gram), 1061

--auto-repair option (mysqlcheck client 
program), 1080

--auto-vertical-output option (mysql client
program), 1061

AutoCommit attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1198

autocommit mode, 176-177

autocommit system variable, 662, 921

automatic type conversion, 316

automatic_sp_privileges system 
variable, 890

automating log expiration methods, 658-659

AUTO_INCREMENT attribute, 39, 224,
960-961

adding to tables, 260
effect on data type selection, 286
explained, 254-256
generating sequences without,

262-264
for InnoDB tables, 259
issues concerning, 259-260
for MEMORY tables, 259
for MyISAM tables, 256-258
resequencing columns, 261-262

auto_increment_increment system 
variable, 890

auto_increment_offset system variable, 890

available_drivers( ) method (DBI class),
Web:1180

AVG( ) function, 81, 868

AVG_ROW_LENGTH option, 125, 961

Axmark, David, 2

B
-B option

myisamchk utility, 1053
mysql client program, 1061-1063
mysqlcheck client program, 1080
mysqldump utility, 1107

-b option

myisampack utility, 1058
mysqladmin utility, 1073
mysqld, 1084

B-tree indexes, 311

--backup option

myisamchk utility, 1053
myisampack utility, 1058

backups, 746, 748

administrator responsibilities for,
582-583

binary backups, creating, 751-754
of binary log files, 652
copying databases using, 755-756
of InnoDB or Falcon tables, 754-755
with mysqldump utility, 1104
with replication slave server, 774-775
text-format backups, creating, 748-751

back_log system variable, 890

bail_out( ) method (DBI API for Perl), 445

--base64-output option (mysqlbinlog utility),
1077

--basedir option

mysqld, 1084
mysqld_safe shell script, 1102
mysql_install_db shell script, 1072

basedir system variable, 890

Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP), 111

batch files, executing, 98-100

--batch option (mysql client program),
1061

BDMPOLYFROMTEXT( ) function, 879

BDMPOLYFROMWDB( ) function, 878

BDPOLYFROMTEXT( ) function, 879

BDPOLYFROMWKB( ) function, 878

BEFORE triggers, 297, 968
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BEGIN statement, 176, 946

BEGIN…END statements, 290, 1030

beginTransaction( ) method (PDO class),
Web:1211

begin_work( ) method (DBI database-
handle), Web:1185

BENCHMARK( ) function, 883

BETWEEN operator, 820

BIGINT data type, 221, 226, 800

--big-tables option (mysqld), 1084

big_tables system variable, 921

BIN( ) function, 840

BINARY attribute, 240

binary backups, 746

creating, 751-754
of Falcon tables, 755
of InnoDB tables, 754

binary character set, 239

binary client/server protocol (C API),
422-434

binary data

C API, 407-409
printing, 394

BINARY data type, 228-230, 805

binary distributions

installing, 783
obtaining, 779

BINARY keyword, 280

binary log, 600, 645, 650-651

backups and, 747
formats for, 773
re-executing statements from, 765-767

binary log index file, 645, 650-651

BINARY operator, 825

binary portability, 121-122

binary strings, 803-806

non-binary strings versus,
207-211, 227

--bind-address option (mysqld), 1085

bindColumn( ) method (PDOStatement
object), 546, Web:1215

binding query results (DBI API for Perl), 463

bindParam( ) method (PDOStatement
object), Web:1216

bindValue( ) method

PDOStatement object,Web:1217
PHP API, 549

bind_col( ) method (DBI statement-handle),
464, Web:1191

bind_columns( ) method (DBI statement-
handle), 464, Web:1191

bind_param( ) method (DBI statement-
handle), Web:1191

bind_param_array( ) method (DBI state-
ment-handle), Web:1192

Binlog_cache_disk_use status variable, 924

binlog_cache_size system variable, 891

Binlog_cache_use status variable, 924

--binlog-do-db option (mysqld), 1097

--binlog-format option, 774

binlog_format system variable, 891

--binlog-ignore-db option (mysqld), 773,
1097

BIT data type, 219, 223, 803

bit-field values, 204

bit operators, 267, 275, 823

bitwise AND operator, 823

bitwise negation operator, 823

bitwise OR operator, 823

bitwise XOR operator, 823

BIT_AND( ) function, 868

BIT_COUNT( ) function, 884

BIT_LENGTH( ) function, 884

BIT_OR( ) function, 868

BIT_XOR( ) function, 869

BLACKHOLE storage engine, 121
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BLOB data type, 230-231, 325-326, 806

--block-search option (myisamchk utility),
1053

BMP (Basic Multilingual Plane), 111

Boolean mode searches, 194, 197-199

boolean operators, 824-825

boolean options, 1039

boolean searches, 847

Boolean values, 213

--bootstrap option (mysqld), 1085

BOUNDARY( ) function, 880

BSD-style systems, server startup, 620

BTREE indexes, 139

bulk_insert_buffer_size system variable, 891

byte strings, 227

Bytes_received status variable, 924

Bytes_sent status variable, 925

C
C API, 346-347, Web:1121

binary data, 407-409
client programs, compiling and link-

ing, 360-363,Web:1122-Web:1123
connection parameters, specifying at

runtime, 371-384
data types,Web:1123

accessor macros,Web:1135
non-scalar data types,

Web:1124-Web:1135
scalar data types,

Web:1123-Web:1124
embedded server library, 416

executable binary for, 419-420
writing applications for, 416-417

encoding strings, 405-407
error handling, 367-370
evaluating, 350-357
example programs, finding, 360

functions,Web:1136
administrative routines,

Web:1173-Web:1175
connection management routines,

Web:1137-Web:1149
debugging routines,Web:1175
error-reporting routines,Web:1149
information routines,

Web:1161-Web:1164
initialization and termination 

routines,Web:1136-Web:1137
multiple result set routines,

Web:1164
prepared statement routines,

Web:1165-Web:1173
result set processing routines,

Web:1152-Web:1161
statement construction 

and execution routines,
Web:1150-Web:1152

threaded client routines,Web:1175
transaction control routines,

Web:1164
interactive statement-execution sample

program, 409-410
multiple-statement execution,

420-422
PHP dependency on, 528
result set metadata, 400-405
server connections, 363-366, 384-389
server-side prepared statements,

422-434
SQL statement processing, 389-397

mysql_store_result( ) versus
mysql_use_result( ), 398-400

result set handling, 391-394
row-modification statements,

390-391
SSL support, 410-416

\c command (mysql client program), 32,
1066

-C option, 1041

myisamchk utility, 1053
mysqlcheck client program, 1080
mysqld, 1085
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-c option

mysql client program, 1062
mysqladmin utility, 1073
mysqldump utility, 1106

C-style comments, 1034

CA (Certificate Authority), 732

CACHE INDEX statement, 673, 946

cache size, increasing, 334-335

caches

key caches, 336-337
query cache, 337-339

caching statements (DBI API for Perl), 462

calculating query results, 68-70

CALL statement, 292-293, 947

calling sequences for DBI API for Perl 
methods, Web:1179

cardinality of columns, 308

cartesian product, 152

CASCADE keyword, 974

CASCADED keyword, 970

cascading deletes, 187

CASE operator, 821

case sensitivity

naming conventions and, 60, 595-596
options, 1039
scope column contents, 722
SQL statements, 32, 106-107
string data types, 240

CASE statement, 1030

cast functions, 833-834

cast operators, 825-826

CAST( ) function, 204, 237, 278, 833

CEILING( ) function, 835

CENTROID( ) function, 881

Certificate Authority (CA), 732

certificate files, 732

certificates, 732

--cflags option (mysql_config utility), 1071

CGI scripts

connecting to MySQL Server,
510-512

installing on Apache Web servers,
502-503

CGI.pm module, 501

escaping HTML/URL text, 506
input parameters, 504
object-oriented interface, 503-504
output generation, 504-506
passing parameters to scripts, 507-510

CHAIN clause, 950, 997

CHANGE clause, 142, 942

CHANGE MASTER statement, 771, 947-948

CHANGED option, 949

CHAR data type, 228-229, 807

CHAR( ) function, 279, 840

character classes, 829

character encoding

for mysql_real_escape_string( ) 
function (C API),Web:1151

in PHP API, 541
CHARACTER_LENGTH( ) function, 841

CHARACTER SET clause, 108, 113, 237,
240, 951, 987

character set introducers, 209

character set support, configuring, 684-685

character_set_client system variable,
211, 891

--character-set-client-handshake option
(mysqld), 1085

character_set_connection system variable,
211, 891

character_set_database system variable,
211, 891

--character-set-filesystem option (mysqld),
1085

character_set_filesystem system variable,
212, 891

character_set_results system variable,
211, 891
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--character-set-server option (mysqld), 108,
1085

character_set_server system variable,
211, 891

character_set_system system variable,
211, 892

character sets, 107-108, 207, 211

for non-binary string types, 804
specifying, 108-109, 938
system variables for, 211-213
Unicode support, 111-112
viewing current settings, 109-111

--character-sets-dir option, 1041

character_sets_dir system variable, 892

character strings. See non-binary strings

characteristic values in CREATE FUNCTION
statements, 954-955

CHARLENGTH( ) function, 210

CHARSET clause, 108, 237

_charset operator, 825

CHARSET( ) function, 209, 279, 841

CHAR_LENGTH( ) function, 803, 841

CHECK clause, 959

--check option, 761

myisamchk utility, 1053
mysqlcheck client program, 1080

CHECK TABLE statement, 758, 948-949

--check-only-changed option, 745

myisamchk utility, 1053
mysqlcheck client program, 1080

--check-upgrade option (mysqlcheck client
program), 1080

checking tables, 757-758

with CHECK TABLE statement, 758
with myisamchk utility, 760-763
with mysqlcheck utility, 759-760

--checkpoint option (mysqlhotcopy utility),
1114

CHECKSUM table option, 962

CHECKSUM TABLE statement, 950

choosing. See selecting

ChopBlanks attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1199

--chroot option

mysqld, 1085
mysqlhotcopy utility, 1114

CIPHER clause, 734, 982

class methods in DBI API for Perl,
Web:1180-Web:1185

classes (PDO), Web:1208

clear command (mysql client program),
1066

client access control, 719

scope column contents, 720-722
statement access verification, 722-724
user grant table sort order, 724

client libraries

specifying pathname for, 360,
Web:1122

SSL support in, 735
CLIENT_COMPRESS option (mysql_real_

connect( ) function), Web:1146

CLIENT_FOUND_ROWS option
(mysql_real_connect( ) function),
Web:1147

CLIENT_IGNORE_SIGPIPE option
(mysql_real_connect( ) function),
Web:1147

CLIENT_IGNORE_SPACE option
(mysql_real_connect( ) function),
Web:1147

CLIENT_INTERACTIVE option
(mysql_real_connect( ) function),
Web:1147

CLIENT_LOCAL_FILES option
(mysql_real_connect( ) function),
Web:1147

CLIENT_MULTI_RESULTS option
(mysql_real_connect( ) function), 420,
Web:1147
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CLIENT_MULTI_STATEMENTS option
(mysql_real_connect( ) function), 420,
Web:1147

CLIENT_NO_SCHEMA option
(mysql_real_connect( ) function),
Web:1147

client/server architecture, explained, 24-25

clients, enabling secure connections,
732-734

clone( ) method (DBI database-handle),
Web:1186

CLOSE statement, 1033

closeCursor( ) method (PDOStatement
object), Web:1217

closing server connections in PHP API, 533

closing tags in PHP scripts, 530

clustered indexes, 309

COALESCE( ) function, 841

COALESCE PARTITION clause, 945

code encapsulation in PHP API, 534, 539

COERCIBILITY( ) function, 841

COLLATE clause, 108, 113, 237-240, 280,
826, 951

COLLATION( ) function, 209, 280, 841

collation support, configuring, 684-685

collation_connection system variable,
212, 892

collation_database system variable,
211, 892

--collation-server option (mysqld), 108,
1085

collation_server system variable, 211, 892

collations, 207-211

for non-binary string types, 804
specifying, 108-109
system variables for, 211-213
viewing current settings, 109-111

column aliases, 69, 546, 999

column data types, specifying, 142, 217-218

column definitions in CREATE TABLE 
statements, 959-961

column identifiers, naming conventions, 217

column names, case sensitivity, 106

column prefixes, indexing, 140

column subqueries, 158

Column_name value (scope column 
contents), 721

--column-names option (mysql client 
program), 1061

column-specific privileges, 639

--column-type-info option (mysql client 
program), 1061

columnCount( ) method (PDOStatement
object), 544, Web:1217

columns

default values, specifying, 218-219
qualified column references in 

joins, 153
renaming, 143

--columns option (mysqlimport client 
program), 1117

columns_priv grant table, 710

comma joins, 153, 1001

command editing in mysql client program,
1060

command history (shells), 94-95

command line

PHP scripts from, 531
viewing database metadata, 149-150

command prompt

changes while entering statements, 31
for mysql client program, 1060

command-line arguments, processing,
375-384

commands

for mysql client program, 1066-1068
for mysqladmin utility, 1074-1076

COMMENT characteristic value, 955

COMMENT index option, 956
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COMMENT keyword, 960

COMMENT partition option, 966

COMMENT table option, 962

comments

in DBI API for Perl, 439
in SQL statements, 1033-1035

--comments option

mysql client program, 1062
mysqldump utility, 1106

commit (transactions), 175

COMMIT statement, 176, 950-951

commit( ) method

DBI database-handle,Web:1186
PDO class,Web:1212

common member interests for U.S.
Historical League example, finding,
496-497, 521-525

--compact option (mysqldump utility), 1106

--compatible option (mysqldump utility),
1106

comparison expressions, query optimization
and, 314

comparison functions, 831-833

comparison operators, 62, 267, 817-822

relative comparison operators,
subqueries with, 159-160

type conversion, 276
compiled languages, interpreted languages

versus, 352

compiling client programs, 360-363,
Web:1122-Web:1123

complete binary backups, creating, 752

complete result sets, fetching (DBI API for
Perl), 454-456

--complete-insert option (mysqldump 
utility), 1106

completion_type system variable, 892

composite indexes, 257, 309

composite SQL modes, 917

compound SQL statements, 1028

control structure statements,
1029-1031

cursor statements, 1033
declaration statements, 1031-1033

compound statements, 290-292

COMPRESS( ) function, 872

--compress option, 1040-1041

compressing dump files, 749

compression functions, 871-875

Compression status variable, 925

Com_xxx status variable, 925

CONCAT( ) function, 267, 273, 279, 842

concatenating strings, 267, 824

CONCAT_WS( ) function, 842

concurrency, 183

concurrent inserts, 332-333

CONCURRENT keyword, 986

--concurrent-insert option (mysqld), 1085

concurrent_insert system variable, 892

--config-file option (mysqld_multi shell
script), 1101

configuration options for storage 
engines, 669

configure script, 684

configuring

character set support, 684-685
Falcon storage engine, 680
full-text searches, 200
InnoDB storage engine, 674-680
multiple servers, 688-690
MyISAM storage engine, 671-673
MySQL source distributions, 785-786
PHP, 791
time zone support, 682-683

connect command (mysql client program),
1066

connect( ) method (DBI class), 439,
464-468, Web:1180-Web:1184

CONNECTION keyword, 134-135, 956, 986
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connection management functions (C API),
Web:1137-Web:1149

connection parameters

DBI API for Perl, 439, 464-468
for GRANT statement, 981
in option files, 93-94
for PDO constructor,

Web:1210-Web:1211
specifying at runtime (C API),

371-384
CONNECTION table option, 962

CONNECTION_ID( ) function, 884

connections. See also server connections

from CGI scripts, 510-512
listening for, 629-630
regaining server control without, 626
secure connections, requiring, 640-

642
SSL-encrypted connections, 731-735
TCP/IP connections to localhost,

Web:1145
Connections status variable, 925

connect_cached( ) method (DBI class),
Web:1184

connect_timeout system variable, 892

mysql client program, 1065
mysqladmin utility, 1074

console mode, 795

--console option (mysqld), 1094

CONSTRAINT clause, 187

__construct( ) method (PDO class),
Web:1209-Web:1211

constructors for PDO class, Web:1209-
Web:1211

CONTAINS( ) function, 882

control of server, regaining without 
connections, 626

control structure statements, 1029-1031

CONV( ) function, 842

CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET clause, 943

CONVERT( ) function, 210, 274, 279, 834

converting

data types, 272-276
date and time values, 276
testing/forcing type conversion,

277-280
DECIMAL columns to current 

format, 222
tables

between storage engines, 143
to four-byte utf8 character set, 112

two-digit years to four-digit years,
249-250

CONVERT_TZ( ) function, 853

cooperative locking functions, 875

copy/paste, issuing SQL statements via, 98

copying

databases
as backups, 751-754
between servers, 755-756

tables between servers, 122
--core-file option (mysqld), 1085

--core-file-size option (mysqld_safe shell
script), 1102

--correct-checksum option (myisamchk 
utility), 1053

correlated subqueries, 163

COS( ) function, 835

COT( ) function, 835

--count option

mysqladmin utility, 1073
mysqlshow utility, 1119

COUNT( ) function, 76, 81, 869

counting rows (DBI API for Perl), 452

CRC32( ) function, 836

create command (mysqladmin utility), 1074

CREATE DATABASE statement, 33-34, 113,
590, 951

CREATE EVENT statement, 299, 660,
952-953

CREATE FUNCTION statement, 292, 953-955
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CREATE INDEX statement, 138, 328,
955-956

CREATE privilege, 715

CREATE PROCEDURE statement, 292,
953-955

CREATE ROUTINE privilege, 715, 980

CREATE SERVER statement, 956-957

CREATE TABLE statement, 37, 42, 49, 53,
122, 135, 139, 217-218, 592, 680, 967

CREATE TABLESPACE statement, 680

CREATE TEMPORARY TABLES privilege, 715

CREATE TRIGGER statement, 297, 968-969

CREATE USER privilege, 713

CREATE USER statement, 631, 969

CREATE VIEW privilege, 715, 980

CREATE VIEW statement, 969

--create-options option (mysqldump utility),
1106

Created_tmp_disk_tables status 
variable, 925

Created_tmp_files status variable, 925

Created_tmp_tables status variable, 925

creating

databases, 113
foreign keys, 187-192
indexes, 137-141
tables, 122-135
temporary tables, 126-127

cron utility, 658

CROSS JOIN keyword, 1001

cross joins, 152

CROSSES( ) function, 883

CRYPT( ) function, 722

crypt( ) system call, 873

CSV storage engine, 121

CSV tables, database directory files for, 592

CURDATE( ) function, 71, 854

current database, 34

CURRENT_DATE( ) function, 854

CURRENT_TIME( ) function, 854

CURRENT_TIMESTAMP constant, 245

CURRENT_TIMESTAMP( ) function, 245, 854

CURRENT_USER( ) function, 884

cursor statements, 1033

CURTIME( ) function, 854

customizing output with MySQL 
programming, 342

D
\d command (mysql client program), 1066

-d option

myisamchk utility, 1053
mysqldump utility, 1109
mysqlimport client program, 1117

-D option

mysql client program, 1062
mysqlbinlog utility, 1077

data directory, 581

accessing, 701-702
initializing, 787-788
location of, 586
locking down, 702-706
for multiple servers, 686
permissions

editing, 703-706
viewing, 702-703

relocation of contents, 602
database relocation, 604-606
entire data directory 

relocation, 604
InnoDB shared tablespace 

relocation, 606
methods of relocation, 602-603
precautions for, 603
status and log file relocation, 607
table relocation, 606
verifying, 603-604

structure of, 587-588
access control, 588-589
database directories, 590
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database naming conventions,
593-596

performance, effect on, 597-599
status and log files, 599-602
tables, file operations for, 592-593
tables, file size constraints, 596-597
tables, storage engines for, 590-592
views and triggers, 592

DATA DIRECTORY partition option, 966

DATA DIRECTORY table option, 962

--data-file-length option (myisamchk utility),
1053

data format options

mysqldump utility, 1112
mysqlimport client program, 1118

data quoting, placeholders for (PHP API),
548-550. See also quoting

data recovery. See recovery procedures

data source formats in DBI API for Perl, 440

data source name (DSN), 532, Web:1210

data types, 203

in C API,Web:1123
accessor macros,Web:1135
non-scalar data types,

Web:1124-Web:1135
scalar data types,

Web:1123-Web:1124
changing, 142
date and time data types

ambiguous year values, 249-250
attributes of, 247-248
DATE,TIME, and DATETIME

data types, 38, 243-244
explained, 242-243, 809-811
input formats, 248-249
list of, 216
TIMESTAMP data type, 244-247
YEAR data type, 247

explained, 214-216
numeric data types

approximate-value numeric data
types, 222-223, 801-802

attributes of, 223-225
BIT data type, 223, 803
exact-value numeric data types,

221-222, 799-801
explained, 219-220, 799
INT data type, 52
list of, 215
selecting among, 225-226

query optimization and, 314, 322, 326
selecting among, 280-287
spatial data types

explained, 250-252, 811-812
list of, 216

specifying in table definitions,
217-218

string data types
attributes of, 237-240
BINARY and VARBINARY data

types, 229-230
binary strings, 805-806
BLOB and TEXT data types,

230-231
CHAR and VARCHAR data

types, 38, 228-229
ENUM and SET data types, 50,

231, 237, 809
explained, 226-228, 803-805
list of, 215
non-binary strings, 807-808
selecting among, 240-241

type conversion, 272-276
date and time values, 276
testing/forcing, 277-280

data validation, 342

data values, 203

Boolean values, 213
date and time values, 213
handling invalid values, 252-254
NULL value, 214
numeric values, 203-204
spatial values, 213
string values, 204-207

binary versus non-binary strings,
207-211
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character sets and collations, 207,
211-213

escape sequences, 205-206
data-loading operations, query optimization

in, 326-329

database browser, developing for Web,
513-517

database directories, 113, 590

DATABASE keyword, 938

database maintenance, administrator
responsibilities for, 582-583

database management systems

advantages of, 13-16
porting to MySQL, 4

--database option, 766

mysql client program, 1062
mysqlbinlog utility, 1077

database privileges, list of, 715-716

DATABASE( ) function, 885

database-handle attributes

DBI API for Perl,Web:1198-
Web:1201

PDO constants,Web:1223
database-handle methods (DBI API for Perl),

Web:1185-Web:1191

database-level privileges, 639

databases

altering, 114
backups, 746
copying between servers, 755-756
creating, 33-34, 113
DBI API for Perl, 347-349
default database

setting, 34
specifying in mysql client program,

1059
dropping, 114
importance of security for, 700
locking for read-only access, 743
metadata, 144

command line, 149-150
INFORMATION_SCHEMA

database, 147-149
SHOW statements, 145-146

moving tables between, 144
naming conventions, 26, 593-596
preventive maintenance, 737
recovery, 764
relocating, 604-606
replication, 768-770

backups with slave server, 774-775
binary logging formats, 773
establishing master-slave 

relationship, 770-773
sample database, 17
selecting, 112
terminology, 21

client/server architecture, 24-25
query language terminology, 22
structural terminology, 21-22

DATABASES keyword, 938

--databases option, 750, 759

mysqlcheck client program, 1080
mysqldump utility, 1107

--datadir option, 586

mysqld, 1085
mysqld_safe shell script, 1102
mysql_install_db shell script, 1072

datadir system variable, 586, 892

data_sources( ) method (DBI class),
Web:1185

date and time data types

ambiguous year values, 249-250
attributes of, 247-248
DATE,TIME, and DATETIME data

types, 38, 243-244
explained, 242-243, 809-811
input formats, 248-249
list of, 216
TIMESTAMP data type, 244-247
YEAR data type, 247

date and time functions, 852-867

date and time values, 213

in query results, 70-73
subtracting, 72
type conversion, 276
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DATE data type, 38, 243-244, 809

DATE( ) function, 854

DATE_ADD( ) function, 72, 279, 854

date_format system variable, 892

DATE_FORMAT( ) function, 213, 856

DATE_SUB( ) function, 72, 857

DATEDIFF( ) function, 858

DATETIME data type, 243-244, 810

datetime_format system variable, 893

DAY( ) function, 858

DAYNAME( ) function, 858

DAYOFMONTH( ) function, 71, 858

DAYOFWEEK( ) function, 858

DAYOFYEAR( ) function, 90, 859

db grant table, 710

Db value (scope column contents), 721

DBD (database driver) level (DBI API for
Perl), 347

DBI (database interface) level (DBI API for
Perl), 347

DBI API for Perl, 346-349,
Web:1177-Web:1178

attributes,Web:1198
database-handle attributes,

Web:1198-Web:1201
dynamic attributes,Web:1205
general handle attributes,

Web:1199-Web:1200
statement-handle attributes,

Web:1201,Web:1205
comments, 439
connection parameters, 439, 464-468
counting rows fetched, 452
data source formats, 440
DBI scripts,Web:1178
debugging, 468

with print statements, 468-469
with tracing, 469-471

environment variables,Web:1205

error handling, 443-446
evaluating, 350-357
fetching complete result sets, 454-456
fetching single-row results, 452-453
functions,Web:1197-Web:1198
installing

on Unix, 789-790
on Windows, 796

methods,Web:1178-Web:1180
administrative methods,

Web:1196-Web:1197
class methods,Web:1180-Web:1185
database-handle methods,

Web:1185-Web:1191
general handle methods,

Web:1195-Web:1196
statement-handle methods,

Web:1191-Web:1195
NULL values, 442, 456-457
parameter binding, 463
placeholders, 460-463
prepared statements, 462
quoting special characters, 457-460
result set metadata, 471-475
row modification statements, 446-447
row-fetching methods, 448-452
sample script, 437-442
SELECT statements in, 441
software requirements, 435
statement terminators, 441
transactions in, 475-477
U.S. Historical League example

finding common interests,
496-497, 521-525

generating directory, 478-484
generating HTML-formatted

directory, 497-500
sending renewal notices, 484-490
updating member entries, 490-496

undef values in placeholder 
arguments, 463

use statements, 439
variable names, 437,Web:1178
variables, declaring, 439
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Web application development,
500-501

Apache Web server setup, 502-503
CGI.pm module, escaping

HTML/URL text, 506
CGI.pm module, input 

parameters, 504
CGI.pm module, object-oriented

interface, 503-504
CGI.pm module, output 

generation, 504-506
CGI.pm module, passing 

parameters to scripts, 507-510
connecting to MySQL server,

510-512
database browser, 513-517
FULLTEXT index searches,

524-525
grade-keeping score browser,

517-521
pattern matching searches, 521-524
U.S. Historical League common-

interest searching, 521-525
DBI scripts, Web:1178

DBI_DRIVER environment variable,
Web:1184, Web:1205

DBI_DSN environment variable, 464,
Web:1184, Web:1205

$DBI::err variable, 444

$DBI::errstr variable, 444

DBI_PASS environment variable, 464,
Web:1184, Web:1205

DBI_TRACE environment variable, 470,
Web:1205

DBI_USER environment variable, 464,
Web:1184, Web:1205

DEALLOCATE PREPARE statement, 970

debug command (mysqladmin utility), 1074

--debug-check option, 1041

--debug-info option, 1041

--debug option, 1041

debugging in DBI API for Perl, 468. See also
troubleshooting

with print statements, 468-469
with tracing, 469-471

debugging functions (C API), Web:1175

DECIMAL data type, 219, 221-222, 801

decimal format, 203

declaration statements, 1031-1033

DECLARE statement, 1031-1033

DECLARE…CONDITION statement, 1032

DECLARE…CURSOR statement, 1032

DECLARE…HANDLER statement, 1032

declaring variables in DBI API for Perl, 439

DECODE( ) function, 872

decode_bits variable (myisamchk utility),
1057

decryption functions, 871-875

DEFAULT attribute, 225, 245

DEFAULT CHARACTER SET table option, 961

DEFAULT clause, 218-219, 1032

DEFAULT COLLATE table option, 962

default column values, specifying, 218-219

default data directory location, 586

default database

setting, 34
specifying in mysql client program,

1059
DEFAULT( ) function, 885

DEFAULT keyword, 665, 960, 984

default storage engine, changing, 670

--default-character-set option (mysqld),
213, 1041, 1085

--default-collation option (mysqld), 1085

--default-storage-engine option (mysqld),
1086

--default-table-type option (mysqld), 1086

--default-time-zone option (mysqld), 1086

default_week_format system variable, 893
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--defaults-extra-file option, 1045-1046

--defaults-file option, 1046

--defaults-group-suffix option, 1047

defined( ) method (DBI API for Perl),
456-457

DEFINER clause, 300, 952, 968-969

defragmenting tables, 324

DEGREES( ) function, 836

--delay-key-write option (mysqld), 745,
1086

delayed inserts, 255, 331-332

DELAYED keyword, 330-332, 985

--delayed-insert option (mysqldump utility),
1107

Delayed_errors status variable, 925

delayed_insert_limit system variable, 893

Delayed_insert_threads status variable, 925

delayed_insert_timeout system variable, 893

delayed_queue_size system variable,
665, 893

Delayed_writes status variable, 925

delay_key_write system variable, 893

DELAY_KEY_WRITE table option, 327, 962

DELETE privilege, 715

--delete option (mysqlimport client 
program), 1117

DELETE statement, 91-93, 970-971

cascading deletes, 187
multiple-table deletes, 173-174

--delete-master-logs option (mysqldump
utility), 1107

deleting. See also removing

all rows individually, 260
anonymous accounts, 615
rows, 91-93

delimiter command (mysql client program),
1029, 1066

--delimiter option (mysql client program),
1062

delimiters, redefining, 291, 1029

dependencies, PHP on C API, 528

deprecated SQL statements, list of, 937

DES_DECRYPT( ) function, 872

DES_ENCRYPT( ) function, 872

DES_KEY_FILE flush option, 977

--des-key-file option (mysqld), 1086

DESC keyword, 65

DESCRIBE statement, 40, 145, 971

--description option (myisamchk utility),
1053

DETERMINISTIC characteristic value, 954

development releases, testing, 697

development time, evaluating APIs,
354, 356

DIMENSION( ) function, 879

directory for U.S. Historical League example

generating, 478-484
generating HTML-formatted 

directory, 497-500
directory locations for PHP scripts, 529

dirty reads, 181

DISABLE KEYS clause, 328, 943

--disable-keys option (mysqldump utility),
1107

--disable-log-bin option (mysqlbinlog utility),
1077

disabling

LOCAL capability, 681
options, 1039

DISCARD TABLESPACE clause, 943

disconnect( ) method (DBI database-handle),
Web:1186

--disconnect-slave-event-count option
(mysqld), 1097

DISJOINT( ) function, 882

display size for integer values, 221

DISTANCE( ) function, 883

DISTINCT keyword, 76, 566, 868-869, 998,
1026
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DISTINCTROW keyword, 998

distributions. See binary distributions

division operator, 817

div_precision_increment system 
variable, 893

DO clause, 299, 952, 972

do( ) method (DBI database-handle),
446-447, Web:1186

DOUBLE data type, 219, 222-223, 226, 802

DOUBLE PRECISION data type, 222

DROP clause, 943

drop command (mysqladmin utility), 1074

DROP DATABASE statement, 114, 590, 972

DROP DEFAULT clause, 942

DROP EVENT statement, 973

DROP FOREIGN KEY clause, 943

DROP FUNCTION statement, 973

DROP INDEX statement, 141, 328, 943, 973

DROP KEY clause, 943

DROP PARTITION clause, 945

DROP PRIMARY KEY clause, 943

DROP privilege, 715

DROP PROCEDURE statement, 973

DROP SERVER statement, 973

DROP TABLE statement, 135-136, 593, 973

DROP TRIGGER statement, 974

DROP USER statement, 615, 631, 974

DROP VIEW statement, 974

dropping

databases, 114
indexes, 141, 328
tables, 135-136

--dryrun option (mysqlhotcopy utility), 1114

DSN (data source name), 532, Web:1210

DUAL pseudo-table, 998

dump files, 748-755

--dump-date option (mysqldump utility),
1107

dump_results( ) method (DBI statement-
handle), Web:1192

--dump-slave option (mysqldump utility),
1107

duplicate rows in UNION statement 
results, 167

dynamic attributes in DBI API for Perl,
Web:1205

E
\e command (mysql client program), 1067

-e option

myisamchk utility, 1054
mysql client program, 1062-1065
mysqlcheck client program, 1080
mysqldump utility, 1107

-E option (mysqladmin utility), 1073

edit command (mysql client program), 1067

editing permissions, 703-706

ego command (mysql client program), 1067

ELSE clause, 1030

ELSEIF clause, 1030

ELT( ) function, 831

--embedded option (mysql_config utility),
1071

embedded server library, 25

C API, 416
producing executable binary,

419-420
writing embedded server 

applications, 416-417
--embedded-libs option (mysql_config 

utility), 1071

ENABLE KEYS clause, 328, 944

--enable-locking option (mysqld), 1086

--enable-named-pipe option (mysqld), 1094

--enable-pstack option (mysqld), 1086

enabling

auto-recovery, 744-745
LOCAL capability, 681
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logs, 646
options, 1039
secure client connections, 732-734
secure server connections, 732

ENCLOSED BY option, 988

ENCODE( ) function, 873

encoding strings (C API), 405-407

ENCRYPT( ) function, 873

encryption

of passwords in user grant table, 722
SSL-encrypted connections, 731-735

encryption functions, 871, 875

ENDPOINT( ) function, 880

end_html( ) function (CGI.pm module), 505

ENGINE clause, 50, 123-124, 592, 962

ENUM data type, 50, 228, 231, 237, 809

ENVELOPE( ) function, 880

environment variables, 1049, 1051

in connect( ) method (DBI class),
Web:1184

in DBI API for Perl,Web:1205
equality operator, 818

EQUALS( ) function, 882

err attribute (DBI API for Perl), Web:1205

err( ) method (DBI handles), Web:1195

--err-log option (mysqld_safe shell script),
1102

error handling, 367

C API, 367-370
DBI API for Perl, 443-446
MySQL programming, 343-344
PHP API, 533, 550-552,Web:1222

error log, 600, 645, 648

on multiple servers, 688
on Unix, 648-649
on Windows, 649

error messages

language, selecting, 684
suppressing in PHP API, 552

error-reporting functions (C API), Web:1149,
Web:1165-Web:1166

errorCode( ) method

PDO class, 550,Web:1212
PDOStatement object,Web:1217

errorInfo( ) method

PDO class, 550,Web:1212
PDOStatement object,Web:1218

error_count system variable, 922

ERROR_FOR_DIVISION_BY_ZERO mode,
253, 914

errstr attribute (DBI API for Perl), Web:1205

errstr( ) method (DBI handles), Web:1195

escape characters, 827

escape sequences, 830

in LOAD DATA statement, 987
in option files, 1048
for strings, 205-206

escape( ) function (CGI.pm module), 506

ESCAPED BY option, 988

escapeHTML( ) function (CGI.pm module),
506

escaping HTML/URL text (CGI.pm module),
506

evaluating APIs, 350-357

--event option, 751

EVENT privilege, 716, 980

event scheduler, 298-300

event_scheduler system variable, 893

events, 298-300

--events option (mysqldump utility), 1107

EVERY clause, 299

exact-value numeric data types, 203-204,
219, 221-222, 799-801

example C client programs, finding, 360

example database. See sample database

--example option (mysqld_multi shell
script), 1101

EXAMPLE storage engine, 121
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exceptions. See error handling

exclusive-OR operator, 823

exec( ) method (PDO class), 543, Web:1212

executable binary for embedded-server
applications, producing, 419-420

--execute option (mysql client program),
1062

EXECUTE privilege, 716

EXECUTE statement, 975

execute( ) method

DBI statement-handle, 441,Web:1192
PDOStatement object, 543,Web:1218

execute_array( ) method (DBI statement-
handle), Web:1192

executing

Perl scripts, 436
scripts, 98-100
SQL statements in PDO, 543-547

execution environment, evaluating APIs,
351-352

EXISTS operator, subqueries with, 162

exit command (mysql client program), 1067

--exit-info option (mysqld), 1086

EXP( ) function, 836

expiration methods of logs, 653-654

automating, 658-659
log replication, 657-658
log rotation, 654-657
log table expiration/rotation, 659

expire_logs_days system variable, 894

EXPLAIN statement, 40, 145, 312-313, 316,
322, 972, 975, 977

explicit data types, 201

explicit type conversion, 272

EXPORT_SET( ) function, 843

expressions

comparison expressions, query 
optimization and, 314

explained, 264-266

NULL values in, 271-272
operators

precedence, 271
types of, 266-270

--extend-check option (myisamchk utility),
761, 1054

EXTENDED option, 949, 975, 994

--extended option (mysqlcheck client 
program), 1080

--extended-insert option (mysqldump 
utility), 751, 1107

extended-status command (mysqladmin 
utility), 1074

EXTERIORRING( ) function, 881

external locking, 740

external security, 699, 709

client access control, 719
scope column contents, 720-722
statement access verification,

722-724
user grant table sort order, 724

example scenario, 724-728
grant tables

administrative privileges, list of,
713-715

database and table privileges, list of,
715-716

privilege columns, 713
representation of privileges in, 717
resource management columns,

718-719
scope-of-access columns, 712
SSL-related columns, 717-718
structure of, 709-712

grant tables, cautions concerning,
728-731

external support for programming lan-
guages, 356

--external-locking option (mysqld), 1086

EXTRACT( ) function, 859

EXTRACTVALUE( ) function, 883
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F
-F option

myisamchk utility, 1054
mysqlcheck client program,

1080-1081
mysqldump utility, 1108

-f option

myisampack utility, 1058
mysql client program, 1062
mysqladmin utility, 1073
mysqlbinlog utility, 1077
mysqlimport client program, 1117

Falcon log, 647

Falcon storage engine, 120

auto-recovery, 744
configuring, 680
for multiple servers, 688

Falcon tables

backups of, 754-755
database directory files for, 592
file size constraints, 597

falcon_page_size system variable, 680

falcon_serial_log_dir system variable, 680

FALSE constant, 213

FAST option, 949

--fast option

myisamchk utility, 1054
mysqlcheck client program, 1080

FEDERATED storage engine, 120

FEDERATED tables, 134-135, 592

fetch mode in PDO, setting, 545

FETCH statement, 1033

fetch( ) method, 448

PHP API, 541
DBI statement-handle,Web:1193
PDOStatement object, 544-545,

Web:1218
fetch-mode values (PDO constants),

Web:1223

fetchAll( ) method (PDOStatement object),
546, Web:1218

fetchall_arrayref( ) method (DBI statement-
handle), 455, Web:1193

fetchall_hashref( ) method (DBI statement-
handle), Web:1193

fetchColumn( ) method (PDOStatement
object), 544, Web:1219

FetchHashKeyName attribute (DBI API for
Perl), Web:1199

fetching rows (DBI API for Perl), 448-452

complete result sets, 454-456
counting as fetching, 452
single-row results, 452-453

fetchObject( ) method (PDOStatement
object), Web:1219

fetchrow_array( ) method (DBI statement-
handle), 442, 448, Web:1194

fetchrow_arrayref( ) method (DBI statement-
handle), 450, Web:1194

fetchrow_hashref( ) method (DBI statement-
handle), 450, Web:1194

FIELD( ) function, 831

fields, hidden fields in PHP API, 568, 570

FIELDS clause, 988

--fields-enclosed-by option

mysqldump utility, 1112
mysqlimport client program, 1118

--fields-escaped-by option

mysqldump utility, 1112
mysqlimport client program, 1118

--fields-optionally-enclosed-by option

mysqldump utility, 1112
mysqlimport client program, 1118

--fields-terminated-by option

mysqldump utility, 1112
mysqlimport client program, 1118

file descriptors, reserving, 909

file operations for tables, 592-593

FILE privilege, 713, 729-730

file size constraints on tables, 596-597

filename suffixes for PHP scripts, 528

filenames, case sensitivity, 106
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files

associated with tables, 117-118
inserting rows from, 56-57
of SQL statements, 33

filesystem access, 699. See also data
directory

option files, locking down, 707-708
types of files to protect, 700-701
Unix socket file, locking down,

706-707
FIND_IN_SET( ) function, 843

finish( ) method (DBI statement-handle),
442, 453, Web:1194

--first-slave option (mysqldump utility),
1108

--fix-db-names option (mysqlcheck client
program), 1080

--fix-table-names option (mysqlcheck client
program), 1081

FIXED data type, 221

fixed-length string data types, 228

fixed-point data types, 801

fixed-size files, changing auto-extending files
to, 678

flags. See options

flags member values (MYSQL_FIELD 
structure), list of, Web:1127

FLOAT data type, 219, 222-223, 226,
801-802

floating-point data types, 203, 219,
222-223, 801-802

FLOOR( ) function, 278, 836

flow control with MySQL programming,
343-344

FLUSH HOSTS statement, 905

FLUSH LOGS statement, 647

--flush option (mysqld), 1087

FLUSH PRIVILEGES statement, 614,
628, 723

FLUSH statement, 977-978

flush system variable, 894

FLUSH TABLE statement, 741

FLUSH TABLES statement, 327, 603, 743

FLUSH USER_RESOURCES statement, 643

Flush_commands status variable, 925

flush-hosts command (mysqladmin utility),
1074

flush-logs command (mysqladmin utility),
1074

--flush-logs option (mysqldump utility), 751,
1108

flush-privileges command (mysqladmin 
utility), 1074

--flush-privileges option (mysqldump utility),
1108

flush-status command (mysqladmin utility),
1075

flush-tables command (mysqladmin utility),
1075

flush-threads command (mysqladmin utility),
1075

flush_time system variable, 894

flushing

grant tables, 723
indexes, 327-328
logs, 647

--flushlog option (mysqlhotcopy utility),
1115

font tables, 482

FOR clause, 1005

FOR JOIN clause, 1000

FOR UPDATE clause, 1003

FOR UPGRADE option, 949

FORCE INDEX clause, 313, 1000

--force option, 762

myisamchk utility, 1054
myisampack utility, 1058
mysql client program, 1062
mysqladmin utility, 1073
mysqlcheck client program, 1081
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mysqldump utility, 1108
mysqlimport client program, 1117
mysql_install_db shell script, 1072

--force-if-open option (mysqlbinlog utility),
1077

--force-read option (mysqlbinlog utility),
1077

forcing type conversion, 277, 280

FOREIGN KEY clause, 52, 187, 959

foreign key support in CREATE TABLE 
statements, 964

foreign_key_checks system variable, 922

foreign keys, 50, 185-186

creating, 187-192
explained, 53
referential integrity without, 192-193

forgotten passwords, 627

format files, 117, 762

format specifiers for dates/times, 856

FORMAT( ) function, 843

format-conversion functions (spatial values),
877-879

formats

for binary logs, 773
for spatial values, 877

formatting, 342

FOUND_ROWS( ) function, 885

fractions, rounding, 219

FROM clause, 58, 163, 999-1000,
1007-1009

FROM_DAYS( ) function, 859

FROM_UNIXTIME( ) function, 859

ft_boolean_syntax system variable, 894

ft_max_word_len system variable, 894,
1057

ft_min_word_len system variable, 894, 1057

ft_query_expansion_limit system 
variable, 894

ft_stopword_file system variable, 894, 1057

FULL keyword, 239

full-text searches, 194-195, 846

Boolean mode full-text searches,
197-199

configuring, 200
DBI API for Perl, 524-525
natural language full-text searches,

196-197
query expansion full-text 

searches, 199
system variables, 894

FULLTEXT clause, 960, 955

FULLTEXT indexes, 137, 194-195, 1052

func( ) method (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1196-Web:1197

functions, 830

advisory locking functions, 875-876
in C API,Web:1136

administrative routines,
Web:1173-Web:1175

connection management routines,
Web:1137-Web:1149

debugging routines,Web:1175
error-reporting routines,Web:1149
information routines,

Web:1161-Web:1164
initialization and termination 

routines,Web:1136-Web:1137
multiple result set routines,

Web:1164
prepared statement routines,

Web:1165-Web:1173
result set processing routines,

Web:1152-Web:1161
statement construction 

and execution routines,
Web:1150-Web:1152

threaded client routines,Web:1175
transaction control routines,

Web:1164
case sensitivity, 106
cast functions, 833-834
comparison functions, 831-833
date and time functions, 852-867
in DBI API for Perl,

Web:1197-Web:1198
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in include files (PHP API), 534-539
miscellaneous functions, 883-888
numeric functions, 834-839
security functions, 871-875
spatial functions, 877

format-conversion functions,
877-879

property functions, 879-881
relationship functions, 882-883

stored functions, 292-295
string functions, 840-852
summary functions, 868-871
XML functions, 883

G
\G command (mysql client program), 31,

1067

-G option (mysql client program), 1062-1063

-g option (mysqlcheck client program), 1080

--gdb option (mysqld), 1087

general handle attributes in DBI API for Perl,
Web:1199-Web:1200

general handle methods in DBI API for Perl,
Web:1195-Web:1196

general query log, 600, 645, 649

--general-log option (mysqld), 1087

general_log system variable, 895

general_log_file system variable, 895

GEOMCOLLFROMTEXT( ) function, 878

GEOMCOLLFROMWKB( ) function, 877

geometries. See spatial function

GEOMETRY data type, 812

GEOMETRYCOLLECTION data type, 812

GEOMETRYCOLLECTIONFROMTEXT( ) 
function, 878

GEOMETRYCOLLECTIONFROMWKB( ) 
function, 877

GEOMETRYFROMTEXT( ) function, 878

GEOMETRYFROMWKB( ) function, 877

GEOMETRYN( ) function, 881

GEOMETRYTYPE( ) function, 880

GEOMFROMTEXT( ) function, 878

GEOMFROMWKB( ) function, 877

getAttribute( ) method

PDO class,Web:1213
PDOStatement object,Web:1219

getAvailableDrivers( ) method (PDO class),
Web:1213

getCode( ) method (PDOException object),
551, Web:1222

getColumnMeta( ) method (PDOStatement
object), Web:1219

GETLOCK( ) function, 876

getMessage( ) method (PDOException
object), 551, Web:1222

Getopt module, command-line options, 467

GET_FORMAT( ) function, 859

get_info( ) method (DBI database-handle),
Web:1187

GET_LOCK( ) function, 875-876

GLENGTH( ) function, 880-881

GLOBAL keyword, 663, 668, 673, 1006

global option files, 1046

global privileges, 638

global variables, 661

displaying value of, 890
setting, 1004

go command (mysql client program), 1067

grade-keeping example

displaying scores in browser, 517-521
entering/editing scores online,

552-565
objectives of, 20
table creation, 42-53

GRANT OPTION privilege, 642, 644, 714,
729, 981-982

GRANT statement, 631, 634, 643, 983

enabling privilege administration, 642
requiring secure connections, 640-642
resource consumption limitations,

642-643
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revoking privileges, 644
types of privileges, 636-640
USAGE privilege, 640

grant tables

administrative privileges, list of,
713-715

cautions concerning, 728-731
database and table privileges, list of,

715-716
example scenario, 724-728
flushing, 723
initial account passwords, setting,

610-615
initializing, 787-788
list of, 630
password encryption in, 722
privilege columns, 713
representation of privileges in, 717
resource management columns,

718-719
scope-of-access columns, 712,

720-722
sort order, 724
SSL-related columns, 717-718
structure of, 709-712

GRANT USAGE ON statement, 734

GRANT USAGE statement, 645

granting privileges, 634-643

enabling privilege administration, 642
requiring secure connections, 640-642
resource consumption limitations,

642-643
types of privileges, 636-640
USAGE privilege, 640

greater than (>) operator, 820

greater than or equal to (>=) operator, 820

GREATEST( ) function, 831

GROUP BY clause, 78, 1001

GROUP_CONCAT( ) function, 869

group_concat_max_len system variable, 895

grouping operators, 815

groups in option files, 1047

H
\h command (mysql client program), 1067

-h option (mysqld), 1042, 1085

-H option

mysql client program, 1062
mysqlbinlog utility, 1077

handle_options( ) function, 375-384

HandleError attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1199

handler conditions in DECLARE statements,
1032

HANDLER statement, 983-984

Handler_commit status variable, 925

Handler_delete status variable, 925

Handler_discover status variable, 926

Handler_prepare status variable, 926

Handler_read_first status variable, 926

Handler_read_key status variable, 926

Handler_read_next status variable, 926

Handler_read_prev status variable, 926

Handler_read_rnd status variable, 926

Handler_read_rnd_next status variable, 926

Handler_rollback status variable, 926

Handler_savepoint status variable, 926

Handler_savepoint_rollback status 
variable, 926

Handler_update status variable, 926

Handler_write status variable, 926

handles (DBI API for Perl), 437

hardware optimizations, 339-340

hash argument in DBI API for Perl methods,
Web:1179

HASH( ) function, 966

HASH indexes, 138-139, 310

hash partitioning, 133

have_compress system variable, 895

have_crypt system variable, 895
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have_dynamic_loading system variable, 895

have_engine_name system variable , 895

have_geometry system variable, 895

have_openssl system variable, 895

have_query_cache system variable, 895

have_raid system variable, 896

have_rtree_keys system variable, 896

have_ssl system variable, 896

have_symlink system variable, 896

HAVING clause, 81, 1002

header files

list of, 364
specifying pathname for, 360,

Web:1122
header( ) function (CGI.pm module), 505

HEAP storage engine, 119

help, 4, 780

help command (mysql client program), 1067

help message for MySQL programs,
1038-1039

--help option, 763, 1038, 1041

HEX( ) function, 279, 843

--hex-blob option (mysqldump utility), 1108

hexadecimal constants, type conversion 
and, 274

hexadecimal format, 203

hexadecimal notation for string values, 206

--hexdump option (mysqlbinlog utility),
1077

hidden fields in PHP API, 568-570

HIGH_NOT_PRECEDENCE SQL mode,
815, 914

HIGH_PRIORITY select option, 330-331,
985, 998

hints

for MySQL query optimizer, 313
in SELECT statements, 1000

Historical League. See U.S. Historical League
example

history file for mysql client program 
statements, 1060

history lists (shells), 94-95

history of MySQL, 1

host grant table, 710

--host option, 1042

Host value (scope column contents),
720-721

hostname, specifying

in account names, 634
for server connections, 28

hostname specifiers

patterns in, 728
wildcard characters in, 633

hostname system variable, 896

HOSTS flush option, 977

HOUR( ) function, 860

HTML

in PHP scripts, 529-531
XHTML versus, 505

--html option (mysql client program), 1062

HTML text, escaping, 506

HTML-formatted directory for U.S. Historical
League example, generating, 497-500

htmlspecialchars( ) function (PHP API), 541

I
-i option

myisamchk utility, 1054
mysql client program, 1062
mysqladmin utility, 1073
mysqldump utility, 1106
mysqlimport client program, 1117
mysqlshow utility, 1119

--i-am-a-dummy option (mysql client 
program), 1062

identically-equal-to operator (===),
PHP API, 547
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IDENTIFIED BY clause, 632, 635, 645,
969, 981

identifiers. See naming conventions

identity system variable, 922

IF EXISTS clause, 135, 972-974

IF NOT EXISTS clause, 113, 125, 951, 959

IF statement, 1030

IF( ) function, 66, 832

IFNULL( ) function, 832

IGNORE INDEX clause, 313, 1000

IGNORE keyword, 254, 939, 971, 985, 987,
1028

IGNORE LINES clause, 989

--ignore option (mysqlimport client 
program), 1117

--ignore-lines option (mysqlimport client
program), 1117

IGNORE_SPACE SQL mode, 830, 915

--ignore-spaces option (mysql client 
program), 1062

--ignore-table option (mysqldump utility),
1108

image data (C API), 407-409

implicit data types, 201

implicit default values for columns, 218

implicit type conversion, 272

implicitly committing transactions, 178

IMPORT TABLESPACE clause, 944

IN clause, 954, 1007

IN parameter, 295-296

IN( ) operator, 63, 160-161, 821

include directives in option files, 1049

include files (PHP API), 534-539

--include option (mysql_config utility), 1071

--include-master-host-port option 
(mysqldump utility), 1108

include_path configuration setting 
(PHP API), 535

INDEX clause, 960

index definitions in CREATE TABLE state-
ments, 959-961

INDEX DIRECTORY table option, 962

index files, regenerating, 762

index hints in SELECT statements, 1000

INDEX privilege, 716

index types, selecting, 310

indexed sequential access method, 50

indexes. See also indexing

case sensitivity, 106
composite indexes for multiple

sequences, 257
creating, 137-141
dropping, 141
dropping and rebuilding, 328
flushing, 327-328
FULLTEXT indexes, 194-195, 1052
numbering, determining, 1053
storage engine characteristics, 136-137

indexing, 304. See also indexes

analyzing tables, 313
benefits of, 304-307
BLOB and TEXT data types, 230
costs of, 307-308
selecting columns to index, 308-311
synthetic indexes, 325

individual InnoDB tablespaces, 679

INET_ATON( ) function, 885

INET_NTOA( ) function, 886

information functions (C API),
Web:1161-Web:1164

--information option (myisamchk utility),
1054

INFORMATION_SCHEMA database, 147-149

initialization functions (C API),
Web:1136-Web:1137

initializing data directory and grant tables,
787-788

--init-connect option (mysqld), 1087

init_connect system variable, 896
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--init-file option (mysqld), 1087

init_file system variable, 896

--init-rpl-role option (mysqld), 1097

--init-slave option (mysqld), 1097

init_slave system variable, 896

INNER JOIN keyword, 1001

inner joins, 84, 152-153

Innobase storage engine. See InnoDB
storage engine

InnoDB auto-recovery, troubleshooting,
767-768

InnoDB Hot Backup, 754

InnoDB log, 647

--innodb option (mysqld), 1095

InnoDB options for mysqld, 1095-1096

InnoDB shared tablespace, relocating, 606

InnoDB storage engine, 119

auto-recovery, 744
configuring, 674-680
foreign key support, 186
for multiple servers, 688
status variables, 930-933
system variables, 896

InnoDB tables

AUTO_INCREMENT attribute 
in, 259

backups of, 754-755
checking/repairing, 758
database directory files for, 591
explained, 50
file size constraints, 596
index types, 310
indexing of, 306
removing, 590
table locking and concurrency, 333

innodb_adaptive_hash_index system 
variable, 896

innodb_additional_mem_pool_size system
variable, 896

--innodb_autoextend_increment option
(mysqld), 1095

innodb_autoextend_increment system 
variable, 676, 897

innodb_buffer_pool_awe_mem_mb system
variable, 897

Innodb_buffer_pool_pages_data status 
variable, 930

Innodb_buffer_pool_pages_dirty status 
variable, 930

Innodb_buffer_pool_pages_flushed status
variable, 930

Innodb_buffer_pool_pages_free status 
variable, 930

Innodb_buffer_pool_pages_latched status
variable, 930

Innodb_buffer_pool_pages_misc status 
variable, 930

Innodb_buffer_pool_pages_total status 
variable, 930

Innodb_buffer_pool_reads status 
variable, 931

Innodb_buffer_pool_read_ahead_rnd status
variable, 931

Innodb_buffer_pool_read_ahead_seq status
variable, 931

Innodb_buffer_pool_read_requests status
variable, 931

innodb_buffer_pool_size system variable,
679, 897

Innodb_buffer_pool_wait_free status 
variable, 931

Innodb_buffer_pool_write_requests status
variable, 931

innodb_checksums system variable, 897

innodb_commit_concurrency system 
variable, 897

innodb_concurrency_tickets system 
variable, 897

--innodb_data_file_path option (mysqld),
1095

innodb_data_file_path system variable,
674, 897
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Innodb_data_fsyncs status variable, 931

--innodb_data_home_dir option (mysqld),
1095

innodb_data_home_dir system variable,
674, 897

Innodb_data_pending_fsyncs status 
variable, 931

Innodb_data_pending_reads status 
variable, 931

Innodb_data_pending_writes status 
variable, 931

Innodb_data_read status variable, 931

Innodb_data_reads status variable, 931

Innodb_data_writes status variable, 931

Innodb_data_written status variable, 931

Innodb_dblwr_pages_written status 
variable, 931

Innodb_dblwr_writes status variable, 932

innodb_doublewrite system variable, 897

--innodb_fast_shutdown option (mysqld),
1095

innodb_fast_shutdown system variable, 897

innodb_file_io_threads system variable, 898

--innodb_file_per_table option (mysqld),
1095

innodb_file_per_table system variable, 898

--innodb_flush_log_at_trx_commit option
(mysqld), 1096

innodb_flush_log_at_trx_commit system
variable, 898

innodb_flush_method system variable, 898

innodb_force_recovery system variable,
767, 898

innodb_locks_unsafe_for_binlog system 
variable, 899

innodb_lock_wait_timeout system 
variable, 898

--innodb_log_archive option (mysqld), 1096

innodb_log_archive system variable, 899

--innodb_log_arch_dir option (mysqld),
1096

innodb_log_arch_dir system variable, 899

innodb_log_buffer_size system variable,
679, 899

innodb_log_files_in_group system variable,
680, 899

innodb_log_file_size system variable,
680, 899

--innodb_log_group_home_dir option
(mysqld), 1096

innodb_log_group_home_dir system 
variable, 679, 899

Innodb_log_waits status variable, 932

Innodb_log_writes status variable, 932

Innodb_log_write_requests status 
variable, 932

--innodb_max_dirty_pages_pct option
(mysqld), 1096

innodb_max_purge_lag system variable, 900

innodb_mirrored_log_groups system 
variable, 900

innodb_open_files system variable, 900

Innodb_os_log_fsyncs status variable, 932

Innodb_os_log_pending_fsyncs status 
variable, 932

Innodb_os_log_pending_writes status 
variable, 932

Innodb_os_log_written status variable, 932

Innodb_pages_created status variable, 932

Innodb_pages_read status variable, 932

Innodb_pages_written status variable, 932

Innodb_page_size status variable, 932

innodb_rollback_on_timeout system 
variable, 900

Innodb_rows_deleted status variable, 933

Innodb_rows_inserted status variable, 933

Innodb_rows_read status variable, 933

Innodb_rows_updated status variable, 933
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Innodb_row_lock_current_waits status 
variable, 932

Innodb_row_lock_time status variable, 932

Innodb_row_lock_time_avg status 
variable, 932

Innodb_row_lock_time_max status 
variable, 933

Innodb_row_lock_waits status variable, 933

--innodb_safe_binlog option (mysqld), 1096

--innodb_status_file option (mysqld), 1096

innodb_support_xa system variable, 900

innodb_sync_spin_loops system 
variable, 900

innodb_table_locks system variable, 900

innodb_thread_concurrency system 
variable, 901

innodb_thread_sleep_delay system 
variable, 901

INOUT parameter, 295-296, 954

input buffer_type values (MYSQL_BIND 
structure), Web:1133

input formats for date and time data types,
248-249

input generation with MySQL programming,
342

input handling with MySQL programming,
341

input line editor, 96, 98

input parameters

CGI.pm module, 504
in PHP API, 554-555

input validation, 342, 494

INSERT DELAYED statement, 255, 331-332,
665, 893

INSERT privilege, 716

INSERT statement, 54-56, 326, 984-985

INSERT( ) function, 844

insert_id system variable, 922

--insert-ignore option (mysqldump utility),
1108

INSERT_METHOD table option, 963

inserting rows, 53-57

inserts, concurrent, 332-333

install_driver( ) method (DBI class),
Web:1185

--install option (mysqld), 1094

--install-manual option (mysqld), 1095

installation packages

installing, 783-786
obtaining, 778-780

installed_drivers( ) method (DBI class),
Web:1185

installing

Apache server
on Unix, 790-792
on Windows, 796

CGI scripts on Apache Web servers,
502-503

DBI API for Perl
on Unix, 789-790
on Windows, 796

MySQL
on Unix, 780-789
on Windows, 792-796

mysqld, 1083
PHP

on Unix, 790-792
on Windows, 796

sampdb sample database distribution,
777-778

security measures for, 610-616
setting account passwords, 610-615
setting additional server 

passwords, 615
INSTR( ) function, 844

INT data type, 52, 221, 226, 800

INTEGER data type, 221

integer data types, 219, 221-222, 799, 801

integer division operator, 817

integers, decimal versus hexadecimal 
format, 203

integration, 344
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interactive mode for mysql client program,
1059

interactive online quiz for U.S. Historical
League example, creating, 565-570

interactive statement-execution sample 
program (C API), 409-410

interactive_timeout system variable, 901

interfaces, PHP with MySQL, 528

INTERIORRING( ) function, 881

internal format

converting
to Well-Known Binary format, 879
Well-Known Binary format to, 877
to Well-Known Text format, 879
Well-Known Text format to, 878

for spatial values, 877
internal locking, 740

of all databases, 743
of individual tables, 740-743

internal security, 699

data directory, access to, 701-702
data directory, locking down, 702-706
option files, locking down, 707-708
types of files to protect, 700-701
Unix socket file, locking down,

706-707
internationalization, 681

character set support, configuring,
684-685

error message language, selecting, 684
time zone support, configuring,

682-683
interpreted languages, compiled languages

versus, 352

intersection operator, 823

INTERSECTS( ) function, 882

INTERVAL clause, 854, 858

INTERVAL operator, 279

interval specifiers, 854

INTERVAL( ) function, 832

INTO clause, 1002-1003

INTO DUMPFILE clause, 1002

INTO OUTFILE clause, 1002

introducer notation, 209

introducers, 825

invalid data values, handling, 252-254

inversion operator, 823

INVOKER keyword, 300

IO_THREAD slave option, 1025

IP numbers, as hostnames, 633

IS FALSE operator, 822

IS NOT NULL operator, 64, 822

IS NULL operator, 64, 822

IS TRUE operator, 822

IS UNKNOWN operator, 822

IS_BLOB( ) accessor macro (C API),
Web:1136

IS_FREE_LOCK( ) function, 876

IS_NOT_NULL( ) accessor macro (C API),
Web:1136

is_null( ) function (PHP API), 547

IS_NUM( ) accessor macro (C API),
Web:1135

IS_PRI_KEY( ) accessor macro (C API),
Web:1135

IS_USED_LOCK( ) function, 876

ISAM (indexed sequential access 
method), 50

ISAM log, 647

--isam option (mysqld), 1087

ISCLOSED( ) function, 880-881

ISEMPTY( ) function, 880

ISNULL( ) function, 833

isolation levels (transactions), 180-182

ISRING( ) function, 881

isset( ) function (PHP API), 547

ISSIMPLE( ) function, 880

ISSUER clause, 734, 982

ITERATE statement, 1030
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J–K
-j option

myisampack utility, 1059
mysqlbinlog utility, 1077

JOIN keyword, 1001

--join option (myisampack utility), 1059

joins, 84, 90, 150-151

benefits of indexing for, 306
cross joins, 152
forcing order of, 313
inner joins, 152-153
left and right outer joins, 154-158
qualified column references, 153
query optimization, 315
rewriting subqueries as, 164-165
in SELECT statements, 1001
self-joins, 153

join_buffer_size system variable, 667, 901

-k option

myisamchk utility, 1054
mysqlshow utility, 1119

-K option (mysqldump utility), 1107

keep_files_on_create system variable, 901

--keepold option (mysqlhotcopy utility),
1115

key caches, 336-337, 671

KEY clause, 960

key files, 732

KEY( ) function, 966

Key_blocks_not_flushed status variable, 927

Key_blocks_unused status variable, 927

Key_blocks_used status variable, 927

KEY_BLOCK_SIZE index option, 956

KEY_BLOCK_SIZE table option, 963

--key_buffer_size option, 763

key_buffer_size system variable, 661,
671-672, 901, 1057

key_cache_age_threshold system variable,
673, 901

key_cache_block_size system variable, 672,
902, 1057

key_cache_limit system variable, 672, 902

Key_reads status variable, 927

Key_read_requests status variable, 927

Key_writes status variable, 927

Key_write_requests status variable, 927

--keys option (mysqlshow utility), 1119

--keys-used option (myisamchk utility),
1054

keywords

case sensitivity, 106
in column definitions, 959

kill command (mysqladmin utility), 1075

KILL statement, 986

L
-L option

mysql client program, 1065
mysqld, 1087
mysqlimport client program,

1117-1118
-l option

mysqlbinlog utility, 1077
mysqldump utility, 1108

labels for control structure statements, 1029

--language option (mysqld), 1087

LANGUAGE SQL characteristic value, 954

language system variable, 902

languages for error messages,
selecting, 684

large_files_support system variable, 902

--large-pages option (mysqld), 1087

large_pages system variable, 902

large_page_size system variable, 902

LAST_DAY( ) function, 861

last_insert_id system variable, 922

LAST_INSERT_ID( ) function, 255, 262,
264, 886
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Last_query_cost status variable, 927

lastInsertId( ) method (PDO class),
Web:1213

--lc-time-names option (mysqld), 1087

lc_time_names system variable, 902

LCASE( ) function, 844

--ldata option (mysql_install_db shell
script), 1072

League. See U.S. Historical League example

LEAST( ) function, 833

LEAVE statement, 1031

--ledir option (mysqld_safe shell script),
1103

LEFT JOIN keyword, 1001

left joins, 87, 154-158

LEFT OUTER JOIN keyword, 1001

LEFT( ) function, 844

leftmost prefixes, 309

length of strings, determining, 210

LENGTH( ) function, 210, 803, 844

less than (<) operator, 819

less than or equal to (<=) operator, 820

LEVEL clause, 852

libmysqld, 416, 625

producing executable binary, 419-420
writing embedded server applications,

416-417
--libmysqld-libs option (mysql_config utili-

ty), 1071

library files, 534

--libs option (mysql_config utility), 1071

--libs_r option (mysql_config utility), 1071

license system variable, 902

LIKE clause, 145, 662, 668, 959, 964,
1007-1011, 1021, 1024

LIKE operator, 73, 268-269, 315, 826

LIMIT clause, 67-68, 80, 168, 453, 971,
1002, 1025-1028

limiting

query results, 67-68
resource consumption, 642-643

--line-numbers option (mysql client 
program), 1062

LINEAR keyword, 966

LINEFROMTEXT( ) function, 878

LINEFROMWKB( ) function, 877

LINES clause, 989

--lines-terminated-by option

mysqldump utility, 1112
mysqlimport client program, 1118

LINESTRING data type, 812

LINESTRINGFROMTEXT( ) function, 878

LINESTRINGFROMWKB( ) function, 877

linking client programs, 360-363,
Web:1122-Web:1123

Linux RPM distributions, installing, 783-784

Linux variants, server startup, 620

list partitioning, 132

LIST( ) function, 965

listening for connections, 629-630

LN( ) function, 836

LOAD DATA LOCAL statement, 326

LOAD DATA statement, 56, 326, 681,
986, 990

LOAD INDEX INTO CACHE statement,
673, 991

load_defaults( ) function, 372, 375

LOAD_FILE( ) function, 886

loading data, query optimization in, 326-329

LOCAL capability, enabling/disabling, 681

LOCAL keyword, 56, 663, 970, 986

--local option (mysqlimport client program),
1117
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--local-infile option

mysql client program, 1062
mysqld, 1088

--local-load option (mysqlbinlog utility),
1077

localhost

as hostname, 633
TCP/IP connections to,Web:1145

localization, 681

character set support, configuring,
684-685

error message language, selecting, 684
time zone support, configuring,

682-683
--localstatedir option, 586

LOCALTIME( ) function, 861

LOCALTIMESTAMP( ) function, 861

local_infile system variable, 902

LOCATE( ) function, 845

LOCK IN SHARE MODE clause, 1003

LOCK TABLE statement, 740, 991-992

LOCK TABLES privilege, 716, 980

LOCK TABLES statement, 183, 330

--lock-all-tables option (mysqldump utility),
751, 1108

--lock-tables option

mysqldump utility, 1108
mysqlimport client program, 1118

locked_in_memory system variable, 902

locking. See also external locking; internal
locking

with advisory locking functions,
875-876

query optimization and, 329-331
changing scheduling priorities, 331
concurrent inserts, 332-333
delayed inserts, 331-332

row-level locking, 712
tables, 183

log files. See logs

--log option

mysqld, 1088
mysqld_multi shell script, 1101

log replication, 657-658

log rotation, 654, 657

log system variable, 902

log tables, 652-653, 659

--log-bin option (mysqld), 1088

--log-bin-index option (mysqld), 1088

log_bin system variable, 902

log_bin_trust_function_creators system 
variable, 295, 903

--log-error option

mysqld, 1088
mysqldump utility, 1109
mysqld_safe shell script, 1103

log_error system variable, 903

--log-isam option (mysqld), 1088

--log-long-format option (mysqld), 1088

--log-output option (mysqld), 1088

log_output system variable, 903

--log-queries-not-using-indexes option
(mysqld), 1089

log_queries_not_using_indexes system 
variable, 903

--log-short-format option (mysqld), 1089

--log-slave-updates option (mysqld), 1097

log_slave_updates system variable, 903

--log-slow-admin-statements option
(mysqld), 1089

--log-slow-queries option (mysqld), 1089

log_slow_queries system variable, 903

--log-tc option (mysqld), 1089

--log-tc-size option (mysqld), 1089

--log-update option (mysqld), 1090

--log-warnings option (mysqld), 1090

log_warnings system variable, 903

LOG( ) function, 836
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LOG2( ) function, 837

LOG10( ) function, 837

logical AND operator, 824

logical exclusive-OR operator, 825

logical negation operator, 824

logical operators, 62, 266, 824-825

logical OR operator, 825

login accounts

for multiple servers, 688
for MySQL user, creating, 782
for running server, 617-618

logrotate utility, 656

logs, 645

binary log, 650-651
enabling, 646
error log, 648

on Unix, 648-649
on Windows, 649

expiration methods, 653-654
automating, 658-659
log replication, 657-658
log rotation, 654-657
log table expiration/rotation, 659

flushing, 647
general query log, 649
importance of security for, 700
list of, 599-602
for multiple servers, 687-688
output destinations for, 652-653
relay log, 652
relocating, 607
slow-query log, 649-650

LOGS flush option, 977

long-form options, 1039-1040, 1048

long_query_time system variable, 904

LONGBLOB data type, 230, 806

LONGTEXT data type, 230, 808

looks_like_number( ) function, Web:1197

LOOP statement, 1031

loops, fetching rows, 448

--loose- option prefix, 1040

--low-priority option (mysqlimport client 
program), 1118

--low-priority-updates option (mysqld), 1090

LOWER( ) function, 211, 845

lower_case_file_system system 
variable, 904

lower_case_table_names system 
variable, 904

lowercase, forcing, 107

LOW_PRIORITY keyword, 330-331, 971,
985-986, 1028

low_priority_updates system variable, 904

LPAD( ) function, 845

LTRIM( ) function, 846

M
-m option

myisamchk utility, 1054
mysqlcheck client program, 1081

Mac OS X systems, server startup, 621

mailing lists, subscribing to, 780

maintenance. See preventive maintenance

MAKEDATE( ) function, 861

Makefile, creating, 361-363

MAKETIME( ) function, 861

MAKE_SET( ) function, 846

management of accounts, 630-631

changing/resetting passwords, 644-645
granting privileges, 634-643
revoking privileges, 643-644
specifying account name, 632-634
specifying hostname, 634
viewing privileges, 643

MASTER option, 977, 995

MASTER_CONNECT_RETRY parameter 
definition, 947

--master-data option (mysqldump utility),
1109

MASTER_HOST parameter definition, 947
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--master-info-file option (mysqld), 1097

MASTER_LOG_FILE parameter 
definition, 947

MASTER_LOG_POS parameter 
definition, 947

MASTER_PASSWORD parameter 
definition, 947

MASTER_PORT parameter definition, 948

MASTER_POS_WAIT( ) function, 886

--master-retry-count option (mysqld), 1098

master-slave replication relationship,
establishing, 770-773

MASTER_SSL parameter definitions, 948

MASTER_USER parameter definition, 948

MATCH operator, 196

MATCH( ) function, 846

MAX( ) function, 81, 870

max_allowed_packet system variable, 231,
666, 905

mysql client program, 1065
mysqldump utility, 1113

max_binlog_cache_size system 
variable, 905

--max-binlog-dump-events option (mysqld),
1098

max_binlog_size system variable, 905

max_connections system variable, 666, 905

max_connect_errors system variable, 905

MAX_CONNECTIONS_PER_HOUR option, 982

max_delayed_threads system variable, 905

max_error_count system variable, 905

max_heap_table_size system variable, 906

max_insert_delayed_threads system 
variable, 906

max_join_size system variable, 906, 922,
1066

max_length_for_sort_data system 
variable, 906

max_prepared_stmt_count system 
variable, 906

MAX_QUERIES_PER_HOUR option, 982

--max-record-length option (myisamchk 
utility), 1054

max_relay_log_size system variable, 906

MAX_ROWS option, 125, 963, 966

max_seeks_for_key system variable, 906

max_sort_length system variable, 231, 907

max_sp_recursion_depth system 
variable, 907

max_tmp_tables system variable, 907

MAX_UPDATES_PER_HOUR option, 982

Max_used_connections status variable, 927

MAX_USER_CONNECTIONS option, 982

max_user_connections system variable, 907

max_write_lock_count system variable, 907

--maximum- option prefix, 1040

MBR (minimum bounding rectangle), 882

MBRCONTAINS( ) function, 882

MBRDISJOINT( ) function, 882

MBREQUAL( ) function, 882

MBRINTERSECTS( ) function, 882

MBROVERLAPS( ) function, 882

MBRTOUCHES( ) function, 882

MBRWITHIN( ) function, 882

MD5( ) function, 874

measuring strings, 210

MEDIUM option, 949

--medium-check option, 761

myisamchk utility, 1054
mysqlcheck client program, 1081

MEDIUMBLOB data type, 230, 806

MEDIUMINT data type, 221, 226, 800

MEDIUMTEXT data type, 230, 808

member entries for U.S. Historical League
example, updating, 490-496

--memlock option (mysqld), 1090
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MEMORY storage engine, 119

MEMORY tables

AUTO_INCREMENT attribute 
in, 259

database directory files for, 591
index types, 310

MERGE storage engine, 118

MERGE tables, 130-132

database directory files for, 591
file size constraints, 596

metadata

database metadata, 144
command line, 149-150
INFORMATION_SCHEMA

database, 147-149
SHOW statements, 145-146

result set metadata
C API, 400-405
DBI API for Perl, 471-475

metadata sample program, 405

--method option (mysqlhotcopy utility),
1115

methods

in DBI API for Perl,
Web:1178-Web:1180

administrative methods,
Web:1196-Web:1197

class methods,Web:1180-Web:1185
database-handle methods,

Web:1185-Web:1191
general handle methods,

Web:1195-Web:1196
statement-handle methods,

Web:1191-Web:1195
PDO constants,Web:1223-Web:1224
PDO methods,Web:1208-Web:1209

for PDO class,Web:1209-
Web:1215

for PDOException object,
Web:1222

for PDOStatement object,
Web:1215-Web:1221

MICROSECOND( ) function, 861

MID( ) function, 847

MIN( ) function, 81, 870

min_examined_row_limit system 
variable, 907

MIN_ROWS option, 125, 963, 966

minimum bounding rectangle (MBR), 882

MINUTE( ) function, 861

mixed-format binary logging, 773

MLINEFROMTEXT( ) function, 879

MLINEFROMWKB( ) function, 878

MOD( ) function, 837

modes (SQL), 102-103

MODIFY clause, 142, 944

module script language interpreters,
standalone versions versus, 353-354

modules, obtaining, 778

modulo operator, 817

MONTH( ) function, 71, 861

MONTHNAME( ) function, 862

moving tables between databases, 144. See
also relocation of data directory content

MPOINTFROMTEXT( ) function, 879

MPOINTFROMWKB( ) function, 878

MPOLYFROMTEXT( ) function, 879

MPOLYFROMWKB( ) function, 878

MRG_MyISAM storage engine, 115

mSQL, 1

MULTILINESTRING data type, 812

MULTILINESTRINGFROMTEXT( ) function, 879

MULTILINESTRINGFROMWKB( ) function, 878

multiple result set functions (C API),
Web:1164

multiple sequences, composite indexes 
for, 257

multiple servers, 685-688

configuring, 688-690
mysqld_multi script, 691-693
running on Windows, 693-695
setting passwords, 615
specifying startup options, 690-691
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multiple tables, retrieving information from,
84, 90-91

multiple-row result set processing in 
PHP API, 539-547

multiple-statement execution (C API),
420-422

multiple-table deletes, 173-174

multiple-table queries, 306

multiple-table retrievals

with joins, 150-151
cross joins, 152
inner joins, 152-153
left and right outer joins, 154-158
qualified column references, 153
self-joins, 153

with subqueries, 158-159
with ALL and ANY operators,

161-162
correlated subqueries, 163
with EXISTS and NOT EXISTS

operators, 162
in FROM clause, 163
with IN and NOT IN operators,

160-161
with relative comparison operators,

159-160
rewriting as joins, 164-165

with UNION statement, 165, 169
multiple-table updates, 173-174

multiplication operator, 817

MULTIPOINT data type, 812

MULTIPOINTFROMTEXT( ) function, 879

MULTIPOINTFROMWKB( ) function, 878

MULTIPOLYGON data type, 812

MULTIPOLYGONFROMTEXT( ) function, 879

MULTIPOLYGONFROMWKB( ) function, 878

my_bool data type (C API), Web:1123

my_getopt.h header file, 379

my_global.h header file, 364

MY_INIT( ) initialization macro, 366

my_print_defaults utility, 1049

my_sys.h header file, 364

my_ulonglong data type (C API), Web:1123

MyISAM storage engine, 118

auto-recovery, 744
configuring, 671-673
system variables, 907

MyISAM tables

AUTO_INCREMENT attribute in,
256-258

checking/repairing, 757-763
database directory files for, 591
explained, 50
file size constraints, 596
index types, 310
indexing of, 305
key caches, 336-337
table locking and concurrency, 333

myisam_block_size system variable, 907,
1057

myisam_data_pointer_size system 
variable, 907

myisam_max_sort_file_size system 
variable, 908

--myisam-recover option (mysqld), 744,
1090

myisam_recover_options system 
variable, 908

myisam_repair_threads system 
variable, 908

myisam_sort_buffer_size system 
variable, 908

myisam_stats_method system variable, 908

myisam_use_mmap system variable, 908

myisamchk utility, 328, 580, 738-739, 757,
760, 763, 1037, 1051-1052

options, list of, 1053-1056
program variables, list of, 1056-1057
standard options supported, 1052

myisampack utility, 1037, 1058

options, list of, 1058-1059
standard options supported, 1058
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mysql, 24, 580, 1037, 1059-1060

avoiding typing in, 95-100
command editing in, 1060
commands for, 1066-1068
default databases, specifying, 1059
MySQL versus, 25
options, list of, 1061-1065
program variables, list of, 1065-1066
prompt definition sequences,

1068-1069
prompts for, 1060
SQL statement execution overview,

30-33
standard options supported, 1061

MySQL

advantages of, 2-4
client/server architecture, 24-25
components of, 580-581
development releases, testing, 697
history of, 1
installing

on Unix, 780-789
on Windows, 792-796

integration with Web servers, 344-345
login accounts, creating, 782
obtaining, 778-780
online resources for information,

11-12
porting database systems to, 4
prerequisites for running, 27-28
pronunciation of, 25
server connections, establishing/

terminating, 28-30, 93-95
software included with, 5
technical support for, 4
updating, 695-696
versions of, 9-10, 780

MySQL AB, 2

MySQL accounts. See accounts

MySQL data directory. See data directory

MySQL driver

connect( ) options,Web:1181
database-handle attributes,

Web:1200-Web:1201
mysql extension, 528

MySQL programming

APIs for, 345-347. See also C API;
DBI API for Perl; PHP API

C API, 347
DBI API for Perl, 347-349
evaluating, 350-357
PHP API, 349

reasons for learning, 341-345
MySQL programs. See also names of individ-

ual programs (e.g. mysqladmin utility)

help message, 1038-1039
list of, 1037
options

in environment variables,
1049-1051

in option files, 1045-1049
setting program variables as,

1044-1045
specifying, 1039-1041
SSL options, list of, 1043-1044
standard options, list of, 1041-1043

MySQL query optimizer, 311-322

MySQL server. See mysqld

MySQL source distribution, example C client
programs in, 360

MYSQL structure (C API), Web:1124

mysql_affected_rows( ) function (C API),
390-391, Web:1153

mysql_autocommit( ) function (C API),
Web:1164

mysql_auto_reconnect attribute (DBI API for
Perl), Web:1200

MYSQL_BIND structure (C API), Web:1130-
Web:1134

mysql_change_user( ) function (C API),
Web:1138

mysql_character_set_name( ) function 
(C API), Web:1161

mysql_close( ) function (C API), 365,
Web:1138

mysql_commit( ) function (C API), Web:1164

mysql_config utility, 361, 1037, 1071
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mysql_data_seek( ) function (C API),
Web:1154

mysql_dbd_stats attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1200

MYSQL_DEBUG environment variable, 1050

mysql_debug( ) function (C API), Web:1175

mysql_dump_debug_info( ) function (C API),
Web:1176

mysql_embed.h header file, 416

mysql_errno attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1200

mysql_errno( ) function (C API), 368,
Web:1149

mysql_error attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1200

mysql_error( ) function (C API), 368,
Web:1149

mysql_fetch_field( ) function (C API), 400,
Web:1154

mysql_fetch_field_direct( ) function (C API),
Web:1155

mysql_fetch_fields( ) function (C API),
Web:1155

mysql_fetch_lengths( ) function (C API), 400,
Web:1156

mysql_fetch_row( ) function (C API), 391,
Web:1156

MYSQL_FIELD structure (C API), 400,
Web:1124-Web:1129

mysql_field_count( ) function (C API), 395,
Web:1157

MYSQL_FIELD_OFFSET data type (C API),
Web:1124

mysql_field_seek( ) function (C API),
Web:1158

mysql_field_tell( ) function (C API),
Web:1158

mysql_free_result( ) function (C API), 392,
Web:1158

mysql_get_character_set_info( ) function 
(C API), Web:1138

mysql_get_client_info( ) function (C API),
Web:1162

mysql_get_client_version( ) function (C API),
Web:1162

mysql_get_host_info( ) function (C API),
Web:1162

mysql_get_proto_info( ) function (C API),
Web:1162

mysql_get_server_info( ) function (C API),
Web:1162

mysql_get_server_version( ) function (C API),
Web:1162

mysql_get_ssl_cipher( ) function (C API),
Web:1139

mysql_hex_string( ) function (C API),
Web:1150

MYSQL_HISTFILE environment variable,
1050

MYSQL_HOST environment variable, 1050

mysql_hostinfo attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1200

mysql_info attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1200

mysql_info( ) function (C API), Web:1162

mysql_init( ) function (C API), 364,
Web:1139

MYSQL_INIT_COMMAND option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1140

mysql_insert_id( ) function (C API),
Web:1159

mysql_insertid attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1200-Web:1203

mysql_install_db script, 612, 782, 787,
1037, 1071-1072

mysql_is_auto_increment attribute (DBI API
for Perl), Web:1203

mysql_is_blob attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1203

mysql_is_key attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1203
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mysql_is_num attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1203

mysql_is_pri_key attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1203

mysql_length attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1204

mysql_library_end( ) function (C API), 366,
417, Web:1137

mysql_library_init( ) function (C API), 366,
417, Web:1137

mysql_max_length attribute (DBI API for
Perl), Web:1204

mysql_more_results( ) function (C API), 420,
Web:1165

mysql_next_result( ) function (C API), 420,
Web:1165

mysql_num_fields( ) function (C API), 400,
Web:1159

mysql_num_rows( ) function (C API), 393,
400, Web:1160

MYSQL_OPT_COMPRESS option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1140

MYSQL_OPT_CONNECT_TIMEOUT option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1140

MYSQL_OPT_GUESS_CONNECTION option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1140

MYSQL_OPT_LOCAL_INFILE option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1140

MYSQL_OPT_NAMED_PIPE option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1141

MYSQL_OPT_PROTOCOL option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1141

MYSQL_OPT_READ_TIMEOUT option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1141

MYSQL_OPT_RECONNECT option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1141

MYSQL_OPT_SET_CLIENT_IP option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1141

MYSQL_OPT_SSL_VERIFY_SERVER_CERT
option (mysql_options( ) function),
Web:1141

MYSQL_OPT_USE_EMBEDDED_CONNECTION
option (mysql_options( ) function),
Web:1141

MYSQL_OPT_USE_REMOTE_CONNECTION
option (mysql_options( ) function),
Web:1142

MYSQL_OPT_USE_RESULT option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1142

MYSQL_OPT_WRITE_TIMEOUT option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1142

mysql_options( ) function (C API), 681,
Web:1139-Web:1144

mysql_ping( ) function (C API), Web:1145

mysql_protoinfo attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1200

MYSQL_PS1 environment variable, 1051

MYSQL_PWD environment variable, 1050

mysql_query( ) function (C API), 389,
Web:1151

MYSQL_READ_DEFAULT_FILE option
(mysql_options( ) function), 465,
Web:1142

MYSQL_READ_DEFAULT_GROUP option
(mysql_options( ) function), 465,
Web:1142

mysql_real_connect( ) function (C API), 365,
Web:1145-Web:1148

mysql_real_escape_string( ) function (C API),
405-409, Web:1151-Web:1152

mysql_real_query( ) function (C API), 389,
Web:1152

mysql_refresh( ) function (C API),
Web:1173-Web:1174

MYSQL_REPORT_DATA_TRUNCATION option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1142

MYSQL_RES structure (C API), Web:1129

mysql_rollback( ) function (C API), Web:1164

MYSQL_ROW structure (C API), Web:1129

MYSQL_ROW_OFFSET data type (C API),
Web:1124
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mysql_row_seek( ) function (C API),
Web:1160

mysql_row_tell( ) function (C API), Web:1160

MYSQL_SECURE_AUTH option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1142

mysql_select_db( ) function (C API),
Web:1148

mysql_serverinfo attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1201

mysql_server_end( ) function (C API),
Web:1137

mysql_server_init( ) function (C API),
Web:1137

mysql_server_prepare attribute (DBI API for
Perl), Web:1200-Web:1204

mysql_set_character_set( ) function (C API),
Web:1148

MYSQL_SET_CHARSET_DIR option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1143

MYSQL_SET_CHARSET_NAME option
(mysql_options( ) function), Web:1143

mysql_set_server_option( ) function (C API),
Web:1174

MYSQL_SHARED_MEMORY_BASE_NAME
option (mysql_options( ) function),
Web:1143

mysql_shutdown( ) function (C API),
Web:1175

mysql_sqlstate( ) function (C API), 368,
Web:1149

mysql_ssl_set( ) function (C API), 415,
Web:1148

mysql_stat attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1201

mysql_stat( ) function (C API), Web:1163

MYSQL_STMT structure (C API), Web:1130

mysql_stmt_affected_rows( ) function 
(C API), 424, Web:1169

mysql_stmt_attr_get( ) function (C API),
Web:1169

mysql_stmt_attr_set( ) function (C API),
Web:1169-Web:1170

mysql_stmt_bind_param( ) function (C API),
424, 430, Web:1167

mysql_stmt_bind_result( ) function (C API),
424, 434, Web:1170

mysql_stmt_close( ) function (C API), 424,
434, Web:1167

mysql_stmt_data_seek( ) function (C API),
Web:1170

mysql_stmt_errno( ) function (C API),
Web:1165

mysql_stmt_error( ) function (C API),
Web:1166

mysql_stmt_execute( ) function, 424, 431,
Web: 1167

mysql_stmt_fetch( ) function (C API), 424,
434, Web:1171

mysql_stmt_fetch_column( ) function 
(C API), Web:1171

mysql_stmt_field_count( ) function (C API),
Web:1171

mysql_stmt_free_result( ) function (C API),
424, 434, Web:1171

mysql_stmt_init( ) function (C API), 423,
Web:1167

mysql_stmt_insert_id( ) function (C API),
Web:1172

mysql_stmt_num_rows( ) function (C API),
424, 434, Web:1172

mysql_stmt_param_count( ) function (C API),
Web:1172

mysql_stmt_prepare( ) function (C API), 423,
Web:1168

mysql_stmt_reset( ) function (C API),
Web:1168

mysql_stmt_result_metadata( ) function 
(C API), 424, Web:1168

mysql_stmt_row_seek( ) function (C API),
Web:1173
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mysql_stmt_row_tell( ) function (C API),
Web:1173

mysql_stmt_send_long_data( ) function 
(C API), Web:1168

mysql_stmt_sqlstate( ) function (C API),
Web:1166

mysql_stmt_store_result( ) function (C API),
424, 434, Web:1172

mysql_store_result( ) function (C API), 391,
395, Web:1161

mysql_use_result( ) function (C API)
compared, 398-400,Web:1152

mysql_table attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1204

MYSQL_TCP_PORT environment variable,
1050

mysql_thread_end( ) function (C API),
Web:1175

mysql_thread_id attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1201

mysql_thread_id( ) function (C API),
Web:1164

mysql_thread_init( ) function (C API),
Web:1175

mysql_thread_safe( ) function (C API),
Web:1175

MYSQL_TIME structure (C API),
Web:1134-Web:1135

mysql_type attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1204

mysql_type_name attribute (DBI API for
Perl), Web:1204

mysql_tzinfo_to_sql utility, 683

MYSQL_UNIX_PORT environment variable,
1050

mysql_upgrade command, 631

mysql_use_result attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1201-Web:1204

mysql_use_result( ) function (C API), 391,
Web:1161

mysql_store_result( ) function (C API)
compared, 398-400,Web:1152

mysql_warning_count attribute (DBI API for
Perl), Web:1204

mysql_warning_count( ) function (C API),
Web:1164

mysql-debug, 794

mysql-log-rotate script, 656

mysql.h header file, 364

$MYSQL_HOME environment variable, 1046

mysql.server script, 580, 619, 625, 1037,
1070

--mysqladmin option (mysqld_multi shell
script), 1101

mysqladmin extended-status command, 924

mysqladmin flush-hosts command, 905

mysqladmin utility, 24, 580, 626, 1037,
1072

commands for, 1074-1076
options, list of, 1073
program variables, list of, 1074
standard options supported, 1073

mysqladmin variables command, 663, 890

mysqlbinlog utility, 650, 765, 767, 1037,
1076

options, list of, 1077-1079
program variables, list of, 1079
standard options supported, 1077

mysqlcheck utility, 580, 745, 759-760,
1038, 1079

options, list of, 1080-1082
standard options supported, 1079

mysqld, 24, 580, 794, 1038, 1083

connecting from CGI scripts, 510-512
data directory access control, 588-589
error log on Unix, 648
installing, 1083
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listening for connections, 629-630
multiple servers, 685-688

configuring, 688-690
mysqld_multi script, 691-693
running on Windows, 693-695
specifying startup options, 690-691

options
InnoDB options, 1095-1096
list of, 1084-1094
replication options, 1097-1100
Windows options, 1094-1095

regaining control without 
connections, 626

standard options supported, 1084
starting, 788

specifying options, 624-626
on Unix, 616-621
on Windows, 621-624

stopping, 626
system variables, checking values of,

1100
tuning, 660

--mysqld option

mysqld_multi shell script, 1101
mysqld_safe shell script, 1103

mysqld-debug server, 622

mysqld-nt server, 622, 794

--mysqld-version option (mysqld_safe shell
script), 1103

mysqldump utility, 24, 150, 327, 580, 1038,
1104

advantages/disadvantages of, 746
copying databases using, 755-756
options

data format options, 1112
list of, 1105-1112

program variables, list of, 1112
standard options supported, 1105
text-format backups, creating, 748-751

mysqldumpslow utility, 650

mysqld_multi script, 580, 619, 691-693,
1038, 1101-1102

mysqld_safe script, 580, 619, 625, 648,
1038, 1102-1104

mysqlhotcopy utility, 753-754, 580, 1038,
1113-1116

mysqli extension, 528

mysqlimport client program, 57, 748, 1038,
1116-1118

mysqlnd library, 528

mysqlshow utility, 42, 149, 1038, 1119

N
\n command (mysql client program), 1067

-N option (mysql client program), 1064-1065

-n option

mysqldump utility, 1109
mysqlhotcopy utility, 1114

NAME attribute (DBI API for Perl), Web:1202

NAME_CONST( ) function, 887

NAME_hash attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1202

NAME_lc attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1202

NAME_lc_hash attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1202

NAME_uc attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1202

NAME_uc_hash attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1202

named pipes, 622, 629, 794

named placeholders in PHP API, 549

--named-commands option (mysql client
program), 1062

named_pipe system variable, 908

naming conventions

for backups, 747
case sensitivity and, 60
for column identifiers, 217
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for databases, 26, 593-596
for identifiers, 103-106
specifying account name, 632-634
for tables, 26
for variables (DBI API for Perl), 437

natural language mode, 846

natural language searches, 194-197

NATURAL LEFT JOIN keyword, 1001

natural left joins, 156

NDB storage engine, 120

--ndbcluster option (mysqld), 1090

NDBCLUSTER storage engine, 115

neat( ) function, Web:1197

neat_list( ) function, Web:1198

nested SELECT statements, 90-91

net_buffer_length system variable, 908

mysql client program, 1066
mysqldump utility, 1113

net_read_timeout system variable, 908

net_retry_count system variable, 908

net_write_timeout system variable, 909

network access, 699, 709

client access control, 719
scope column contents, 720-722
statement access verification,

722-724
user grant table sort order, 724

example scenario, 724-728
grant tables

administrative privileges, list of,
713-715

database and table privileges, list of,
715-716

privilege columns, 713
representation of privileges in, 717
resource management columns,

718-719
scope-of-access columns, 712
SSL-related columns, 717-718
structure of, 709-712

grant tables, cautions concerning,
728-731

network interface options for multiple
servers, 687

NEW keyword, 297, 968

--new option (mysqld), 1090

new system variable, 909

nextRowset( ) method (PDOStatement
object), Web:1220

NO_AUTO_CREATE_USER SQL mode, 915

--no-auto-rehash option (mysql client 
program), 1063

NO_AUTO_VALUE_ON_ZERO SQL mode,
255, 915

--no-autocommit option (mysqldump utili-
ty), 1109

NO_BACKSLASH_ESCAPES SQL mode, 206,
827, 915

--no-beep option

mysql client program, 1063
mysqladmin utility, 1073

--no-create-db option (mysqldump utility),
1109

--no-create-info option (mysqldump utility),
750, 1109

--no-data option (mysqldump utility), 750,
1109

--no-defaults option, 1047

NO_DIR_IN_CREATE SQL mode, 915

NO_ENGINE_SUBSTITUTION SQL mode, 915

NO_FIELD_OPTIONS SQL mode, 915

NO_KEY_OPTIONS SQL mode, 916

--no-log option (mysqld_multi shell script),
1102

--no-named-commands option (mysql client
program), 1063

--no-pager option (mysql client program),
1063

NO_TABLE_OPTIONS SQL mode, 916

--no-tablespaces option (mysqldump 
utility), 1109
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--no-tee option (mysql client program),
1063

NO_UNSIGNED_SUBTRACTION SQL 
mode, 916

NO_ZERO_DATE SQL mode, 253, 916

NO_ZERO_IN_DATE SQL mode, 253, 916

--noindices option (mysqlhotcopy utility),
1115

non-binary strings, 803, 807-808

binary strings versus, 207-211, 227
non-compound SQL statements, list of, 938,

1028

non-scalar data types in C API,
Web:1124-Web:1135

non-transactional tables, mixing with 
transactional tables, 185

NONE connection option, 981

nonrepeatable reads, 181

nopager command (mysql client program),
1067

NOT BETWEEN operator, 820

NOT DETERMINISTIC characteristic 
value, 954

NOT EXISTS operator, subqueries with, 162

NOT FOUND handler condition, 1033

NOT IN( ) operator, 160-161, 821

NOT LIKE operator, 73, 826

NOT NULL keyword, 959

NOT REGEXP operator, 827

Not_flushed_delayed_rows status 
variable, 927

notee command (mysql client program),
1067

NOW( ) function, 245, 862

nowarning command (mysql client program),
1067

NUL byte, NULL value versus, 205

null bytes, printing columns with, 394

NULL keyword, 959

NULL values, 214

in AUTO_INCREMENT 
columns, 255

checking for
DBI API for Perl, 456-457
PHP API, 547

in DBI API for Perl, 442
explained, 63-64
in expressions, 271-272
NUL byte versus, 205

NULL-safe equality operator, 819

NULLABLE attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1202

NULLIF( ) function, 833

NUM_OF_FIELDS attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1202

NUM_OF_PARAMS attribute (DBI API for
Perl), Web:1202

numbering of indexes, determining, 1053

NUMERIC data type, 221

numeric data types

approximate-value numeric data types,
222-223, 801-802

attributes of, 223-225
BIT data type, 223, 803
exact-value numeric data types,

221-222, 799-801
explained, 219-220, 799
list of, 215
selecting among, 225-226
unique numbers, 254

numeric functions, 834-839

numeric values, 203

bit-field values, 204
exact-value and approximate-value

numbers, 203-204
NUMGEOMETRIES( ) function, 881

NUMINTERIORRINGS( ) function, 881

NUMPOINTS( ) function, 880
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O
-O option, 1043-1044

-o option

myisamchk utility, 1055
mysql client program, 1063
mysqlbinlog utility, 1077
mysqlcheck client program, 1081

object privilege columns (grant tables), 710

object privileges, 636

object-oriented interface (CGI.pm module),
503-504

OCT( ) function, 848

OCTET_LENGTH( ) function, 848

--offset option (mysqlbinlog utility), 1077

OLD keyword, 297, 968

--old option (mysqld), 1090

old system variable, 909

old-password command (mysqladmin utility),
1075

OLD_PASSWORD( ) function, 874

--old-passwords option (mysqld), 1040,
1091

old_passwords system variable, 909

--old-style-user-limits option (mysqld), 1091

ON clause, 153, 156, 638, 980-981, 996,
1001

ON COMPLETION NOT PRESERVE 
clause, 952

ON COMPLETION PRESERVE clause, 952

ON DELETE clause, 187

ON DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE clause, 985

ON SCHEDULE clause, 660, 952

ON UPDATE clause, 188, 245

online documents, 497

online resources for MySQL information,
11-12

ONLY_FULL_GROUP_BY SQL mode, 916

--one-database option (mysql client 
program), 1063

--one-thread option (mysqld), 1091

Open Source movement, 1

OPEN statement, 1033

--open-files option (mysqld_safe shell
script), 1103

--open-files-limit option (mysqld_safe shell
script), 1103

Opened_files status variable, 928

Opened_tables status variable, 928

opening server connections in PHP API, 532

opening tags in PHP scripts, 530

Open_files status variable, 927

open_files_limit system variable, 666, 909,
1079

Open_streams status variable, 927

Open_tables status variable, 927

Open_table_definitions status variable, 927

operating systems, database naming 
conventions, 593-596

operators, 814

arithmetic operators, 816-817
bit operators, 823
cast operators, 825-826
comparison operators, 817-822
grouping, 815
logical operators, 824-825
pattern-matching operators, 826-830
precedence, 271, 814-815
types of, 266-270

--opt option (mysqldump utility), 749-751,
1109

optimization. See also query optimization;
tuning with system variables

of dump files, 749
with myisamchk utility, 763

--optimize option (mysqlcheck client 
program), 1081

OPTIMIZE TABLE statement, 992-993
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optimizer_prune_level system variable, 909

optimizer_search_depth system 
variable, 909

option files, 93-94, 1045-1049

for connection parameters, accessing,
372-375

locking down, 707-708
processing command-line arguments,

375-384
option values

CHECK TABLE statements, 949
FLUSH statement, 977-978
REPAIR TABLE statement, 994
RESET statements, 995

option-processing in server connections 
(C API), 384-389

options

in environment variables, 1049-1051
in option files, 1045-1049
myisamchk utility, list of, 1053-1056
myisampack utility, list of, 1058-1059
mysql client program, list of,

1061-1065
MySQL driver,Web:1181
mysql_config utility, list of, 1071
mysql_install_db shell script, list of,

1072
mysql_options( ) function (C API),

Web:1140-Web:1144
mysql_real_connect( ) function 

(C API),Web:1146-Web:1147
mysql_refresh( ) function (C API),

Web:1173-Web:1174
mysql.server shell script, list of, 1070
mysqladmin utility, list of, 1073
mysqlbinlog utility, list of, 1077-1079
mysqlcheck client program, list of,

1080-1082
mysqld

InnoDB options, 1095-1096
list of, 1084-1094
replication options, 1097-1100
Windows options, 1094-1095

mysqld_multi shell script, list of,
1101-1102

mysqld_safe shell script, list of,
1102-1104

mysqldump utility, 750-751
data format options, 1112
list of, 1105-1112

mysqlhotcopy utility, list of,
1114-1116

mysqlimport client program
data format options, 1118
list of, 1117-1118

mysqlshow utility, list of, 1119
server startup, specifying, 624-626
setting program variables as,

1044-1045
specifying, 1039-1041
SSL options, list of, 1043-1044
standard options

list of, 1041-1043
myisamchk support for, 1052
myisampack support for, 1058
mysql support for, 1061
mysql_install_db support for, 1072
mysqladmin support for, 1073
mysqlbinlog support for, 1077
mysqlcheck support for, 1079
mysqld support for, 1084
mysqld_multi support for, 1101
mysqld_safe support for, 1102
mysqldump support for, 1105
mysqlhotcopy support for, 1114
mysqlimport support for, 1117
mysqlshow support for, 1119
perror support for, 1120

OPTIONS clause, 957

OR logical operator, 63

OR REPLACE clause, 969

ORD( ) function, 848

ORDER BY clause, 65-66, 79, 157, 168,
869, 944, 971, 1001, 1027-1028

ORDER BY RAND( ) function, 68

--order-by-primary option (mysqldump 
utility), 1110

OUT keyword, 295-296, 954

outer joins, 154-158
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output buffer_type values (MYSQL_BIND
structure), Web:1133

output customization with MySQL 
programming, 342

output destinations for logs, 652-653

output of EXPLAIN statement, 975-977

output generation (CGI.pm module),
504-506

over-indexing, avoiding, 310

OVERLAPS( ) function, 882

overriding MySQL query optimizer, 313

OWNER keyword, 957

P
\p command (mysql client program), 1067

-p option (myisamchk utility), 1042, 1055

PACK_KEYS table option, 963

packages

installing, 783-786
obtaining, 778-780

PAD_CHAR_TO_FULL_LENGTH SQL mode,
241, 916

padding for string types, 241, 804

pager command (mysql client program),
1067

--pager option (mysql client program),
1063

--parallel-recover option (myisamchk utili-
ty), 1055

param( ) function (CGI.pm module), 504

parameter binding (DBI API for Perl), 463

parameter definitions in CHANGE MASTER
statement, 947-948

parameter types for stored procedures,
295-296

parameter-type values (PDO constants),
Web:1224

parameterizing server-side prepared 

statements, 422

parameters

input parameters in PHP API,
554-555

passing to scripts (CGI.pm module),
507-510

parentheses in expressions, 815

partial binary backups, creating, 752-753

PARTITION BY clause, 132, 964

partitioned tables, 132-133

partitioning modifications in ALTER TABLE
statements, 944-945

partitioning options in CREATE TABLE 
statements, 964-967

PARTITIONS clause, 965, 975

passing parameters to scripts (CGI.pm 
module), 507-510

password command (mysqladmin utility),
1075

--password option, 1042

PASSWORD table option, 963

Password value (scope column 
contents), 721

PASSWORD( ) function, 722, 874

passwords, 576

for additional servers, setting, 615
changing/resetting, 644-645
encryption in user grant table, 722
forgotten, 627
for initial accounts, setting, 610-615
security issues, 375
specifying for server connections, 29
updating, 728

PATH environment variable, setting, 786-787

pathnames

executing Perl scripts, 436
for header files and client library, 360,

Web:1122
pattern matching, 73-74, 268-270

DBI API for Perl, 521-524
type conversion and, 275
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pattern-matching operators, 826-830

patterns in hostname specifiers, 728

PDO (PHP Data Objects), 528, 543

error handling, 533, 550-552
multiple-row result set processing,

544-547
prepared statements, 543
server connections, 532
SQL statement execution, 543-547

PDO class, Web:1208-Web:1215

PDO extension

classes,Web:1208
constants,Web:1223-Web:1224
methods,Web:1208-Web:1209

for PDO class,
Web:1209-Web:1215

for PDOException object,
Web:1222

for PDOStatement object,
Web:1215-Web:1221

PDO::ATTR_AUTOCOMMIT constant,
Web:1223

PDO::ATTR_CLIENT_VERSION constant,
Web:1223

PDO::ATTR_CONNECTION_STATUS constant,
Web:1223

PDO::ATTR_DEFAULT_FETCH_MODE constant,
Web:1223

PDO::ATTR_DRIVER_NAME constant,
Web:1223

PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE constant, Web:1223

PDO::ATTR_SERVER_INFO constant,
Web:1223

PDO::ATTR_SERVER_VERSION constant,
Web:1223

PDO::FETCH_ASSOC constant, Web:1223

PDO::FETCH_BOTH constant, Web:1223

PDO::FETCH_BOUND constant, Web:1223

PDO::FETCH_CLASS constant, Web:1223

PDO::FETCH_INTO constant, Web:1223

PDO::FETCH_NUM constant, Web:1224

PDO::FETCH_OBJ constant, Web:1224

PDO::PARAM_BOOL constant, Web:1224

PDO::PARAM_INT constant, Web:1224

PDO::PARAM_NULL constant, Web:1224

PDO::PARAM_STR constant, Web:1224

PDOException class, Web:1208, Web:1222

PDOStatement class, Web:1208,
Web:1215-Web:1221

per-process file descriptor limits, 667

per-table InnoDB tablespaces, 679

performance

data directory structure, effect of,
597-599

evaluating APIs, 352-354
performance optimization. See optimization;

query optimization; tuning with system
variables

PERIOD_ADD( ) function, 862

PERIOD_DIFF( ) function, 862

Perl scripts, 436-437. See also
DBI API for Perl

permissions

editing, 703-706
viewing, 702-703

perror utility, 1038, 1120

phantom rows, 181

PHP. See also PHP API; PHP scripts

defined, 527
dependency on C API, 528
installing

on Unix, 790-792
on Windows, 796

interfaces with MySQL, 528
obtaining, 778
running as Apache module, 527

PHP API, 346-349, 543, Web:1207. See also
PHP; PHP scripts

character encoding, 541
error handling, 533, 550-552
evaluating, 350-357
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fetch( ) method, 541
grade-keeping example, entering/

editing scores online, 552-565
hidden fields, 568-570
include files, 534-539
input parameters, 554-555
NULL values, testing for, 547
PDO classes,Web:1208
PDO constants,Web:1223-Web:1224
PDO methods,Web:1208-Web:1209

for PDO class,
Web:1209-Web:1215

for PDOException object,
Web:1222

for PDOStatement object,
Web:1215-Web:1221

placeholders for data quoting, 548-550
prepared statements, 547-549
query( ) method, 533
script tag styles,Web:1207-Web:1208
server connections

closing, 533
opening, 532

transactions in, 562
U.S. Historical League example

creating interactive online quiz,
565-570

editing member entries online,
570-578

variables in, 534
PHP Data Objects. See PDO

PHP scripts, 543. See also PHP; PHP API

directory locations for, 529
explained, 529-531
filename suffixes for, 528
multiple-row result set processing,

539-547
opening and closing tags in, 530
sample script, 531-534
standalone PHP scripts, 531

PI( ) function, 837

PID (process ID) file, 600, 607

--pid-file option

mysqld, 1091

mysqld_safe shell script, 1103
pid_file system variable, 909

ping command (mysqladmin utility), 1075

ping( ) method (DBI database-handle),
Web:1187

--pipe option, 1042

PIPES_AS_CONCAT SQL mode, 102, 267,
815, 916

placeholder arguments, undef values in 
(DBI API for Perl), 463

placeholders

DBI API for Perl, 460-463
PHP API, 548-550

plugin_dir system variable, 910

--plugindir option (mysql_config utility),
1071

POINT data type, 812

POINTFROMTEXT( ) function, 879

POINTFROMWKB( ) function, 878

POINTN( ) function, 880

POINTONSURFACE( ) function, 881

POLYFROMTEXT( ) function, 879

POLYFROMWKB( ) function, 878

POLYGON data type, 812

POLYGONFROMTEXT( ) function, 879

POLYGONFROMWKB( ) function, 878

--port option, 1042

mysqld_safe shell script, 1103
mysql_config utility, 1071

port system variable, 910

--port-open-timeout option (mysqld_safe
shell script), 1103

portability

binary portability, 121-122
evaluating APIs, 357

porting database applications to MySQL, 4

POSITION( ) function, 848

--position option (mysqlbinlog utility), 1077
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positional placeholders in PHP API, 549

POSIX character class constructions, 829

post-installation steps, 786

data directory and grant tables,
initializing, 787-788

PATH environment variable, setting,
786-787

server, starting, 788
system tables, installing/upgrading,

788-789
POW( ) function, 837

precedence of operators, 271, 814-815

precision

of decimal numbers, 221
of floating-point numbers, 222

PRECISION attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1202

prefixes

for boolean options, 1039
leftmost prefixes, 309
of strings, indexing, 309

preload_buffer_size system variable, 910

PREPARE statement, 993

prepare( ) method

DBI database-handle, 441,Web:1187
PDO class, 543,Web:1213
PHP API, 547

prepared statement functions (C API),
Web:1165-Web:1173

prepared statements

C API, 422-434
DBI API for Perl, 462
PDO, 543
PHP API, 547-549

Prepared_stmt_count status variable, 928

prepare_cached( ) method (DBI database-
handle), Web:1187

preventing server access during 
maintenance, 739-740

with database locking, 743

with individual table locking, 740-743
preventive maintenance

auto-recovery, enabling, 744-745
backups, 746-748

binary backups, creating, 751-754
of InnoDB or Falcon tables,

754-755
text-format backups, creating,

748-751
checking/repairing tables, 757-758

CHECK TABLE statement, 758
myisamchk utility, 760-763
mysqlcheck utility, 759-760
REPAIR TABLE statement, 758

copying databases between servers,
755-756

preventing server access during,
739-740

database locking, 743
individual table locking, 740-743

principles of, 737-739
recovery procedures, 763-764

database recovery, 764
InnoDB auto-recovery, 767-768
re-executing binary log file 

statements, 765-767
table recovery, 764-765

replication, 768-770
backups with slave server, 774-775
binary logging formats, 773
establishing master-slave 

relationship, 770-773
scheduling, 745

PRIMARY KEY clause, 39, 139, 960

PRIMARY KEY indexes, 138

primary keys, unique indexes versus, 191

print command (mysql client program),
1067

print statement (DBI API for Perl), 442,
468-469

--print-defaults option, 1047

PrintError attribute (DBI API for Perl), 443,
Web:1199
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printf( ) method (DBI API for Perl), 394, 447

printing binary data, 394

priorities (scheduling), changing, 331

privilege columns (grant tables), 710-713

privilege-level specifiers, 638

privileges, 709

administrative privileges, list of,
713-715

database and table privileges, list of,
715-716

example scenario, 724-728
granting, 634-643

enabling privilege administration,
642

requiring secure connections,
640-642

resource consumption limitations,
642-643

types of privileges, 636-640
USAGE privilege, 640

list of, 979
representation in grant tables, 717
revoking, 643-644
for stored functions/procedures,

294-295
superuser privileges, 728
viewing, 643

PRIVILEGES flush option, 977

PROCEDURE ANALYSE( ) function, 282, 324

PROCEDURE clause, 1002

procedure parameters in CREATE PROCE-
DURE statements, 954

procedures. See stored procedures

process ID (PID) file, 600, 607

PROCESS privilege, 714, 730, 980

processlist command (mysqladmin utility),
1075

procs_priv grant table, 710

program variables

myisamchk utility, list of, 1056-1057
mysql client program, list of,

1065-1066

mysqladmin utility, list of, 1074
mysqlbinlog utility, list of, 1079
mysqldump utility, list of, 1112
setting, 1044-1045

programs. See MySQL programs

prompt. See command prompt

prompt command (mysql client program),
1068

prompt definition sequences for mysql client
program, 1068-1069

--prompt option (mysql client program),
1063

property functions (spatial values), 879-881

--protocol option, 1042

protocol_version system variable, 910

provisional table creation, 125

pseudo_thread_id system variable, 910

PURGE MASTER LOGS statement, 658, 993

PURGE MASTER statement, 773

Q
\q command (mysql client program), 1068

-q option

myisamchk utility, 1055
mysql client program, 1063
mysqlcheck client program, 1081
mysqlhotcopy utility, 1115

-Q option (mysqldump utility), 1110

Qcache_free_blocks status variable, 933

Qcache_free_memory status variable, 933

Qcache_hits status variable, 933

Qcache_inserts status variable, 933

Qcache_lowmem_prunes status 
variable, 933

Qcache_not_cached status variable, 933

Qcache_queries_in_cache status 
variable, 933

Qcache_total_blocks status variable, 933
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qq{} construct, 458

qualified column references in joins, 153

qualifiers for identifiers, 104

QUARTER( ) function, 862

query cache, 337-339, 933

QUERY CACHE option, 978, 996

query expansion searches, 194-199

QUERY keyword, 986

query languages. See SQL

query optimization, 303

administrative-level optimization,
334-336

hardware optimizations, 339-340
MyISAM key caches, 336-337
query cache, 337-339

checking with EXPLAIN statement,
316-322

data type selection, 322-326
data-loading operations, 326-329
with indexing, 304

analyzing tables, 313
benefits of, 304-307
costs of, 307-308
selecting columns to index,

308-311
MySQL query optimizer, 311-322
scheduling policy, 329-331

changing priorities of, 331
concurrent inserts, 332-333
delayed inserts, 331-332

query results

binding (DBI API for Perl), 463
calculating, 68-70
creating tables from, 127-130
dates in, 70-73
generating summaries, 75-84
joins, 84-90
limiting, 67-68
pattern matching, 73-74
sorting, 65-66
subqueries, 90-91
user-defined variables in, 74-75

query( ) method

PDO class, 543-544,Web:1214
PHP API, 533

query_alloc_block_size system variable, 910

query_cache_limit system variable, 910

query_cache_min_res_unit system 
variable, 910

query_cache_size system variable, 910

query_cache_type system variable, 910

query_cache_wlock_invalidate system 
variable, 911

query_prealloc_size system variable, 911

Questions status variable, 928

QUICK option, 949, 971, 995

--quick option, 761

myisamchk utility, 1055
mysql client program, 1063
mysqlcheck client program, 1081
mysqldump utility, 1110

--quiet option (mysqlhotcopy utility), 1115

quit command (mysql client program), 1068

quizzes, 565-570

QUOTE( ) function, 848

quote( ) method

DBI database-handle, 460,Web:1188
PDO class, 548-549,Web:1214

quote_identifier( ) method (DBI database-
handle), Web:1188

--quote-names option (mysqldump utility),
1040, 1110

quoting special characters (DBI API for Perl),
457-460. See also data quoting

R
\r command (mysql client program), 1066,

1068

-r option

myisamchk utility, 1055-1056
mysql client program, 1064
mysqladmin utility, 1073
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mysqlcheck client program, 1081
mysqld, 1085
mysqldump utility, 1110
mysqlimport client program, 1118

-R option (mysqlbinlog utility), 1078

RADIANS( ) function, 837

RaiseError attribute (DBI API for Perl), 443,
Web:1199

RAND( ) function, 566, 838

range

data values, selecting data types,
285-286

decimal numbers, 221
numeric data types, 219

range partitioning, 132

RANGE( ) function, 965

range_alloc_block_size system variable, 911

--raw option (mysql client program), 1064

raw partitions in InnoDB shared 
tablespace, 676

RDBMS, defined, 21-22

READ COMMITTED transaction level, 181,
1006

READ locks, 991

READ UNCOMMITTED transaction level, 181,
1006

read_buffer_size system variable, 667, 911,
1057

--read-from-remote-server option 
(mysqlbinlog utility), 1078

read-only access

locking databases, 743
locking tables, 740-743

--read-only option (myisamchk utility),
1055

read_only system variable, 911

read_rnd_buffer_size system variable, 911

read/write access, locking tables, 740-743

Readline library, 1060

REAL data type, 222

REAL_AS_DEFAULT SQL mode, 222

REAL_AS_FLOAT SQL mode, 917

REBUILD PARTITION clause, 945

rebuilding indexes, 328

--reconnect option (mysql client program),
1064

--record_log_pos option (mysqlhotcopy 
utility), 1115

--recover option (myisamchk utility), 761,
1055

recovery procedures, 763-764

database recovery, 764
InnoDB auto-recovery, 767-768
re-executing binary log file 

statements, 765-767
table recovery, 764-765

REFERENCES clause, 187

REFERENCES privilege, 716

referencing include files in PHP API, 537

referential integrity, 50

foreign keys, 185-192
without foreign keys, 192-193

refresh command (mysqladmin utility), 1075

REFRESH_GRANT option (mysql_refresh( )
function), Web:1173

REFRESH_HOSTS option (mysql_refresh( )
function), Web:1173

REFRESH_LOG option (mysql_refresh( ) 
function), Web:1174

REFRESH_MASTER option (mysql_refresh( )
function), Web:1174

REFRESH_SLAVE option (mysql_refresh( )
function), Web:1174

REFRESH_STATUS option (mysql_refresh( )
function), Web:1174

REFRESH_TABLES option (mysql_refresh( )
function), Web:1174

REFRESH_THREADS option (mysql_refresh( )
function), Web:1174

REGEXP operator, 268, 270, 315, 827

--regexp option (mysqlhotcopy utility), 1116
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register_globals configuration setting 
(PHP API), 555

regular expressions, 270. See also
expressions

rehash command (mysql client program),
1068

RELATED( ) function, 883

relationship functions (spatial values),
882-883

relative comparison operators, subqueries
with, 159-160

--relative option (mysqladmin utility), 1073

relative updates, absolute updates 
versus, 184

relay log, 646, 652, 773

relay log index file, 646, 652

--relay-log option (mysqld), 773, 1098

RELAY_LOG_FILE parameter definition, 948

--relay-log-index option (mysqld), 773, 1098

--relay-log-info-file option (mysqld), 1098

RELAY_LOG_POS parameter definition, 948

relay_log_purge system variable, 911

relay_log_space_limit system variable, 911

RELEASE clause, 950, 997

RELEASE SAVEPOINT statement, 993

RELEASE_LOCK( ) function, 876

relevance rankings, 846

reload command (mysqladmin utility), 1076

RELOAD privilege, 643, 714, 730

reloading grant tables, 723

relocation of data directory contents, 602

database relocation, 604-606
entire data directory relocation, 604
InnoDB shared tablespace 

relocation, 606
methods of relocation, 602-603
precautions for, 603
status and log file relocation, 607
table relocation, 606
verifying, 603-604

--remove option (mysqld), 1095

REMOVE PARTITIONING clause, 945

remove_backslashes( ) method 
(PHP API), 555

removing. See also deleting

InnoDB tables, 590
tables, 593
temporary files, 762

RENAME clause, 144, 944

RENAME TABLE statement, 144, 660, 994

RENAME TO clause, 939

RENAME USER statement, 632, 994

renaming

columns, 143
tables, 144

renewal notices for U.S. Historical League
example, sending, 484, 490

REORGANIZE PARTITION clause, 945

--repair option (mysqlcheck client pro-
gram), 1081

REPAIR TABLE statement, 758, 994

repairing tables, 757-758

myisamchk utility, 760-763
mysqlcheck utility, 759-760
REPAIR TABLE statement, 758

REPEAT statement, 1031

REPEAT( ) function, 273, 848

REPEATABLE READ transaction level, 181,
1006

REPLACE keyword, 987

--replace option

mysqldump utility, 1110
mysqlimport client program, 1118

REPLACE statement, 995

REPLACE( ) function, 849

replacing Unix socket file, 627

--replicate-do-db option (mysqld), 1098

--replicate-do-table option (mysqld), 1098

--replicate-ignore-db option (mysqld), 772,
1098
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--replicate-ignore-table option (mysqld),
1098

--replicate-wild-do-table option (mysqld),
1099

--replicate-rewrite-db option (mysqld), 1099

--replicate-same-server-id option (mysqld),
1099

--replicate-wild-ignore-table option (mysqld),
1099

replication, 768-770

administrator responsibilities for,
582-583

backups with slave server, 774-775
binary logging formats, 773
establishing master-slave relationship,

770-773
of logs, 657-658
of multiple servers, 688

REPLICATION CLIENT privilege, 714

replication options for mysqld, 1097, 1100

REPLICATION SLAVE privilege, 714

--report-host option (mysqld), 1099

--report-password option (mysqld), 1099

--report-port option (mysqld), 1099

--report-user option (mysqld), 1099

REQUIRE clause, 635, 640, 642, 734, 981

requirements for DBI API for Perl, 435

requiring secure connections, 734-735

resequencing AUTO_INCREMENT columns,
261-262

reserving file descriptors, 909

RESET statement, 995

--resetmaster option (mysqlhotcopy utility),
1116

--resetslave option (mysqlhotcopy utility),
1116

resetting sample database, 57-58

resource consumption, limiting, 642-643

resource management columns (user grant
tables), 710, 718-719

RESTRICT keyword, 974

--result-file option

mysqlbinlog utility, 1078
mysqldump utility, 1110

result set metadata (DBI API for Perl),
471, 475

result set processing functions

C API,Web:1152,Web:1161
multiple-row result set processing

(PHP API), 539-547
prepared statements (C API),

Web:1168-Web:1173
result sets

fetching complete result sets (DBI API
for Perl), 454-456

handling (C API), 391-394
metadata (C API), 400-405
mysql_store_result( ) versus

mysql_use_result( ), 398-400
NULL values, testing in PHP API,

547
retrieving

multiple-table retrievals, 150
table information, 58, 91

RETURN statement, 292, 1031

RETURNS clause, 292, 954

REVERSE( ) function, 849

REVOKE statement, 614, 631, 643-644,
996-997

revoking privileges, 643-644

RIGHT JOIN keyword, 1001

right joins, 154-158

RIGHT( ) function, 849

rollback (transactions), 175

ROLLBACK statement, 176, 997

rollback( ) method

DBI database-handle,Web:1188
PDO class,Web:1215

root accounts, 610

rotating log tables, 659

rotating logs, 654-657
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ROUND( ) function, 278, 838

rounding

fractions, 219
numeric data values, 226

Routine_name value (scope column 
contents), 721

Routine_type value (scope column 
contents), 721

routines. See functions

--routines option (mysqldump utility), 751,
1110

row constructors, 815

row storage formats, selecting for query 
optimization, 323

row subqueries, 158

row-based binary logging, 773

ROW_COUNT( ) function, 887

ROW_FORMAT table option, 963

row-level locking, 712

row-modification statements

C API, 390-391
DBI API for Perl, 446-447
handling in PDO, 543

rowCount( ) method

PDOStatement object,Web:1221
PHP API, 548

rows

calculated query results, 68-70
deleting individually, 260
deleting/updating, 91-93
fetching (DBI API for Perl), 448-452

complete result sets, 454-456
counting as, 452
single rows, 452-453

inserting, 53-57
limiting query results, 67-68
sorting query results, 65-66

rows attribute (DBI API for Perl), Web:1205

rows( ) method (DBI statement-handle), 452,
Web:1195

RPAD( ) function, 849

--rpl-recovery-rank option (mysqld), 1099

rpl_recovery_rank system variable, 911

Rpl_status status variable, 928

RPM distributions, installing, 783-784

RTF format, generating U.S. Historical
League directory, 478-484

RTRIM( ) function, 849

running multiple servers on Windows,
693-695

runtime

setting system variables, 664-665, 890
specifying connection parameters 

(C API), 371-384
storage engine options, 669

S
\s command (mysql client program), 1068

-S option (myisamchk utility), 1043, 1055

-s option (mysqlbinlog utility), 1078

--safe-mode option (mysqld), 1091

--safe-recover option (myisamchk utility),
762, 1055

--safe-show-database option (mysqld),
1091

--safe-updates option (mysql client pro-
gram), 1064

--safe-user-create option (mysqld), 1091

--safemalloc-mem-limit option (mysqld),
1092

sample database, 17

creating, 33-34
grade-keeping example

displaying scores in browser,
517-521

entering/editing scores online,
552-565

objectives of, 20
table creation, 42-53

obtaining and installing, 777-778
resetting, 57-58
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tables
deleting/updating rows, 91-93
inserting rows, 53-57
retrieving information, 58, 91

U.S. Historical League example
creating interactive online quiz,

565-570
editing member entries online,

570-578
finding common interests,

496-497, 521-525
generating directory, 478-484
generating HTML-formatted

directory, 497-500
objectives of, 17-20
sending renewal notices, 484-490
table creation, 35-42
updating member entries, 490-496

SAVEPOINT statement, 180, 997

savepoints (transactions), 180

scalar data types in C API,
Web:1123-Web:1124

scalar subqueries, 158

SCALE attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1203

scale of decimal numbers, 221

scheduling

events, 298-300
preventive maintenance, 745

scheduling policy (query optimization),
329-331

changing scheduling priorities, 331
concurrent inserts, 332-333
delayed inserts, 331-332

SCHEMA keyword, 938

SCHEMA( ) function, 887

SCHEMAS keyword, 938

scientific notation, 203

scope-of-access columns (grant tables),
710-712, 720-722

script language interpreters, standalone 
versus module versions, 353-354

scripts, 95

CGI scripts, connecting to MySQL
Server, 510-512

DBI scripts,Web:1178
executing, 98-100
passing parameters to (CGI.pm 

module), 507-510
Perl scripts, 436-437
PHP scripts, 528,

Web:1207-Web:1208
search_mode, 846

searches

full-text searches, 194-195, 846
Boolean mode full-text searches,

197-199
configuring, 200
DBI API for Perl, 524-525
natural language full-text searches,

196-197
query expansion full-text 

searches, 199
system variables, 894

pattern matching searches (DBI API
for Perl), 521-524

SECOND( ) function, 863

secondary indexes, 309

secure connections, requiring, 640-642

--secure-auth option

mysql client program, 1064
mysqld, 1092

secure_auth system variable, 912

--secure-file-priv option (mysqld), 1092

secure_file_priv system variable, 912

security

administrator responsibilities for, 582
authentication for editing U.S.

Historical League member entries,
570-578

external security, 699-709
client access control, 719-724
example scenario, 724-728
grant tables, 709-719
grant tables, cautions concerning,

728-731
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internal security, 699
data directory, access to, 701-702
data directory, locking down,

702-706
option files, locking down, 707-708
types of files to protect, 700-701
Unix socket file, locking down,

706-707
new installations, 610-616

setting account passwords, 610-615
setting additional server 

passwords, 615
passwords, 644

forgotten, 627
in option files, 375

in PHP API
code encapsulation, 534-539
hidden fields, 570

SSL-encrypted connections, 731-735
for stored programs/views, 300-301
of user-specific option files, 1049

security functions, 871, 875

SEC_TO_TIME( ) function, 863

select options in SELECT statements,
998-999

SELECT privilege, 716

SELECT statement, 58, 91, 150, 997, 1003

calculated query results, 68-70
dates in query results, 70-73
in DBI API for Perl, 441
generating summaries, 75-84
joins, 84-90
limiting query results, 67-68
pattern matching, 73-74
sorting query results, 65-66
specifying retrieval critieria, 60-63
subqueries, 90-91
syntax of, 150
trailing SELECT statements in 

CREATE TABLE statements, 964
user-defined variables, 74-75

Select_full_join status variable, 928

Select_full_range_join status variable, 928

select_limit variable (mysql client program),
1066

Select_range status variable, 928

Select_range_check status variable, 928

Select_scan status variable, 928

selectall_arrayref( ) method (DBI database-
handle), 456, Web:1189

selectall_hashref( ) method (DBI database-
handle), Web:1189

selectcol_arrayref( ) method (DBI database-
handle), Web:1189

selecting, 350

columns to index, 308-311
data types, 280-287, 322-326
databases, 112
default database, 34
error message languages, 684
index types, 310
MySQL versions, 780
numeric data types, 225-226
storage engine availability, 669-670
string data types, 240-241

selectrow_array( ) method (DBI database-
handle), 453, Web:1190

selectrow_arrayref( ) method (DBI database-
handle), Web:1190

selectrow_hashref( ) method (DBI database-
handle), Web:1190

self-joins, 153

semicolon (;), statement terminator, 30

SEPARATOR keyword, 869

sequences, AUTO_INCREMENT attribute

adding to tables, 260
explained, 254-256
generating without AUTO_

INCREMENT, 262-264
for InnoDB tables, 259
issues concerning, 259-260
for MEMORY tables, 259
for MyISAM tables, 256-258
resequencing columns, 261-262

SERIAL data type, 801
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SERIALIZABLE transaction level, 181, 1006

server access, preventing during 
maintenance, 739-740

with database locking, 743
with individual table locking, 740-743

server connections

with C API, 363-366
closing in PHP API, 533
establishing/terminating, 28-30, 93-95
opening in PHP API, 532
with option-processing (C API),

384-389
SSL support (C API), 410-416

server shutdown, 626

server startup, 788

setting system variables, 663-664, 889
specifying options, 624-626
on Unix, 616-621
on Windows, 621-624

--server-id option

mysqlbinlog utility, 1078
mysqld, 1099

server_id system variable, 912

server-side prepared statements (C API),
422-434

servers, 580, 588. See also mysqld

copying
databases between, 755-756
tables between, 122

enabling secure connections, 732
listening for connections, 629-630
multiple servers, 685-688

configuring, 688-690
mysqld_multi script, 691-693
running on Windows, 693-695
setting passwords, 615
specifying startup options, 690-691

regaining control without 
connections, 626

tuning, 660
SESSION keyword, 663, 668, 1006

session-only system variables, 661, 921-924

displaying value of, 890
setting, 1004

SESSION_USER( ) function, 887

SET CHARACTER SET statement, 1005

SET data type, 228, 231-237, 809

SET DEFAULT clause, 942

SET GLOBAL statement, 1004

SET LOCAL statement, 1004

SET NAMES statement, 212, 1005

SET PASSWORD statement, 613, 644, 1005

SET SESSION statement, 1004

SET statement, 55, 75, 177, 664, 743, 984,
990, 1004-1005, 1027-1028

SET TRANSACTION statement, 182, 1006

--set-auto-increment option (myisamchk
utility), 1055

--set-character-set option (myisamchk 
utility), 1055

--set-charset option

mysqlbinlog utility, 1078
mysqldump utility, 1110

--set-collation option (myisamchk utility),
1055

--set-variable option, 1043-1044

setAttribute( ) method

PDO class,Web:1215
PDOStatement object,Web:1221

setFetchMode( ) method (PDOStatement
object), Web:1221

SHA1( ) function, 874

SHA2( ) function, 874

shared tablespace, 591

configuring, 674-679
relocating, 606

shared-memory connections, 629

--shared-memory option (mysqld), 1095

--shared-memory-base-name option, 1043
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shared_memory system variable, 912

shared_memory_base_name system 
variable, 912

shells

aliases, 95
command history, 94-95

shift left bit operator, 823

shift right bit operator, 823

--short-form option (mysqlbinlog utility),
1078

short-form options, 1039

SHOW BINLOG EVENTS, 1008

SHOW CHARACTER SET statement, 109,
207, 238, 804, 1008

SHOW COLLATION statement, 109, 207,
238, 804, 1009

SHOW COLUMNS FROM statement, 145

SHOW COLUMNS statement, 1009-1010

SHOW COUNT(*) ERRORS statement, 1012

SHOW COUNT(*) WARNINGS statement,
1024

SHOW CREATE DATABASE statement, 113

SHOW CREATE statements, 1010

SHOW CREATE TABLE statement, 124,
141-142, 145, 238

SHOW DATABASES privilege, 714

SHOW DATABASES statement, 41, 145, 590,
1011

SHOW ENGINE INNODB MUTEX statement,
1011

SHOW ENGINE INNODB STATUS statement,
192, 930, 1011

SHOW ENGINE statement, 1011

SHOW ENGINES statement, 115, 1011

SHOW ERRORS statement, 1012

SHOW EVENTS statement, 1012

SHOW FIELDS statement, 1009

SHOW FULL COLUMNS statement, 41, 239

SHOW FUNCTION STATUS statement, 1012

SHOW GLOBAL VARIABLES statement, 1024

SHOW GRANTS statement, 643, 1013

SHOW INDEX FROM statement, 145

SHOW INDEX statement, 141, 1013-1014

SHOW INNODB STATUS statement, 1014

SHOW MASTER LOGS statement, 1014

SHOW MASTER STATUS statement, 771,
1014-1015

SHOW MUTEX STATUS statement, 1015

SHOW OPEN TABLES statement, 1015

SHOW PRIVILEGES statement, 1016

SHOW PROCEDURE STATUS statement,
1012

SHOW PROCESSLIST statement, 1016-1017

SHOW SESSION VARIABLES statement,
1024

SHOW SLAVE HOSTS statement, 1017

SHOW SLAVE STATUS statement, 658,
772-773, 1017, 1021

SHOW statements, 40, 145-146, 1006-1007

SHOW STATUS statement, 660, 667-668,
924, 1021

SHOW TABLE STATUS statement, 145,
1021-1023

SHOW TABLE TYPES statement, 1023

SHOW TABLES FROM statement, 592

SHOW TABLES statement, 41, 145-146,
1023

SHOW TRIGGERS statement, 1023

SHOW VARIABLES statement, 110, 586,
660, 662, 890, 1024

SHOW VIEW privilege, 716, 980

SHOW WARNINGS statement, 252, 1024

--show-slave-auth-info option (mysqld),
1100

--show-warnings option (mysql client 
program), 1064
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ShowErrorStatement attribute (DBI API for
Perl), Web:1199

shutdown, 626

shutdown command (mysqladmin utility),
1076

SHUTDOWN privilege, 714

shutdown_timeout variable (mysqladmin
utility), 1074

$SIG{__DIE__} signal handler, 444

--sigint-ignore option (mysql client 
program), 1064

SIGN( ) function, 839

SIGNED attribute, 224

--silent option, 1043

SIN( ) function, 839

single-row results, fetching (DBI API for Perl),
452-453

--single-transaction option (mysqldump 
utility), 751, 754, 1110

--skip-column-names option (mysql client
program), 1064

--skip-event option, 751

--skip-extended-insert option, 751

skip_external_locking system variable, 912

--skip-grant-tables option (mysqld), 764,
1092

--skip-host-cache option (mysqld), 1092

--skip-kill-mysqld option (mysqld_safe shell
script), 1103

--skip-line-numbers option (mysql client 
program), 1065

--skip-locking option (mysqld), 1092

--skip-name-resolve option

mysqld, 1092
mysql_install_db shell script, 1072

--skip-networking option (mysqld), 764,
1092

skip_networking system variable, 912

--skip-new option (mysqld), 1092

--skip-opt option (mysqldump utility),
749-750, 1111

--skip-routines option, 751

--skip-safemalloc option (mysqld), 1092

--skip-show-database option (mysqld),
1092

skip_show_database system variable, 912

--skip-slave-start option (mysqld), 1100

--skip-stack-trace option (mysqld), 1093

--skip-symlink option (mysqld), 1093

--skip-syslog option (mysqld_safe shell
script), 1103

--skip-thread-priority option (mysqld), 1093

--skip-triggers option, 751

SLAVE option, 978, 996

slave options in START SLAVE statement,
1025

slave server, 770, 774-775

--slave-allow-batching option (mysqld),
1100

slave_allow_batching system variable, 912

slave_compressed_protocol system 
variable, 912

--slave-load-tmpdir option (mysqld), 752,
1100

slave_load_tmpdir system variable, 913

slave_net_timeout system variable, 913

Slave_open_temp_tables status 
variable, 928

Slave_retried_transactions status 
variable, 928

--slave-skip-errors option (mysqld), 1100

slave_skip_errors system variable, 913

slave_transaction_retries system 
variable, 913

--sleep option (mysqladmin utility), 1073

SLEEP( ) function, 887

Slow_launch_threads status variable, 929

slow_launch_time system variable, 913
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Slow_queries status variable, 929

slow-query log, 311, 645, 649-650

--slow-query-log option (mysqld), 1093

slow_query_log system variable, 913

slow_query_log_file system variable, 913

SMALLINT data type, 221, 800

socket files, 629

locking down, 706-707
replacing, 627

--socket option, 1043

mysqld_safe shell script, 1103
mysql_config utility, 1071

socket system variable, 913

software included with MySQL, 5

software requirements for 
DBI API for Perl, 435

SOME operator, 161

sort order for user grant table, 724

--sort_buffer_size option, 763

sort_buffer_size system variable, 667, 913,
1040, 1057

--sort-index option (myisamchk utility),
1055

sort_key_blocks variable (myisamchk utility),
1057

Sort_merge_passes status variable, 929

Sort_range status variable, 929

--sort-records option (myisamchk utility),
1056

--sort-recover option (myisamchk utility),
1056

Sort_rows status variable, 929

Sort_scan status variable, 929

sorting

binary strings, 208
ENUM and SET values, 233-237
non-binary strings, 208
query results, 65-66

SOUNDEX( ) function, 849

SOUNDS LIKE operator, 850

source command (mysql client program),
1068

source distributions

installing, 784-786
obtaining, 779

SPACE( ) function, 850

SPATIAL clause, 960

spatial data types

explained, 250-252, 811-812
list of, 216

spatial functions, 877

format-conversion functions, 877-879
property functions, 879-881
relationship functions, 882-883

SPATIAL indexes, 138, 141

SPATIAL keyword, 955

spatial reference ID (SRID), 877

spatial values, 213

format-conversion functions, 877-879
formats for, 877
property functions, 879-881

special characters

encoding strings (C API), 405-407
quoting (DBI API for Perl), 457-460

--sporadic-binlog-dump-fail option (mysqld),
1100

SQL (Structured Query Language)

defined, 22
importance of understanding, 580
pronunciation of, 25

SQL mode, 102-103

composite SQL modes, 917
values, list of, 914

SQL SECURITY clause, 300, 954, 969

SQL statement execution in PDO, 543-547

SQL statements, 937

avoiding typing, 95, 100
in binary log files, re-executing,

765-767
case sensitivity in, 106-107
comment syntax, 1033-1035
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compound statements, 290-292, 1028
control structure statements,

1029-1031
cursor statements, 1033
declaration statements, 1031-1033

database metadata, viewing, 145-146
databases

altering, 114
creating, 113
dropping, 114
selecting, 112

delimiters, redefining, 291
deprecated statements, 937
execution overview, 30-33
handling, mysql_store_result( ) versus

mysql_use_result( ), 398-400
identifiers, naming conventions,

103-106
indexes

creating, 137-141
dropping, 141

interactive statement-execution sample
program (C API), 409-410

multiple-statement execution (C API),
420-422

multiple-table retrievals, 150
multiple-table updates and deletes,

173-174
non-compound statements, list of,

938, 1028
processing (C API), 389-390, 394-397
server-side prepared statements 

(C API), 422-434
synonyms used, 938
syntax description conventions, 937
tables

altering structure, 141-144
creating, 122-135
dropping, 135-136
locking, 183

transactions, 174-182
isolation levels, 180-182
non-transactional alternatives,

182-185
savepoints, 180

views, 169-173
within files, 33

sql_auto_is_null system variable, 922

SQL_BIG_RESULT select option, 999

sql_big_selects system variable, 922

sql_big_tables system variable, 922

--sql-bin-update-same option (mysqld),
1093

SQL_BUFFER_RESULT select option, 998

sql_buffer_result system variable, 922

SQL_CACHE select option, 998

SQL_CALC_FOUND_ROWS select option, 999

sql_log_bin system variable, 923

sql_log_off system variable, 923

sql_log_update system variable, 923

sql_low_priority_updates system 
variable, 904

--sql-mode option (mysqld), 103, 1093

sql_mode system variable, 661, 914

sql_notes system variable, 923

SQL_NO_CACHE select option, 998

sql_query_cache_type system variable, 911

sql_quote_show_create system variable, 923

sql_safe_updates system variable, 923

sql_select_limit system variable, 918

sql_slave_skip_counter system variable, 918

SQL_SMALL_RESULT select option, 999

SQL_THREAD slave option, 1025

sql_warnings system variable, 923

SQLEXCEPTION handler condition, 1033

SQLSTATE handler condition, 1033

SQLWARNING handler condition, 1033

SQRT( ) function, 839

SRID (spatial reference ID), 877

SRID( ) function, 880

SSL columns (user grant table), 710

SSL connection option, 981

SSL connections, requiring, 640-642

--ssl option, 1044
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SSL options, list of, 1043-1044

SSL status variables, 934-935

SSL support (C API), 410-416

Ssl_accepts status variable, 934

Ssl_accept_renegotiates status variable, 934

--ssl-ca option, 1044

Ssl_callback_cache_hits status variable, 934

--ssl-capath option, 1044

--ssl-cert option, 1044

--ssl-cipher option, 1044

Ssl_cipher status variable, 934

Ssl_cipher_list status variable, 934

Ssl_client_connects status variable, 934

Ssl_connect_renegotiates status 
variable, 934

Ssl_ctx_verify_depth status variable, 934

Ssl_ctx_verify_mode status variable, 934

Ssl_default_timeout status variable, 934

SSL-encrypted connections, 731-735

Ssl_finished_accepts status variable, 934

Ssl_finished_connects status variable, 934

--ssl-key option, 1044

SSL-related columns (user grant tables),
717-718

Ssl_sessions_reused status variable, 935

Ssl_session_cache_hits status variable, 934

Ssl_session_cache_misses status 
variable, 934

Ssl_session_cache_mode status 
variable, 935

Ssl_session_cache_overflows status 
variable, 935

Ssl_session_cache_size status variable, 935

Ssl_session_cache_timeouts status 
variable, 935

Ssl_used_session_cache_entries status 
variable, 935

Ssl_verify_depth status variable, 935

Ssl_verify_mode status variable, 935

--ssl-verify-server-cert option, 1044

Ssl_version status variable, 935

ssl_xxx system variable, 918

sslopt-case.h header file, 413

sslopt-longopts.h header file, 411

sslopt-vars.h header file, 413

--standalone option (mysqld), 1095

standalone PHP scripts, 531

standalone script language interpreters,
module versions versus, 353-354

standard program options

list of, 1041-1043
myisamchk support for, 1052
myisampack support for, 1058
mysql support for, 1061
mysql_install_db support for, 1072
mysqladmin support for, 1073
mysqlbinlog support for, 1077
mysqlcheck support for, 1079
mysqld support for, 1084
mysqld_multi support for, 1101
mysqld_safe support for, 1102
mysqldump support for, 1105
mysqlhotcopy support for, 1114
mysqlimport support for, 1117
mysqlshow support for, 1119
perror support for, 1120

START SLAVE statement, 772-773, 1025

START TRANSACTION statement, 176,
1025-1026

--start-check-pos option (myisamchk utili-
ty), 1056

--start-datetime option (mysqlbinlog utility),
767, 1078

start_html( ) function (CGI.pm module), 505

--start-position option (mysqlbinlog utility),
1078

start-slave command (mysqladmin utility),
1076

STARTING BY option, 989
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STARTPOINT( ) function, 880

startup, 788

multiple server options, specifying,
690-691

setting system variables, 663-664, 889
specifying options, 624-626
on Unix, 616-621
on Windows, 621-624

statement access verification, 722, 724

Statement attribute (DBI API for Perl),
Web:1198-Web:1203

statement caching (DBI API for Perl), 462

statement construction and execution 
functions (C API), Web:1150-Web:1152,
Web:1166-Web:1168

statement handlers, allocating, 423

statement terminators in 
DBI API for Perl, 441

statement-based binary logging, 773

statement-handle attributes in 
DBI API for Perl, Web:1201-Web:1205

statement-handle methods in 
DBI API for Perl, Web:1191-Web:1195

statements, 103, 937. See also
SQL statements

C API
interactive statement-execution

sample program, 409-410
multiple-statement execution,

420-422
processing, 389-390, 394-397
server-side prepared statements,

422-434
handling, mysql_store_result( ) versus

mysql_use_result( ), 398-400
stats_method variable (myisamchk utility),

1057

status command

mysql client program, 1068
mysqladmin utility, 1076

status files

list of, 599-602
relocating, 607

STATUS flush option, 978

--status option (mysqlshow utility), 1119

status variables, 924-930

checking, 667-668
InnoDB status variables, 930-933
query cache status variables, 933
SSL status variables, 934-935

STD( ) function, 870

STDDEV_POP( ) function, 871

STDDEV_SAMP( ) function, 871

sticky bits, setting, 707

STOP SLAVE statement, 773, 1026

stop-slave command (mysqladmin utility),
1076

--stop-datetime option (mysqlbinlog utility),
767, 1078

--stop-position option (mysqlbinlog utility),
1078

stopping MySQL server, 626

STORAGE ENGINE partition option, 967

storage engines, 590, 592

ARCHIVE, 120
binary portability, 121-122
BLACKHOLE, 121
checking availability of, 115-116
converting tables between, 143
CSV, 121
determining for tables, 146
EXAMPLE, 121
Falcon, 120

auto-recovery, 744
configuring, 680

FEDERATED, 120
files associated with tables, 117-118
index characteristics, 136-137
InnoDB, 119

auto-recovery, 744
AUTO_INCREMENT attribute

in, 259
configuring, 674-680
status variables, 930-933
system variables, 896

list of, 114-115
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MEMORY, 119, 259
MERGE, 118
MyISAM, 118

auto-recovery, 744
AUTO_INCREMENT attribute

in, 256-258
configuring, 671-673
system variables, 907

NDB, 120
row storage formats, selecting for

query optimization, 323
selecting availability of, 669-670
specifying, 123-124, 592

storage requirements for numeric data
types, 219

storage_engine system variable, 918

stored functions, 292-295

stored procedures, 292-294

case sensitivity, 106
parameter types, 295-296
privileges for, 294-295

stored programs. See also stored functions;
stored procedures

benefits of, 289
compound statements in, 290-292
defined, 290
events, 298-300
security issues, 300-301
triggers, 296-298

STR_TO_DATE( ) function, 213, 863

STRAIGHT_JOIN keyword, 313, 999, 1001

STRCMP( ) function, 833

strict mode, 102, 228, 253-254, 914

STRICT_ALL_TABLES SQL mode, 253, 917

STRICT_TRANS_TABLES SQL mode,
253, 917

string concatenation, 267, 824

string data types

attributes of, 237-240
BINARY and VARBINARY data

types, 229-230
binary strings, 805-806
BLOB and TEXT data types, 230-231

CHAR and VARCHAR data types,
228-229

ENUM and SET data types, 231,
237, 809

explained, 226-228, 803-805
list of, 215
non-binary strings, 807-808
selecting among, 240-241

string functions, 840-852

string values, 204-207

binary versus non-binary strings,
207-211

case sensitivity, 106
character sets and collations, 207,

211-213
escape sequences, 205-206

strings

encoding (C API), 405-407
prefixes of, indexing, 309
quoting special characters (DBI API

for Perl), 457-460
Structured Query Language. See SQL

structured system variables, 665-672

structures, Web:1124-Web:1135

SUBDATE( ) function, 863

SUBJECT clause, 734

SUBJECT connection option, 982

subqueries, 90-91, 158-159, 998

with ALL and ANY operators,
161-162

correlated subqueries, 163
with EXISTS and NOT EXISTS

operators, 162
in FROM clause, 163
with IN and NOT IN operators,

160-161
query optimization, 315
with relative comparison operators,

159-160
rewriting as joins, 164-165

subscribing to mailing lists, 780

SUBSTR( ) function, 850

SUBSTRING( ) function, 850
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SUBSTRING_INDEX( ) function, 850

SUBTIME( ) function, 863

subtracting dates, 72

subtraction operator, 816

--suffix option (mysqlhotcopy utility), 1116

suffixes, 528

SUM( ) function, 81, 871

summaries, generating, 75-84

summary functions, 868-871

Sun Microsystems, 2

SUPER privilege, 714, 730, 980

superuser accounts, 611

superuser privileges, 728

support, 4, 780

suppressing error messages in PHP API, 552

switch statement (PHP API), 557

switchboxes, 479

--symbolic-links option (mysqld), 1093

symlinks

in backups, 752
changing permissions on, 706

sync_binlog system variable, 918

--sync-frm option (mysqld), 1093

sync_frm system variable, 918

synonyms for SQL statements, 938

synthetic indexes, 325

--sysconfdir option, 1045

SYSDATE( ) function, 864

--sysdate-is-now option (mysqld), 1093

syslog, 649

--syslog option (mysqld_safe shell script),
1103

--syslog-tag option (mysqld_safe shell
script), 1104

system command (mysql client program),
1068

system performance, 597

system tables, installing/upgrading, 788-789

System V-style systems, server startup, 620

system variables, 660, 889, 921

for character sets and collations,
211-213

checking status variables, 667-668
checking/setting, 661-665
list of, 665-667
for mysqld, checking values of, 1100
query optimization, 335
session-only system variables, 921-924
setting, 1004
viewing, 586

system_time_zone system variable,
682, 918

SYSTEM_USER( ) function, 887

T
\t command (mysql client program),

1067-1068

-T option (myisamchk utility), 1055-1056

-t option

myisampack utility, 1059
mysql client program, 1065
mysqld, 1094
mysqldump utility, 1109-1111

--tab option (mysqldump utility), 1111

table aliases, 1000

TABLE flush option, 978

table handlers, 114

table locks, 329

--table option (mysql client program), 1065

table options in CREATE TABLE statements,
961-964

table privileges, list of, 715-716

table subqueries, 158

table_cache system variable, 666, 919

table_definition_cache system variable, 919

table_locks_immediate status variable, 929
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Table_locks_waited status variable, 929

table_lock_wait_timeout system 
variable, 919

Table_name value (scope column 
contents), 721

table_open_cache system variable, 666, 919

table_type system variable, 919

tables

adding AUTO_INCREMENT
columns to, 260

altering structure, 141-144
analyzing, 313
checking/repairing, 757-758

CHECK TABLE statement, 758
myisamchk utility, 760-763
mysqlcheck utility, 759-760
REPAIR TABLE statement, 758

converting
between storage engines, 143
to four-byte utf8 character set, 112

copying between servers, 122
creating, 122-135

grade-keeping example, 42-53
specifying data types during,

217-218
U.S. Historical League example,

35-42
creating tables from, 127-130
default column values, specifying,

218-219
defragmenting, 324
deleting/updating rows, 91-93
dropping, 135-136
FEDERATED tables, 134-135
file operations for, 592-593
file size constraints, 596-597
files associated with, 117-118
indexing, 308
inserting rows, 53-57
locking, 183, 740-743
MERGE tables, 130-132
moving between databases, 144
multiple-table retrievals, 150
multiple-table updates and deletes,

173-174

naming conventions, 26
partitioned tables, 132-133
recovery, 764-765
relocating, 606
removing, 593
renaming, 144
retrieving information, 58, 91
storage engines for, 119, 590-592
truncating, 659
views, 169-173

--tables option

mysqlcheck client program, 1081
mysqldump utility, 1111

TABLES WITH READ LOCK flush option, 978

tables_priv grant table, 710

TABLESPACE clause, 680

tablespaces

per-table InnoDB tablespaces, 679
shared tablespace, 591, 674, 679

tag styles for PHP scripts,
Web:1207-Web:1208

TAN( ) function, 839

tar file binary distributions, installing, 783

--tc-heuristic-recover option (mysqld), 1094

Tc_log_max_pages_used status 
variable, 929

Tc_log_page_size status variable, 929

Tc_log_page_waits status variable, 929

--tcp-ip option (mysqld_multi shell script),
1102

TCP/IP connections, 627, 629, Web:1145

TcX, 1

technical support for MySQL, 4, 780

tee command (mysql client program), 1068

--tee option (mysql client program), 1065

--temp-pool option (mysqld), 1094

temporal. See date and time values

temporary files, removing, 762

TEMPORARY keyword, 126-127, 959, 973

temporary tables, creating, 126-127
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TERMINATED BY option, 988-989

termination functions (C API),
Web:1136-Web:1137

--test option (myisampack utility), 1059

testing

development releases, 697
for NULL values in PHP API, 547
query optimization, 316
type conversion, 277-280

TEXT data type, 230-231, 325-326, 808

text-format backups, 746-751

THEN value, 1030

thread_cache_size system variable, 919

thread_concurrency system variable, 919

thread_handling system variable, 919

thread_pool_size system variable, 919

thread_stack system variable, 919

threaded client functions (C API), Web:1175

Threads_cached status variable, 929

Threads_connected status variable, 929

Threads_created status variable, 930

Threads_running status variable, 930

time and date functions, 852, 867

TIME data type, 243-244, 810

time data types, 216, 242

time values, 213

time zones, 244, 682-683

TIME( ) function, 864

time_format system variable, 919

TIME_FORMAT( ) function, 864

TIME_TO_SEC( ) function, 864

time_zone system variable, 682, 920

--timed-mutexes option (mysqld), 1094

timed_mutexes system variable, 920

TIMEDIFF( ) function, 864

TIMESTAMP data type, 244, 247, 810

timestamp system variable, 923

TIMESTAMP( ) function, 864

TIMESTAMPADD( ) function, 865

TIMESTAMPDIFF( ) function, 72, 865

--timezone option (mysqld_safe shell
script), 1104

TINYBLOB data type, 230, 805

TINYINT data type, 221, 225, 799

TINYTEXT data type, 230, 807

tmp_table_size system variable, 920

TMPDIR environment variable, 1050

--tmpdir option

myisamchk utility, 1056
myisampack utility, 1059
mysqld, 1094
mysqlhotcopy utility, 1116

tmpdir system variable, 920

TO clause, 981

TO SAVEPOINT clause, 997

TO_DAYS( ) function, 72, 277, 865

--to-last-log option (mysqlbinlog utility),
1078

tools. See MySQL programs

TOUCHES( ) function, 882

trace( ) method (DBI handles), 469,
Web:1195

TraceLevel attribute (DBI API for Perl), 470,
Web:1200

trace_msg( ) method (DBI handles),
Web:1196

tracing, debugging with (DBI API for Perl),
469, 471

TRADITIONAL SQL mode, 102, 253, 918

trailing LIKE clauses in CREATE TABLE state-
ments, 964

trailing padding in string data types, 241

trailing SELECT statements in CREATE TABLE
statements, 964

transaction control functions (C API),
Web:1164
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transaction levels in SET TRANSACTION
statements, 1006

transaction_alloc_block_size system 
variable, 920

--transaction-isolation option (mysqld),
1094

transaction_prealloc_size system 
variable, 920

transactional tables, mixing with 
non-transactional tables, 185

transactions, 174-179, 950

in binary log, 651
in DBI API for Perl, 475-477
isolation levels, 180-182
non-transactional alternatives, 182-185
in PHP API, 562
savepoints, 180

transferring databases between servers,
755-756

TRIGGER privilege, 716, 980

triggers, 296-298, 592

--triggers option (mysqldump utility), 751,
1111

TRIM( ) function, 851

troubleshooting, 367, 757. See also
debugging in DBI API for Perl

grant tables
example scenario, 724-728
flushing privileges, 723

InnoDB auto-recovery, 767-768
linking client programs, 361

TRUE constant, 213

TRUNCATE TABLE statement, 260, 659, 762,
1026

TRUNCATE( ) function, 839

truncating tables, 659

tuning with system variables, 660

checking status variables, 667-668
checking/setting variables, 661-665
list of variables, 665-667

two-digit years, converting to four-digit years,
249-250

tx_isolation system variable, 920

TYPE attribute (DBI API for Perl), Web:1203

type conversion, 272-276

date and time values, 276
testing/forcing, 277-280

type member values (MYSQL_FIELD 
structure), list of, Web:1128

TYPE table option, 964

--tz-utc option (mysqldump utility), 1111

U
\u command (mysql client program), 1068

-u option (myisamchk utility), 1043, 1056

-U option (mysql client program), 1064

UCASE( ) function, 851

ucs2 character set, 111

unary minus operator, 816

--unbuffered option (mysql client program),
1065

UNCOMPRESS( ) function, 875

UNCOMPRESSED_LENGTH( ) function, 875

uncorrelated subqueries, 163

undef values in DBI API for Perl, 442, 463

unequality operator, 819

UNHEX( ) function, 851

UNICODE attribute, 240

Unicode support, 111-112

union operator, 823

UNION statement, 165-169, 1026

UNION table option, 964

UNIQUE clause, 139, 955, 960

unique indexes, 137-138, 191

unique numbers, 254

unique_checks system variable, 924

UNIREG database tool, 1

Unix

error log on, 648-649
installing
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Apache and PHP on, 790-792
DBI API for Perl, 789-790
MySQL on, 780-789

option files, read order of, 1045
server startup, 616-621
socket file

locking down, 706-707
replacing, 627

UNIX_TIMESTAMP( ) function, 865

UNLOCK TABLE statement, 741, 1027

UNLOCK TABLES statement, 183, 330

--unpack option (myisamchk utility), 1056

unprivileged login accounts, running server
with, 617-618

UNSIGNED attribute, 221-223

UNTIL clause, 1025

updatable views, 172

updatable_views_with_limit system 
variable, 920

UPDATE privilege, 716

UPDATE statement, 91-93, 1028

changing/resetting passwords, 644
multiple-table updates, 173-174
relative versus absolute updates, 184
setting passwords with, 614

--update-state option (myisamchk utility),
1056

UPDATEXML( ) function, 883

updating

AUTO_INCREMENT columns, 256
MySQL, 695-696
passwords, 728
rows, 91-93

UPGRADE DATA DIRECTORY NAME 
clause, 938

UPPER( ) function, 211, 851

Uptime status variable, 930

Uptime_since_flush_status status 
variable, 930

URL text, escaping, 506

url( ) function (CGI.pm module), 508

urlencode( ) function (PHP API), 541

U.S. Historical League example

creating interactive online quiz,
565-570

editing member entries online,
570-578

finding common interests, 496-497,
521-525

generating directory, 478-484
generating HTML-formatted 

directory, 497-500
objectives of, 17-20
sending renewal notices, 484-490
table creation, 35-42
updating member entries, 490-496

USAGE privilege, 637-640, 981

usage-based replication, 657

use command (mysql client program), 1068

USE INDEX clause, 313, 1000

USE statement, 34, 112, 439, 1028

USE_FRM option, 995

--use-frm option (mysqlcheck client pro-
gram), 1081

--use-threads option (mysqlimport client
program), 1118

user accounts, 616

USER environment variable, 1050

user grant table, 709

password encryption in, 722
sort order, 724

--user option (mysqld_safe shell script),
1043, 1104

user table, initial accounts in, 611

User value (scope column contents), 721

user variables, 935

USER( ) function, 887

user-defined variables, 74-75, 935-936

USER_RESOURCES flush option, 978

user-specific option files, 1046-1049

username, specifying for server 
connections, 28
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USING BTREE clause, 139

USING( ) clause, 153-156, 975, 1001

UTC_DATE( ) function, 866

UTC_TIME( ) function, 866

UTC_TIMESTAMP( ) function, 866

utf8 character set, 111

utf8mb3 character set, 111

utf16 character set, 111

utf32 character set, 111

utility functions, Web:1197

UUID( ) function, 887

V
-v option, 1043

validation, 342, 494

VALUES clause, 54, 965

VALUES( ) list, 984

VAR_POP( ) function, 871

VAR_SAMP( ) function, 871

VARBINARY data type, 229-230, 805

VARCHAR data type, 38, 228-229, 807

variable names in DBI API for Perl,
Web:1178

variable-length string data types, 228

variables, 660

declaring in DBI API for Perl, 439
environment variables, 1049-1051
naming in DBI API for Perl, 437
in PHP API, 534
program variables

myisamchk utility, 1056-1057
mysql client program, 1065-1066
mysqladmin utility, 1074
mysqlbinlog utility, 1079
mysqldump utility, 1112
setting, 1044-1045

status variables, 924-930
InnoDB, 930-933
query cache, 933

SSL, 934-935
system variables, 586, 889, 921

for mysqld, 1100
query optimization, 335
session-only system variables, 921-

924
user-defined variables, 74-75, 935-936

variables command (mysqladmin utility),
1076

VARIANCE( ) function, 871

--verbose option, 1043

verifying data directory relocation, 603-604

version command (mysqladmin utility), 1076

--version option (mysql_config utility),
1038, 1043, 1071

version system variable, 920

VERSION( ) function, 888

version_comment system variable, 921

version_compile_machine system 
variable, 921

version_compile_os system variable, 921

versions of MySQL, selecting, 780

--vertical option

mysql client program, 1065
mysqladmin utility, 1073

viewing

help message, 1038-1039
permissions, 702-703
privileges, 643
system variables, 586

views, 169, 173

in data directory, 592
security issues, 300-301

W
\w command (mysql client program),

1067-1068

-W option, 1042

-w option

myisamchk utility, 1056
myisampack utility, 1059
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mysql client program, 1065
mysqladmin utility, 1073
mysqldump utility, 1112

--wait option

myisamchk utility, 1056
myisampack utility, 1059
mysql client program, 1065
mysqladmin utility, 1073

wait_timeout system variable, 921

warnings command (mysql client program),
1068

--warnings option (mysqld), 1094

warning_count system variable, 924

Web application development with DBI API
for Perl, 500-501

Apache Web server setup, 502-503
CGI.pm module

escaping HTML/URL text, 506
input parameters, 504
object-oriented interface, 503-504
output generating, 504-506
passing parameters to scripts,

507-510
connecting to MySQL server,

510-512
database browser, 513-517
FULLTEXT index searches, 524-525
grade-keeping score browser, 517-521
pattern matching searches, 521-524
U.S. Historical League common-

interest searching, 521-525
Web servers

Apache Web server, setting up,
502-503

integration with MySQL, 344-345
PHP API, 349, 529

Web sites for MySQL information, 11-12

WEEK( ) function, 866

WEEKDAY( ) function, 867

WEEKOFYEAR( ) function, 867

WEIGHT_STRING( ) function, 851

Well-Known Binary (WKB) format, 251, 877

converting internal format to, 879
converting to internal format, 877

Well-Known Text (WKT) format, 251, 877

converting internal format to, 879
converting to internal format, 878

WHEN expression, 1030

WHERE clause, 60-63, 91-92, 146, 662,
668, 970, 1001-1002, 1007, 1011, 1021,
1024, 1027-1028

WHERE FALSE clause, 475

--where option (mysqldump utility), 1112

WHILE statement, 1031

Widenius, Michael “Monty,” 1

wildcard characters, 73, 268, 826

in Host values (scope column 
contents), 720

in hostname specifiers, 633
query optimization, 315

Windows

error log on, 649
installing

Apache and PHP on, 796
DBI API for Perl, 796
MySQL on, 792-796

option files
cautions concerning, 1046
read order of, 1046

running multiple servers on, 693-695
server startup, 621-624

Windows options for mysqld, 1094-1095

WITH CHECK OPTION clause, 970

WITH clause, 635, 642-643, 982

WITH CONSISTENT SNAPSHOT clause, 1025

WITH GRANT OPTION clause, 642, 979

WITH PARSER index option, 956

WITH QUERY EXPANSION search mode, 847

WITH ROLLUP clause, 82, 1002

WITHIN function, 882
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WKB (Well-Known Binary) format, 251, 877

converting internal format to, 879
converting to internal format, 877

WKT (Well-Known Text) format, 251, 877

converting internal format to, 879
converting to internal format, 878

word boundaries, 830

WORK clause, 950, 997

WRITE locks, 991

--write-binlog option (mysqlcheck client 
program), 1081

write_buffer_size variable (myisamchk 
utility), 1057

X–Z
-X option (mysql client program), 1065

-x option (mysqldump utility), 1108, 1112

X( ) function, 880

X509 connection option, 981

XHTML, HTML versus, 505

XML functions, 883

--xml option

mysql client program, 1065
mysqldump utility, 1112

XPath, 883

-Y option (mysqldump utility), 1105, 1109

Y( ) function, 880

YEAR data type, 247, 811

year values, converting two-digit to four-digit,
249-250

YEAR( ) function, 71

YEARWEEK( ) function, 867

zero values for date and time data 
types, 242

ZEROFILL attribute, 224

1301ZEROFILL attribute
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